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ABSTRACT
Increasingly, developing countries view the partnership of 
research, education, and extension in traditional agricultural 
extension education systems as an adaptable model for improving 
their agrarian economies. The process of adaptation, however, 
has too often followed the traditional developmental project 
approach and been little more than the transplantation of a 
predefined extension education model into a developing countiry 
with little regard to existing country specific factors which 
impact the effectiveness of a domestic extension system. As a 
result, less than satisfactory technology transfer has occurred 
and slow rates of agricultural economic development have been 
posted, painting a disappointing record for agricultural 
extension in developing countries.
The general assertion remains, however, that extension 
education can promote development by improving the capacity of 
small farmers to produce food and fiber, enabling them to become 
functional, contributing parts of the economic development 
process. The challenge is to design an extension system, within 
country specific parameters, which will effectively meet the 
established developmental goals of a country.
The purpose of this developmental research project was to 
identify the factors to consider when designing aui effective 
agricultural extension system for a given developing country and 
then link these factors to the components of existing extension
vi
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models to "custom" design an appropriate, effective extension 
system for the country.
A review of literature identified country specific factors 
which impact the effectiveness of an extension system and the 
primary components of the seven major extension models.
Additional procedures included the development of two 
instruments, the "Country Analysis Instrument" which serves to 
identify and quantify various existing or desired 
characteristics which impact the development of an extension 
system and the "Model Correlation Instrument" which correlates 
these identified impactors to particular components of existing 
models.
The designed instruments were subjected to a modified 
Delphi review by a panel of recognized experts in extension 
education and development for evaluation and refinement. Field- 
testing of the final instruments was done in the People's 
Republic of China and Cambodia through a 1994 Fulbright Project 
and Turkmenistan in a 1995 USAID Project. These studies 
validated the instruments as capable of withstanding practical 
application.
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CHAPTBR I. IMTRODOCTIOM
In an article written for the Cooperative Extension
Service of the United States Department of Agriculture,
Dr. Clifton Wharton, long-time Chair of the Board for
International Food and Agricultural Development, succinctly
outlined one of the most significant challenges facing
m o d e m  developmentalists by stating:
If there is one area where we have been most unsuccessful, 
it has been the development of cost-effective and program- 
efficient models for the delivery of new scientific and 
technical knowledge to the millions upon millions of farm 
producers in the Third World. We know how to harness the 
creative and inventive forces of science and technology in 
the war on hunger, but I submit that we still have not been 
fully successful in the technology of diffusion. (Wharton, 
1984, p.4)
Authors Daniel Benor, James Harrison, emd Michael Baxter 
emphasize the significant role agriculture plays in the economic 
development of countries in the 1984 World Bank publication, 
"Agricultural Extension - The Training and Visit System" . 
According to the authors, the majority of developing countries 
of the world are agrarian societies and agricultural economic 
development is necessarily integral to their overall economic 
development. Few countries have experienced sustained economic 
development without growth in the agricultural sector and all 
countries that have experienced significant growth in 
agriculture have simultaneously achieved growth in their general 
economy. Agricultural development, therefore, represents not 
only a method of increasing food output, thereby enhancing
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
public welfare, but also serves as a direct contributor to 
overall economic development.
Benor et al. also point out that a number of factors 
combined to affect the quantum growth in the U.S. agricultural 
sector from 1945 to 1970. U.S. infrastructure developments 
progressed at a rate which served to support and stimulate 
progress in the agricultural éuid industrial sectors. Increased 
emphasis on agricultural research produced a host of new 
techniques and products providing the opportunity for 
significant improvement in production levels and efficiency.
And certainly, a key ingredient was the Cooperative Extension 
Service which served as a vehicle for transferring this newly 
derived information from the research centers to local producers 
for practical application.
With such rapid improvement in the agricultural sector of 
the United States, the country has become a model for developing 
nations faced with mounting pressures from population growth and 
low food supplies. Benor at al. contend that it is increasingly 
apparent that improvement in the agricultural economy of a 
developing country is dependent upon adequate agricultural 
research and the successful diffusion of resulting technology 
into the rural sector through education. Further, while the 
research and education concept of the land grant system of the 
United States has long been recognized as one of the most 
effective means of improving food and fiber production, the
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extension component is now recognized as an equally important 
partner in this process. Increasingly, developing countries are 
viewing this partnership as an adaptable model for improving 
their agraricm. economies.
The process of adaptation, however, has too often followed 
the traditional developmental project approach and been little 
more than the t ransp lant at ion of a predefined extension model 
into a developing country with little or no regard to existing 
country specific factors which directly impact the effectiveness 
of a domestic extension education system. As a result, less 
than satisfactory technology transfer has occurred and slow 
rates of agricultural economic development have been posted, 
painting a somewhat disappointing record of agricultural 
extension in developing countries over the last 35 years.
The general assertion remains, however, that extension 
education systems can promote development by improving the 
capacity of small farmers to produce and utilize food and fiber, 
thus enabling them to become a functional, contributing part of 
the economic development process. The challenge is to design an 
agricultural extension education system, within country specific 
parameters, which will effectively meet the established 
developmental goals of a country.
With this thesis in mind, the purpose of this 
developmental research project was to identify the various 
factors which should be considered when designing an effective
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
agricultural extension education system for a given developing 
country auad then to link, these factors to the various components 
of existing extension education models, thereby affording the 
opportunity to "custom" design an appropriate, effective 
agricultural extension education system for the country.
The specific objectives of the project were;
1. To conduct a review of literature to:
a. identify the specific impactors which should be 
considered when attempting to design an effective 
extension education system for a given developing 
country by understanding problems encountered in 
existing extension education systems and theoretical 
considerations, and
b. identify currently defined extension education models 
and their associated primary components which should 
be considered when designing an effective extension 
education system for a given developing country.
2. To design:
a. a "Country Analysis Instrument" which will identify 
the existing or desired characteristics within a 
developing country which impact the design of an 
agricultural extension education system, and
b. a "Model Correlation Instrument" which will correlate 
the impactors with particular components of existing
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
extension education models to provide a framework of 
appropriate design parameters
3. To refine the instruments through a modified Delphi 
review involving recognized specialists in extension 
education and international development.
4. To field test the refined instruments in selected 
developing countries as a process of evaluating an 
existing extension education system and designing a new 
extension education system.
A schematic of the procedures for this developmental 
research project is included in Figure I.
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CHAPTER II. RgVlBW OF LITERATURE
A  review of related literature provided two perspectives 
from which, to approach the research topic. The first identifies 
the various impactors which should be considered when attempting 
to design an effective extension education system for a given 
developing country. The second describes existing extension 
education models emd their component parts. Each of these 
perspectives will be presented in detail with appropriate 
reference to the relevcuit literature.
While at first glance it may appear that the literature 
referenced is outdated, it should be pointed out that the bulk 
of the foundational literature relevant to the two identified 
perspectives of this project was produced in the 1970s and 80s. 
Subsequent literature is only marginally related. Material that 
is relevant has been referenced.
II-A. Considerations in Developing Countries
The identification of specific impactors is presented in 
current literature in terms of problems encountered in existing 
extension systems and outlined theoretical considerations.
Major areas of reference identified are as follows:
1. Government Policies in Agriculture
2. Macro-Orgsuiization of an Extension Service
3. Responsibilities of an Extension Service
4. Linkages between Research and Extension
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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5. Programming Approach in Extension
6 . Selection and Training of Extension Personnel
7. Local-Level Extension Staffing
8. Support Strategies for Local Extension Personnel
All of these areas were considered by the majority of
authors as having significant impact on the potential success of 
an extension education system, and each was examined in detail 
to establish a foundation for the research project. Although 
expauisive, this list should not be considered totally inclusive 
of all impactors. Various authors have identified additional 
factors which they consider important. These referenced areas 
were also considered where applicable to the research.
II-Al. Government Policies in Agriculture
Government policy, in the form of specific regulations, 
financial support, and public statements, significantly impacts 
the future of development in all arenas. Such policies have the 
cibility to impede development by diverting much needed resources 
from one area to another, overburdening an industry with 
cumbersome regulations, producing artificial market conditions, 
and directing the distribution of profits. Conversely, policy 
decisions can support and encourage development by channeling 
resources, enhancing organizational structure, subsidizing 
privatization, and supporting market growth.
The challenge facing developing countries is to align 
government policies with established development goals. In the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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case of agricultural development and the establishment of am. 
extension education system it is inperative that policies are 
designed to provide the basic structure, financing, and 
coordination required for both estad)lishment amd maintenamce of 
the system.
Eddy Finley and Robert Price emphasized the significamce 
of government policies amd regulations to individual production 
decisions in their text, International Agriculture", published 
in 1994. According to the authors, government policies and 
regulations are too often used to force producers into the pre­
designed mainstream of development. Examples include forcing 
the re-distribution of land or the move from the production of 
one commodity to amother for national export income generation. 
Such governmental decrees are frequently seen as constraints 
upon individual initiative and discourage production efforts 
among smaller, low-income farmers. The result is often decreased 
food production which is detrimental to producers and consumers 
alike, as well as overall economic development.
In the article, ''Extension Strategies for Technology 
Utilization" written for the 1984 Food and Agricultural 
Organization (FAG) of the United Nations publication, 
"Agricultural Extension - A Reference Manual", authors Swanson, 
Roling and Jiggins emphasize the role of government policy­
makers in determining the direction and progress of agricultural 
development. According to the authors, agricultural policy
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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should not only be supportive and consistent with agricultural 
development, but also congruent with agricultural extension 
objectives. They also point out the need to realistically 
construct policies, goals, and objectives relative to the 
resources and circumstances of the agricultural sector in 
general, and the majority of agricultural producers in 
particular. Swanson et al. state, "If agricultural policy is 
not consistent with agricultural development goals and vice 
versa, then it will be very difficult for agricultural extension 
to operate effectively." (p.90)
The authors go on to provide examples of government 
policies and their effects on agricultural development and 
extension. Examples cited include:
a. Policies aimed at insuring cheap food for urban 
consumers ;
b. Policies designed to increase national agricultural 
output quickly without regard for broad-based 
agricultural development; and
c. Policies oriented toward increasing agricultural 
production within the scope of broad-based agricultural 
development.
In the first instance, government policy is molded by the 
relative political power of large concentrations of urban 
consumers as contrasted with a dispersed and frequently 
unorganized rural population. Under such policies, prices for
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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commodities are held at artificially low levels to the benefit 
of the large urban population at the expense of farmers who see 
very little incentive to adopt new production technology, 
regardless of the efforts of an extension system. The result is 
the stagnation of the agricultural sector and very little broad- 
based agricultural development.
The second policy approach aimed at rapid, large-scale 
agricultural production focuses resources, including extension 
education, upon a few medium to large-si zed farmers. The 
results are impressive in terms of rapid increases in national 
agricultural production for the purposes of feeding large urban 
populations or generating national income, but come at the 
expense of small-scale farmers. The issue of equity between 
producers is ignored and, rather than broad-based agricultural 
development, an almost irreversible stratification occurs in 
which the majority of food is produced at higher profits for the 
economically rising medium, large-scale farmers while small 
farmers remain at subsistence levels.
In the final scenario, policies are oriented toward 
increasing agricultural output and simultaneously promoting 
broad-based agricultural development. Such policies promote 
equity within the agricultural sector by investing in 
institutions, such as am. extension system or supply and 
marketing cooperatives, which serve all farmers interested in 
increasing their productivity amd income. While desirable, the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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goal of improving the situation for the majority of the rural 
population and, thereby, enhancing economic development 
prospects for the nation, requires major commitments to capital 
infusion into the industry. Funding will be required to 
organize and maintain support institutions, develop technology 
suitable for small farming operations, êuad provide credit to 
insure equal access to technology.
E.T. York, past Chair of the Board for International Food 
and Agricultural Development, identified government policy as a 
primary limiting factor in agricultural development and the 
effectiveness of extension systems in a number of developing 
countries. In an article entitled, International Technology 
Development and Transfer" printed in the 1985 Kellogg Center 
publication, "The International Role of Extension: Future 
Directions", York indicates that, "The governments of many 
developing countries have given too low a priority to 
agriculture in their development plans. Indeed, many 
governments have implemented taxation and pricing policies which 
seriously constrain agricultural development." (p.58-59)
In the same article, York refers to a paper written by 
Carl Eicher of Michigan State University which outlines numerous 
studies in Africa providing evidence that mcuiy countries, both 
capitalist and socialist, are pursuing negative pricing policies 
which dampen incentives to produce food and export crops suid
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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encourage black market operations. In this secondary source, 
Eicher cites African experiences to illustrate this point.
A two-year study in Mali in 1980-81 showed that it cost 
farmers in a large irrigation rice production project 83 Malian 
francs to produce a kilo of rice but that the government paid 
farmers only 60 Malian frames per kilo. The result was that 
farmers would smuggle rice across the border into Senegal, Niger 
auid Upper Volta where they could sell the rice at 108 to 128 
Malian francs per kilo. While the Maliaui farmers were able to 
secure higher prices and generate higher farm income in such 
schemes, they did so at tremendous risk and at the cost of 
moving an important food commodity out of a country already 
suffering from low food supplies.
York cites another example from Eicher's paper in which 
Egypt provides another case in point. In the early 1980s the 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) 
sponsored a project to introduce, through extensive 
demonstrations, a package of relatively simple improved 
technology which would increase wheat yields by 60 to 75 
percent. Although the validity of the potential gains was 
unquestioned, farmers did not respond with the implementation of 
the new techniques. Upon investigation, it became clear that 
government pricing policies created a situation in which there 
was no incentive for farmers to use the improved technology to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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achieve increased production. Alternative enterprises were much 
more financially attractive.
This situation arose because bread was being heavily 
subsidized by the Egyptian government. In an attempt to keep 
the cost of wheat as low as possible to reduce government 
expenditures on the subsidy, the government imposed an extremely 
low fixed-price on wheat. The result was a loss of incentive to 
produce wheat on the part of farmers suid wheat supplies 
plummeted. The country moved from a position of self- 
sufficiency in wheat in the 1960s to importing 75 percent of its 
needs 20 years later. Wheat supplies were shored by the
timportation of wheat from the United States at a price several 
times higher per bushel than was being paid to domestic farmers 
at the fixed-price. The ultimate effect was that the government 
was forced to pay a much higher total price for the required 
wheat supplies than if it had maintained a commodity price level 
which provided an incentive for domestic production.
York summarizes by saying:
No matter how much effective technology may be available 
or how good the extension programs may be in disseminating 
this technology, little positive results may be obtained if 
the farmer does not have economic incentives to use the 
technology. Farmers may not be able to read and write, but 
they can all count. (P.59)
Though not providing as in-depth an evaluation as Swanson 
et al. or York, George Axinn and Sudlakar Thorat agree with the 
importance of consistency between agricultural policies and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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development. In their 1972 book, "Modernizing World Agriculture 
- A Comparative Study of Agricultural Extension Systems", Axinn 
and Thorat emphasize the concurrent dual-dependency which exists 
between agricultural development and the adoption of improved 
production technology, and profit incentive and adoption. That 
is, without adequate probable financial profit, there is very 
little incentive to adopt new production technology and without 
new technologies being adopted by farmers, little agricultural 
development can take place. They further indicate that 
profitability is, in turn, dependent upon government policies 
relative to pricing, credit, taxation, and import-export 
controls. They depict the governmental, educational, and 
production functions as being inextricably linked to one 
another.
L.H. Watts also emphasizes the significance of a national
policy in his article, "The Organizational Setting for
Agricultural Extension", written for the previously referenced
1984 FAO publication, "Agricultural Extension - A Reference
Manual". According to Watts,
Policy within any country is a critical factor in 
extension effectiveness. Policy can be examined from two 
perspectives, the first, in terms of the importance given 
to extension, and the second, in terms of agricultural 
policy and its impact upon extension's educational effort. 
(P.28)
Watts expounds upon the benefits of carefully crafted, 
supportive government policies to an effective extension
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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education program. Such policies provide extension with an 
adequate share of government fineuicial resources, as well as 
support for recommendations derived through the extension system 
relative to input availability, pricing structure, credit, 
transportation and other related factors. Additionally, this 
level of policy support enhances the status and ability of 
extension to affect positive change. Conversely, a policy 
structure which does not support extension philosophies smd 
activities cam. quickly negate even the most attractive of 
extension recommendations through price amd market 
disincentives.
In a study commissioned by a joint committee of FAO and 
another United Nations organization, the Economic Commission for 
Africa (EGA) , a survey was conducted of extension personnel in 
eight east African nations. Results of the survey, published in 
the report entitled, "A Comparative Analysis of Agricultural 
Extension Systems of Eight East African Countries" (UN FAG/ECA, 
1971), emphasized not only the importâmes of consistency between 
agricultural policy and development, but also alluded to the 
need for communication between policy-makers and extension 
workers. The report pointed out that, in too many instances, 
survey responses showed that government planners were unaware of 
the roles and challenges of extension and that extension field 
workers were not acquainted with their country's development 
plan.
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II-A2. MacrorOrganization of an Extension Service
The specific position of an extension service within the 
larger institutions of government and society can significantly 
impact the ability of the service to function. Establishment 
within a Ministry of Agriculture or other governmental unit can 
frequently insure connectionalism and establish status, thereby 
enhancing extension opportunities for technology diffusion at 
the local level. Such integration into government, however, can 
also obscure the role of extension personnel by superimposing 
other traditional government responsibilities of licensure, 
regulation, and policing over the educational function creating 
an atmosphere of distrust between client and teacher.
Autonomy of an extension system separated from 
governmental association can support unencumbered educational 
efforts. The cost of establishing and maintaining an 
independent organization with local connections may be 
prohibitive, however. Additionally, a separate organization 
outside of the mainstream of government financing, 
administration, research, and reporting may be incapable of or 
inefficient at communicating local needs to decision-makers in 
efforts to affect positive development.
Developing countries are faced with the difficult task of 
positioning an extension service within the framework of 
government in a manner which assures status and connectionalism
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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while simultaneously preserving the priority educational 
function.
In the publication, "Design Of Rural Development - Lessons 
From Africa", written for the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development in 1975, Uma Lele identifies the 
question of extension organization within the governmental 
structure as a significant area for consideration. "Another 
important question," states Lele, "concerns whether or not 
extension services should be organized within the existing 
government bureaucracy or alternatively as an autonomous or 
semi-autonomous body." (p.66)
Lele supports an autonomous structure pointing out that 
frequently federal departments of agriculture personnel are ill- 
equipped to run extension services because of their lack of 
entrepreneurial ability, a lethargic attitude towards decision 
making, and an inability to respond to incoming information in a 
timely manner.
In the 1984 FAO publication entitled, "Agricultural 
Extension Systems In Some African And Asian Countries", author 
Peter von Blanckenburg moves the question of organization one 
step further by discussing not only the position, but the 
responsibilities of extension within a Ministry setting. 
Blanckenburg identifies several countries in which the extension 
service is a part of the Department of Agriculture and has 
primary responsibility for the promotion of crop farming.
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whereas the area of animal husbandry is the responsibility of
another department within the Ministry of Agriculture or another
Ministry altogether. Some of the countries cited are Ghana,
Kenya, Sierra Leone, the United Republic of Tanzania,
Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, and Thailand.
According to Blanckenburg, such fine distinction of
responsibilities prevents a more integrated approach to
development at the farm level, which would be the more desirable
approach based upon ecological and production efficiency logic.
York also refers to the question of organization in terms
of responsibilities by stating :
Another major problem is the nature of the extension 
organization itself. All too often, extension is more of 
a political arm of the ministry or is concerned with 
regulatory, data gathering, or service functions of the 
ministry rather than with the type of informal educational 
and organizational leadership role which characterizes the 
Cooperative Extension Service in the U.S. (York, 1985,
p.60)
J.B. Claar, D.T. Dahl, amd L.H. Watts allude to this same 
concern in the International Programme for Agricultural 
Knowledge Systems (INTERPAKS) publication of unknown date 
titled, "The Cooperative Extension Service, An Adaptable Model 
For Developing Countries". They suggest that in countries where 
it is impractical or unacceptable to orgamize an extension 
system as or within a non-govemmental unit, extension should be 
set up within the government with primarily educational 
functions rather than directive or regulatory responsibilities.
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J. DiFranco amplified the critical nature of the question 
of extension orgeuaization in his article, '^Extension 
Organization", published in the earlier 1972 edition of the FAO 
publication, ^Agricultural Extension - A Reference Manual". In 
the article, DiFranco asserts that the positioning of an 
extension service within the organizational structure of a 
government is critical to its relationship with other related 
governmental entities, its status, and, ultimately, its 
effectiveness. DiFranco further suggests that a number of 
factors should be considered when determining the position of 
extension within a government, including the educational role of 
extension, the involvement of the top extension administrator in 
government policy formation, linkages with agricultural research 
agencies, and working relationships with other government 
agencies concerned with agricultural development.
The question of macro-organization of an extension 
service, therefore, can be viewed from several venues including 
position, responsibilities, and relationships. The latter two 
will be discussed as separate issues which impact upon the 
effectiveness of extension systems in developing countries.
II-A3. Responsibilities of an Extension Service
It is important that the educational function of extension 
personnel be maintained as their top priority. Frequently, in 
an attempt to take political advantage of the local connection 
of extension or to save capital, extension personnel will be
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shackled with other governmental functions such as regulation, 
licensure, policing, data collection, nmnaging inputs and 
marketing, among others. These activities greatly detract from 
the educational mission of extension by realigning staff time 
and associated resources.
Additionally, the relationship established between 
extension personnel and local farmers is central to the success 
of an extension service. Absent a relationship characterized by 
trust cuid mutual respect, extension rapidly loses credibility 
and will be incapable of convincing producers of the long-term 
benefits of technology adoption. Further, extension personnel 
will find themselves outside of the circle of confidence 
necessary to communicate local needs to researchers and 
administrators.
Relationships are often endangered, not because of 
specific acts, but rather perceived roles and responsibilities. 
Extension personnel placed in regulatory or policing roles may 
find suspicion and mistrust shading their client relationship to 
the detriment of their primary educational role.
In the 1984 INTERPAKS publication, "Problems Facing 
National Agricultural Extension in Developing Countries", Vickie 
Sigman and Burton Swanson reported on a 1980 survey conducted of 
129 national agricultural extension organizations. The report 
provided the identification of "selected problems facing 
extension organization". Included among them was the fact that
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extension personnel are often assigned tasks outside of what 
might be considered traditional extension work. According to 
the report, extension personnel are routinely asked to perform a 
multiplicity of functions for a wide range of government 
agencies, including such functions as collecting census data, 
collecting rural credit debts, euid providing direct services 
rather than education. The authors maintain that this 
disbursement of personnel time to non-educational 
responsibilities greatly diminishes the ability of extension to 
carry out effective educational programs for rural development 
and, in some cases, jeopardizes extension's credibility.
DiFranco (FAO, 1972) also reported a variety of regulatory 
and administrative functions being performed by extension 
personnel for Ministries of Agriculture. Activities identified 
include the enforcement of government regulations, inspection of 
agricultural inputs and commodities, pest eradication, data 
collection, day-to-day operation of marketing organizations, and 
many others. DiFranco focuses upon the credibility issue by 
asserting that farmers are frequently suspicious of activities 
of a regulatory or inspection nature and personnel responsible 
for such activities are usually the object of distrust.
DiFranco contends that, ".... an extension agent, whose success 
is based upon the trust farmers place in him, should not be 
burdened with regulatory duties." (p.42)
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Authors, A.V. Alio and R.H. Schwass, support these 
concerns in the 1982 publication, "The Farm Advisor - A 
Discussion Of Agricultural Extension For Developing Countries", 
written for the Food and Fertilizer Technology Center. They 
contend that any type of policing activities undertaken by 
extension personnel immediately arouse suspicion among farmers, 
rendering them less cooperative. The fear of prosecution for 
some breach of government laws and regulations outweighs their 
desire for educational assistance, forcing them to seek help 
elsewhere or forego assistance altogether.
Alio and Schwass purport that extension personnel can 
successfully complete their educational responsibilities only by 
fostering a relationship built upon trust and goodwill. This 
implies that non-educational, regulatory activities should be 
assumed by non-extension government employees. They 
emphatically wrote, "Agricultural extension is a working 
cooperation between farmers and extension workers - it can 
survive only on mutual trust and confidence." (P.10)
Claar et al. succinctly summarized the issue of extension 
responsibilities. The authors point out that, due to the fact 
that extension is frequently one of the few units of government 
that reaches the local level in all regions, there is a tendency 
for governments to assign the organization a variety of duties, 
including policing and regulation. Such activities not only 
conflict with the educational role, but can become predominant
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in time allocation «md image determination. The authors 
conclude, "NOn-educational assignments to extension smd its 
agents tend to overshadow the educational functions and may 
seriously weaken the principal educational purposes for which 
the unit was established." (p. 12)
I.I-A4. _Linkaqes between Research and Extension
Extension pedagogy is predicated on the belief that 
agricultural development is dependent upon the adoption of new 
production technologies, that new technology must meet the 
identified needs of local people, and that adoption follows 
education. The axis in this matrix is the linkage between 
research and extension components. Developing countries wishing 
to construct an extension system which remains true to its 
pedagogy must accommodate this connection or face ineffectual 
programming.
In a paper presented to the second annual meeting of the 
Association for International Agricultural and Extension 
Education held in Chevy Chase, Maryland in 1986, entitled, "The 
Evolution of Agricultural Extension in Developing Countries", 
Stephen Jones addressed a primary contributor to the general 
failure of extension systems in developing countries. Jones 
contends that the most significant single obstacle to extension 
success lies with the linkage between extension and research. 
According to Jones, both extension personnel and researchers too 
often lack basic knowledge of the needs, conditions, and
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abilities of local small farmers. This results in a lack of 
relevant technology to extend to fcunners, or in technology which 
is impractical or inaccessible due to input or cost constraints.
Jones further states that diverse regional physical conditions, 
farming systems, and production requirements compound the 
situation, as what may be appropriate emd practical in one 
region may not be so in amother.
Many other authors concur with Jones' evaluation. In 
their report, Sigmaui and Swanson (1984) mentioned two additional 
problems identified in their previously referenced survey.
First, is the lack of appropriate technology to extend to 
farmers and second, the lack of on-going, two-way information 
flow between the national extension organization and 
agricultural research institutions. (p.5)
Elaborating on these issues, the authors identify the 
continual supply of new technology relevant to the farm 
community as one of five essential factors for agricultural 
development. They also espouse the opinion that two primary 
problems facing extension identified in much of the current 
literature are the void of appropriate technology to extend, 
especially to small farmers, and the inadequate linkage between 
research and extension which creates this void. According to 
Sigman and Swsuison, a dynamic interaction between research and 
extension facilitates relevant research and the dissemination of 
research-based findings by keeping researchers informed of
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problems faced by famners as they arise, accommodating the
development of practical new technology to address the problems,
and transferring the new technology for local farm application
through the extension component.
Dr. J.B. Claar, retired Director of the University of
Illinois Cooperative Extension Service and INTERPAKS, also lists
the lack of available technology and adequate linkages between
the extension and research components as primary problems in the
extension systems of developing countries. In his informal
paper, '^Special Projects - Assets and Problems" prepared in 1986
for INTERPAKS, Dr. Claar lists "Reasons Why Extension Programs
Fail". Included in this listing are the "lack of adapted
technical packages" and the "lack of eui extension research
linkage", (p.2)
E.T. York supports this widespread opinion by stating.
Some of the current negative attitudes towards extension 
and its future usefulness in Third World countries 
undoubtedly grow out of the problems which limit the 
effectiveness of 'traditional' extension programs in these
countries...... First is the lack of close linkages
between research and extension. Although the research and 
extension functions are usually centered in ministries of 
agriculture, close, complimentary relationships are seldom 
observed. This works to the detriment of both 
organizations - and ultimately to the detriment of the 
country's agriculture. (York, 1985, p.56)
The 1971 UN FAO/ECA report previously referenced, compiled 
a list of "limiting factors in extension programme" . Though 
differing in magnitude from one country to another, of prime 
importcince were the lack of communications between research and
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extension, flow of research information to extension, and
transmission of farmers' problems to research institutions.
Blanckenburg reports similar findings in his 1984 FAO
report on agricultural extension systems in some African and
Asian countries. Survey respondents were asked to mention the
chief difficulties in extension work as they existed at the end
of the sixties. Although assessed differently in degree of
significance from one country to another, the lack of research
for dissemination to farmers and communication in the
agricultural knowledge system were identified as major problems.
Blanckenburg summarizes his findings by stating.
In a number of reports, from Bangladesh, Kenya and Malawi, 
a major constraint was seen in the unsatisfactory relation 
between agricultural research and the extension service.
  this question deserves increasing attention since
evidently a dynamic technical change emd an improvement in 
productivity depend largely on a continuous flow of 
research results to the farmers, (p.60)
A.H. Maunder concisely summarizes the significance of
adequate linkages between the research and extension components
in his article written for the 1972 FAO publication,
"Agricultural Extension - A Reference Manual". He outlines the
advantages such coordination has provided by citing several
successful development projects, including the introduction of
Mexican wheat in Turkey, the rice improvement program in
Southeast Asia, and the service system in Peru and other Latin
American countries. He emphasizes the fact that single
institutions working autonomously or competitively will affect
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little developmental advantage, but the coordinated efforts of 
complimentary institutions such as research and extension can 
afford real developmental progress, (p.316-317) 
llzAS ̂ Prggrammina Approach, ia.Extension
As an educational institution, extension draws its 
philosophical foundations from primary teaching and learning 
theory, the tenets of which are grounded in the concept of 
"need", or as Tyler has defined it, "the gap between what is and 
what should be". (Tyler, 1949, P.8) The base question which has 
arisen for all extension systems, both established and plamned, 
is which approach to employ in the determination of those needs.
In his preeminent text, Basic Principles of Curriculum 
and Instruction", Tyler includes three primary sources for 
identifying educational objectives, contemporary society, 
subject specialists, and, most significantly, the learner. Few 
m odem educators would question the validity of such an approach 
and yet, the debate over programming determination in extension, 
"top-down versus bottom-up", continues. Although a review of 
the literature clearly points to the advantages of learner 
involvement in program planning, the goals and objectives of a 
government may preempt such involvement, particularly in cases 
where national security is in question, whether economic, 
military, or political in nature. It must be acknowledged, 
however, that the educational effectiveness of an extension 
system and its resulting ability to contribute to development.
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regardless of other underlying circumstances for its 
establishment, are closely tied to learner involvement in 
programming.
Presenting a chapter titled, "Extension Programme 
Development" for the 1984 edition of the FAO publication, 
'^Agricultural Extension - A Reference Manual", J.L. Compton 
maintains that, although local clientele participation in the 
development, implementation, and evaluation stages of extension 
programming has long been considered fundamental and inherent to 
the notion of extension education, there has been considerable 
drifting from this principle worldwide. His conclusion is that 
such migration from central philosophy not only results in less 
than effective educational programming through a lack of local 
need cognition and the associated imbalance of inputs and 
activities, but also impacts upon the central element of change, 
the "self" .
Compton writes.
People have a right to, and the need of, self- 
determination. It is clear that there is a relationship 
between participation and the development of an ensuing 
positive self-concept, a sense of control, and a sense of 
commitment and responsibility to others, which together 
provide a motivational basis for change.(Compton, p.ll6- 
117)
Many other authors support these conclusions. In his 1986 
Master's thesis, "Implications of the U.S. Cooperative Extension 
Service for Agricultural Extension In Developing Countries",
K.K. Navaratnam discusses several factors which limit the
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effectiveness of agricultural extension. Of significant
importance in his evaluation is the need to involve local people
in the processes of needs assessment and program planning.
Navaratnam indicates that too often extension programs amd
priorities are established and developed at the national level
and trickle down for implementation at the local level.
In their INTERPAKS publication, Claar et al., assert that
deliberate efforts to involve local people in program planning
are essential in order to assure program effectiveness and
relevance. The authors state.
Extension programs should be strongly oriented toward 
helping clientele solve problems. And that implies a high 
level of involvement on the part of the people served.
Some problems may be of such magnitude that they are 
recognized at the national level; others may be only 
recognized by an individual client. Through this 
mechanism, clientele become involved in helping develop 
extension programs and in keeping the programs oriented to 
local concerns. (Claar et al., p.9-13)
These same authors point to the significance of insuring a 
research support structure which is oriented toward the 
identified needs of local people rather than to problems or 
issues perceived by regional or national bureaucracies.
A.H. Maunder (1972, p.52-53) emphasized the fact that 
effective extension programs must be designed to "meet the needs 
of the masses of people" and that, due to a great many 
circumstances, these needs may be quite varied and that 
practices suitable for one farm and farmer may not be 
appropriate for another, even within the same area. In order to
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deal with such disparity. Maunder asserts that programs for 
agricultural development must first be tailored to general 
conditions in the area and then adjusted for the specific 
circumstances of an individual farm or farmer. His conclusion 
is that extension programs must be developed to fit local 
situations.
Niels Roling views the issue more pragmatically. In his 
book, "Extension Science, Information Systems in Agricultural 
Development", first published in 1988 and then reprinted in 
1990, Roling claims that local programming leads to greater 
overall efficiency smd effectiveness of the "development 
machinery".
Roling supports this assertion by pointing to the fact 
that local programming approaches provide valusible contributions 
to the development process through the "three E's - efficiency, 
equity, amd en^owerment", a phrase coined by N, Uphoff in an 
article written for the 1984 FAO publication, '^Studies on 
Agrarian Reform and Rural Poverty". Roling elaborates on the 
concept by explaining that efficiency is encouraged through the 
ability of local people to mobilize local resources, equity 
because local involvement motivates people to help themselves 
and press for services that might otherwise pass them by, and 
empowerment because people have a greater voice and sense of 
self-determination. Roling asserts that, collectively, these 
attributes make people less dependent upon government and
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private enterprise and increases their bargaining power, vital 
elements to development, (p.154)
Thelma Howard and Harold Bcücer in the chapter,
'^Constructive Public Involvement", written for the "Extension 
Handbook" (Blackburn, 1984), identify a number of benefits to 
public involvement in programming for the extension organization 
and the participating citizens. Included in their list are:
a. a greater likelihood for change adoption
b. less risk of organized opposition
c. the attainment of organizational objectives
d. improved organi zat ional approach
e. organizational program prioritization
f. a reduction of organizational cost due to local 
support
g. long-term development of people reducing the required 
organizational investment
h. people become more skilled and knowledgeable of 
creative problem solving
i. enhanced participant self-esteem
j . political equality between participants and 
organizational decision-makers
Howard and Baker expand the discussion, however, by 
recognizing that there are some associated risks to public 
involvement in programming. They identify:
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a. participation is not viewed as intrinsically valuable 
and may lead to disappointment emd backlash
b. people with vested interest may try to sabotage 
programming efforts
c. loss of a sense of accountability for elected leaders
d. orgeuxization may view participation as a substitute for 
sound policy and program leadership
e. participation can be an organizational ploy for 
promoting vested interests or increasing organizational 
control (p.66-67)
In spite of the potential risks of public participation in 
the planning function, however, most would agree that the 
benefits far outweigh the risks, particularly when viewed in the 
context of development. Axinn and Thorat summarize the need to 
involve local people in the program planning and implementation 
processes by simply stating, "The extent to which the goals of 
any agricultural extension program will be achieved tends to be 
directly related to the extent to which those toward whom the 
program is directed have participated in establishing the 
goals." (Axinn & Thorat, 1972, P.190)
II-A6. Selection and Training of Extension Personnel
As with all organizations, the success of an extension 
system is highly dependent upon the abilities and commitment of 
its personnel. Selection of capable, qualified individuals and
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their proper training in preparation for specific tasks are, 
therefore, integral to a viable extension organization.
Claar et al. recommend staffing an extension service with 
individuals who have a practical education in agricultural 
technology and its application and who have the ability to 
relate to local people. They elaborate by indicating that the 
ideal situation would be to staff extension with individuals who 
are sufficiently like their clientele to empathize with their 
needs and concerns, yet have an advantage in education and 
knowledge. They specifically relate this to gender by stating, 
"In societies where women carry out a significant role as 
producers, women agriculturists can probably improve the 
effectiveness of the extension system." (p.11-12)
Additional concerns identified by Sigman and Swanson 
(1984) as a result of their 1980 survey referenced problems 
arising from personnel selection and training. According to 
their report, field-level personnel lack training and practical 
skills in improved agricultural technology, as well as extension 
methods and communication skills.
The authors emphasize that in order to maximize the 
diffusion of agricultural innovation, it is important to employ 
a staff with sound communication skills, an adequate 
understanding of extension techniques, and the ability to select 
appropriate extension methods. They recommend both pre-service 
and in-service training programs to provide basic practical
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skill levels in communication smd the technical areas of 
agricultural extension, including crop improvement, soil 
science, disease and pest control, livestock management, and 
domestic sciences.
Sigman and Swanson summarize by quoting Oram, et al., 
authors of the publication, * Investment and Input Requirements 
for Accelerating Food Production in Low-Income Countries by 
1990", who states, the shortage of sufficient trained
staff is at least as great a constraint on research and 
extension in developing countries as is the shortage of funds." 
(p.4)
Peter von Blanckenburg (1984, p.62-64) indicates that the 
"lack of qualified staff" was the most frequently mentioned 
limiting factor in extension programming by respondents to the 
questionnaire analysis of east African countries. Other 
associated problems identified in the analysis included the lack 
of female extension workers, appropriate staff training, and 
sufficiently trained supervisors.
Blauickenburg also referred to a survey conducted by him 
and U.J. Nagel for the Institute of Socio-Economics of 
Agricultural Development, Technical University of Berlin between 
1979 and 1981. Respondents from African auid Asian countries 
were asked to point out the three most pressing problems facing 
extension in their countries. The responses were tallied and 
ordered according to the frequency of appearance. Ranking third
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was the concern of staff qualifications, and ranking eighth, the 
lack of in-service training and practice-oriented training.
Finally, Blanckenburg refers to a study conducted by S.H. 
Sudad for FAO in 1980. Sudad surveyed extension workers in 
Jordan, Malaysia, amd the United Republic of Tanzamia to 
determine their perceptions of the major constraints to the 
effectiveness of agricultural extension. The researcher 
reported training as the most frequently identified constraint 
from the programming operations angle.
Maunder (1972, p.316) indicated that improved training at 
all levels is a continual need in the extension systems of all 
countries. Although he considered the need to be most apparent 
in countries with newly estaü3lished extension services still in 
the process of recruiting and training staff, he believed the 
need for upgrading personnel and improving their ability to 
serve the rapidly changing needs of an expanding clientele to be 
equally important in estcd)lished services.
Maunder raised the issue to another level with the opinion 
that the ability to organize people for cooperation in areas of 
common need and an aptitude for working with other development 
agencies and institutions is becoming increasingly important and 
that few extension workers have a sufficient understanding of 
group dynamics amd the social and psychological principles 
involved to meet such demands.
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The author goes on. to exhort the establishment of a 
training policy and program which sets forth training goals, 
provides appropriate training facilities, budgets adequate 
financing, amd assigns personnel responsible for training 
activities amd their periodic review.
Alio and Schwass (1982, p.71-75) indicate emphatically 
that extension staff cannot be expected to perform the tasks 
that an efficient system would require of them if they have not 
been effectively trained. Further, the authors specify the type 
of training needed by local extension workers by indicating that 
field staff must be trained, theoretically and practically, in 
farm production methods; must be taught how to win the 
confidence of clientele and teach them; and taught to identify 
and train local leaders, organize community groups, conduct 
local demonstrations, and run meetings.
Alio and Schwass support continual in-service training as 
the best approach for keeping extension personnel up-to-date on 
leadership, communication, and decision-making skills, and 
techniques for meeting the challenges of cm ever - changing 
technical emd social sphere. They conclude with the opinion 
that, "Career-long education is an essential condition for 
professional competence in today's world; like all professions, 
an agricultural extension service must provide reasonable and 
regular opportunities for on-the-job training...." (p.75)
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Swanson succinctly summarizes the topic of training in a
chapter entitled, “Pre-Service Training of Extension Personnel"
presented in the 1984 FAO Reference Manual. He states.
Extension personnel are the major resource of a successful 
extension service. Extension personnel who enter the 
extension service should be prepared to perform basic 
extension tasks. In addition, a successful extension 
organization makes provision to further strengthen the 
professional and technical competencies of its staff 
members once on-the-job, because staff must be trained and 
up-to-date to provide the essential link in the technology 
transfer process between agricultural research êuid farmers. 
Therefore, attention should be paid both to the pre-service 
and in-service training of extension personnel and an 
overall staff development and in-service training plan.
(p.197)
II-A7. Local-Level Extension Staffing
Whether in new, developing extension systems or long- 
established organizations, the issue of the number and manner of
staffing of local extension units is generally seen as one of
the most difficult issues faced by extension planners. The 
difficulty arises in the complexity of predicated variables. 
These variables, while identifiable, differ in both status and 
magnitude for each country. Therefore, determinations of 
appropriate local staffing for extension, by virtue of inherent
complexity, are subjective at best. However, a review of the
literature substantiates the significance of the issue smd 
identifies variables of consideration.
Peter von Blanckenburg, in his study of some Asian and 
African Extension Systems (Blanckenburg, 1984), concedes that, 
due to the volume of the personnel-intensive, direct-contact
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tasks required in developing countries, there have been many 
complaints in the past that extension services have not been 
sufficiently staffed. He does not argue this point, but rather 
identifies some of the extreme variables which must be 
considered when determining adequate staff numbers. Those 
identified include the size smd educational level of the 
clientele base, extension methods, the urgency of agricultural 
development, smd the flow of new production technology. Due to 
the differences which exist from one country to the next, 
Blanckehburg suggests that it would be problematic to recommend 
general norms for extension staff densities.
Maunder (1972, p.219-220) identifies similar 
considerations regarding the question of staffing and adds to 
the list of variables. In addition to those identified by 
Blanckenburg, Maunder suggests that the number of personnel 
required to man an extension service must vary according to the 
simplicity or complexity of the extension program, the overall 
diversity of the clientele served, and the relationship of those 
factors to the challenge of maintaining effective organizational 
communication.
Maunder does approach the manner of extension staffing, 
however, by suggesting that one can categorize personnel 
requirements by starting with the local level and identifying 
the kind and qualifications of staff needed. He then suggests 
applying or eliminating these qualifications as appropriate for
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each level, depending upon the simplicity or complexity of the 
organization required. He delineates the following categories:
a. Field Extension Worker
... extension agent 
... home demonstration agent 
... youth agent
b. Area/District Extension Worker
... area administrator 
.. . area agents 
... area specialists
c. State/National Extension Worker 
. administrative officer 
. assistant administrators 
. subject-matter specialists 
. communications specialists 
. training specialists
... program leaders suid supervisors 
According to Maunder, field level responsibilities may be 
characterized as utilitarian, personal contact and human 
relations oriented. Those at the area/district level are 
supervisory, middle management, and subject matter knowledge 
oriented. The state/national level positions are oriented 
toward academia and research, training and communications, and 
administrative-management. All are, to one degree or another, 
dependent upon the others for fulfilling the extension process
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cind without adequate on-going connectionalism the system would 
lose its basic strength.
In their chapter for the 1984 FAO Reference Manual 
entitled, '^Organizational Design and Extension Administration" 
(Claar & Bentz, p.171-174), J.B. Claar amd R.P. Bentz expand the 
list of variables related to the question of staffing numbers 
set forth by Blanckenburg and Maunder by adding the geographic 
size of the area served, the diversity of agriculture, the size 
and complexity of the farms, the mobility of the extension 
staff, the educational level of staff, amd the ease of 
communications.
Although Claar and Bentz acknowledge that, due to the 
complexity of country variable circumstances, the number of paid 
personnel required to operate an extension service cannot be 
stated with certainty, they do attempt to provide some 
parameters for consideration. Their recommendations provide the 
only objective guidelines in the literature and they begin by 
citing the 1981 Swanson and Rassi study which reviewed the 
extension profile of 57 countries.
The authors also refer to the Training and Visit System 
(TVS) to provide guidelines for staffing eui extension system. 
They conclude that under such a system approximately 12 percent 
of the personnel would be administrative and advisory staff, 6.5 
percent subject matter specialists, and 81.5 percent village 
extension workers.
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In considering both sources of guidelines, the 1981 
Swanson and Rassi Study and the T&V System, Claar and Bentz 
believe that the number of subj ect matter specialists is too 
low. They do so based upon the Europecui and North American 
situations in which 18 cuid 19 percent, respectively, or nearly 
one in every five extension staff members is a subject matter 
specialist. Comparable data for Africa and Asia show 
specialists to be only about six percent or one for every 16-17 
extension workers. They contend that since subject matter 
specialists provide the vital link between research and field 
staff, low specialist to field worker ratios portend a serious 
inability to provide adequate technical support and training for 
field-level workers.
Claar and Bentz further assert that subject matter 
specialists in many developing countries hold only a first 
university degree or the equivalent, while in Europe and North 
America, most specialists are highly trained, experienced 
professionals, with post-graduate degrees.
Their conclusion is that it would be appropriate for 
extension organizations in Asia eind Africa to work toward a 
staffing level of subject matter specialists of about 13 
percent, as well as to up-grade their training level.
In terms of the staffing of field-level workers, the 
authors acknowledge that these ratios vary considerably from 
several thousand farmers for every extension worker in some
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African nations to less than 1:300 in some special donor- 
assisted projects. They observe that the TVS has a range 
between 1:1600 and 1:280 farmers in South and South East Asia. 
The average ratio is about 800 farmers or farm households per 
village extension worker. They conclude that, while there 
cannot be a single standard to use in determining extension 
staff size and ratios, these data provide some general 
parameters for planning personnel requirements for extension 
systems.
An additional dimension of the staffing question which
cannot be ignored is the employment of women in an extension
system. York describes the lack of women in extension services
of many developing nations as a major weakness. He cites a
passage by Jacqueline Ashby in her paper, "Wfew Models for
Agricultural Research and Extension: The Need to Integrate
Women", in which she states,
Agricultural extension is oriented primarily towards male 
clientele. Extension agricultural agents are essentially 
always male. In many societies customs inhibit women's 
contact with unrelated members of the opposite sex, 
including extension workers .... In general, extension 
training for women tends to relegate them to non- 
agricultural activities. In sub-Saharan Africa where 
female farming is of major importance, extension programs 
for rural women have historically concentrated almost 
exclusively on women's homemaking activities. A recent 
survey of agricultural training centers in Asia indicated 
that out of nine countries which provided for enrollment of 
females, only one, Sri Lamka, had successfully recruited 
women for farmer training. (York, 1985, p.60)
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York concludes that women in agriculture are not receiving 
a level of extension consideration commensurate with the 
significance of their role in agricultural development and, as a 
result, extension is less effective, and development less likely 
to be realized.
Alio êuid Schwass (1982) also address this issue. According 
to the authors, millions of women in the rural communities of 
Asian and Pacific countries divide their time between farm and 
home, mainly wives and unmarried daughters of farmers, cuid most 
as unpaid family workers. They contend that most of these rural 
homemakers have never been taught to use scientific knowledge, 
and programs which have been oriented to rural women have 
concentrated on the homemaking function to the total disregard 
of their farming roles.
The authors assert that many agricultural tasks are 
segregated according to sex in the rural areas of developing 
countries and that women's farming roles typically center around 
those activities necessary to produce and store the staple food 
crops and care for small livestock such as poultry and swine.
Alio and Schwass write:
It is often stated that an important function of extension 
services is to assist rural women improve their living 
standards. However, there are very few successful examples 
of this type of program anywhere in the world. Programs 
aimed at country women have largely concentrated only on 
their homemaking function euid have been unbalanced by 
ignoring their roles in agricultural production.
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Therefore, extension personnel should attempt to widen the
knowledge and improve the skills of village women A
trained, enthusiastic and observsuit extension service, 
which includes women membership on its staff, can 
accomplish much in benefit to the region by using a 
proportion of the available resources for extension in 
well-planned programs specifically designed to satisfy the 
needs of rural women, (p.33-35)
Swanson, Roling, and Jiggins (1984, p.94-95) also 
emphasize the importance of considering women when formulating 
extension staffing patterns by recognizing that women play an 
important role in both agricultural production and marketing, as 
well as in food processing, storage suid preparation. They 
concede that it is unlikely that women will have direct access 
to credit and inputs in many developing countries, as income is 
generally controlled by the male head of household and 
institutions frequently deny women access. They further concede 
that extension services have been predominately oriented toward 
males as most extension workers have been males with little 
appreciation for the contributions of women and that, in some 
countries, social customs prohibit non-family males from 
contacting women. They assert, however, that there are numerous 
examples of women playing predominant roles in cash crop or 
commodity marketing, as well as the feeding and care of 
livestock and that extension programming through female workers 
in appropriate areas of technical production would aid in rural 
development.
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The question of staffing numbers and patterns revolves 
around a wide range of variables. It is important to consider 
as many of these variables as practical within their appropriate 
context in a given country. Additionally, it is important to 
consider not only the ratio of extension workers to farmers when 
designing an agricultural extension system, but also the ratio 
of men to women. Finally, educational programs for women must 
emphasize instructional areas pertinent to the roles which they 
play.
II_-A8._Support StratLecd.es-^or_ Local Extension Personnel
Effective and efficient interaction between extension 
personnel and local farmers is integral to the success of an 
extension system. In turn, the ability of an extension staff to 
accommodate such interaction depends upon the support structure 
afforded them by the system. An adequate support structure must 
include transportation and instructional materials, equipment, 
and supplies.
Results of the survey documented in the INTERPAKS 
publication, "Problems Facing National Agricultural Extension in 
Developing Countries" (Sigman & Swanson, 1984) , identified three 
major problem areas related to the support of local extension 
personnel which impact upon the success of extension program 
efforts. They include inadequate mobility, equipment, and 
teaching aids.
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Sigmcui and Swanson indicate that modes of transportation 
utilized by local extension personnel vary greatly depending 
upon road accessibility, geographic area to be covered, and the 
number of clientele farms served, but that, in general, adequate 
transportation for reaching farmers efficiently is lacking. 
Current methods of travel generally used by extension personnel 
include walking or traveling by car, jeep, truck, bus, 
motorcycle, or bicycle.
The importance of transportation in development has been 
addressed by numerous developmentalists over the years. At a 
Food Problems in Africa Symposium held at the University of 
Illinois in April, 1981, John W. Mellor indicated that an 
expanded infrastructure, particularly transportation and 
roadways, is the basic requirement for accelerating growth of 
the African agricultural sector.
Claar and Bentz (1984) emphasize that adequate 
transportation for local extension workers is a prerequisite for 
effective extension work. They also recognize that, while 
necessary, the issue of transportation provides a special 
challenge for extension orgauiizations due to varying local 
circumstances and the heavy costs associated with financing 
transportation alternatives.
Blcuickenburg (1984) also addresses the problem of less 
than adequate transportation by proffering the opinion that, in 
addition to adequate salaries and the financing of programs, the
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primary difficulty facing extension services is the question of 
staff mobility. He emphasizes the issue in terms of the large 
geographic areas which must be covered by limited extension 
personnel in their attempts to maintain contact with large 
numbers of farmers. He further contends that it is not merely a 
question of enough vehicles, but also of adequate funds for 
maintenance and fuel and that extension services which work in 
sparsely populated areas are severely limited by high associated 
transportation costs.
Sigman and Swamson elaborate on the lack of adequate 
equipment by specifying that there is a lack of essential 
teaching eind communication equipment ranging from blackboards to 
video-cassette recorders. They contend that such equipment 
enhances the creativity and flexibility of the teaching-leaming 
process, aspects particularly important in situations where 
clientele have a limited knowledge base.
Regarding teaching aids, the authors indicate that there 
exists a general shortage of essential teaching aids including 
bulletins and demonstration materials. They also point out that 
supportive educational materials are content-oriented and 
generally specific to a situation. As a result, they need to be 
developed in the field. Due to other responsibilities placed 
upon extension personnel, this activity is rarely adequately 
accommodated in the planning auid implementation of extension 
programs.
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Claar and Bentz (1984) concur with Sigman and Swanson
regarding the importance of adequate equipment and teaching aids
to a successful extension program and emphasize the significance
of relevant bulletins, memuals and reference guides, as well as
access to equipment and supplies such as seed, fertilizer, and
pesticides for demonstration purposes.
Several other authors have alluded to the lack of support
for local extension personnel in these and other areas.
Blanckenburg stated.
Government financial resources for rural development in 
poor countries are notoriously scarce. In the majority of 
countries the effect of this has not been so severe on the 
actual number of extension staff, but rather on the level 
of salaries and on finance available for equipment and its 
maintenance. (1984, p.28)
York agrees that salaries of extension personnel are often 
extremely low. As a result, many extension workers are forced 
to seek supplemental income. He emphasizes, however, that while 
salaries are low, support funds are usually even more 
inadequate. His conclusion is that extension services in 
developing countries would be better served if they had fewer 
personnel who were better supported. (York, 1985)
Uma Lele (1975) elaborates that the issue of salaries is a 
crucial aspect of staff support as it is directly related to 
staff morale and motivation. The author emphasizes that 
successful programs depend on energetic staff who are motivated 
and identifies salaries and promotions as essential incentives.
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Another aspect of the support issue is the provision of 
office facilities. According to Claar and Bentz (1984), it is 
essential for extension workers to have a place where they can 
be reached and where they can meet with clientele. The creation 
of local extension offices most effectively meets these needs. 
They emphasize that it is a mistake to assume that an extension 
organization can function well without adequate equipment and 
facilities.
Maunder (1972) sums up the need to adequately support 
local extension workers by pointing to the fact that the very 
nature of extension programming requires that extension staff 
maintain contact with masses of rural people. Accommodating 
such ongoing contact requires not only large numbers of 
adequately trained field staff, but support in the form of 
transportation, supplies and equipment. He firmly believes that 
in situations where finances are limited, it is better to 
maintain fewer well-financed agencies than to employ larger 
numbers of personnel with little viable means of contacting 
farmers and carrying on educational programs.
II-A9. Additional Areas of Impact
To this point, the review of literature has concentrated 
on major topical areas of impact upon the effectiveness of an 
agricultural extension education system within a developing 
country. The review has focused upon these areas in the context 
of identified problems encountered in existing extension systems
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and associated theoretical viewpoints. In addition to these 
areas of consideration, Addison Maunder, in the original 1975 
FAO publication, ^Agricultural Extension - A Reference Manual", 
outlined several other factors which directly ingact the design 
of an extension organization. These factors are worthy of 
mention and include:
a. Geographic Factors,
b . Climatic Factors,
c . Political Factors,
d. Economic Factors, and
e. Agricultural Factors 
iLiAga. ggographia-Fagtors
One of the most obvious influences upon the design and 
organization of an extension system is a country's geography. 
Natural barriers in the form of mountains, rivers, and 
established population areas divide countries into regions, 
districts or communities. These naturally occurring sub-units 
must be accommodated with separate organizational units for 
conducting extension work.
In addition to the logical need to accommodate defined 
sub-units, geographical barriers may have created masses of 
people with different customs and cultural perspectives, as well 
as languages, which must be considered in designing an extension 
organization. By using the examples of India, Peru, and 
countries with nomadic tribes. Maunder (p.28) points out that in
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many situations people living in adjoining areas have different 
languages and social organizations. He emphasizes that in these 
circumstances, extension workers with backgrounds vastly 
different than their clientele may find it difficult to 
understand attitudes and perspectives cuid communicate m o d e m  
ideas and improved practices in agriculture and rural living.
Maunder continues to discuss the significance of 
geographic factors by referring to the size of a country. He 
emphasizes that the success of a local extension education 
system rests with the ability of extension workers to be able to 
relate to local situations and problems. His conclusion is that 
the best way to guarantee familiarity is to have field staff 
living in the communities which they serve with technical 
support and administrative staffs readily available to assist 
local personnel with technical and administrative matters. In 
small countries, this may imply locating supporting staff in the 
capital city. Larger countries, however, require
decentralization by establishing regional or district extension
offices staffed with program leaders, technical specialists and 
supervisors. Maunder emphasizes that, in such situations, it is
essential to maintain close communication between central
administration and district offices in order to insure 
coordinated programs and policies.
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II-A9b. Climatic Factors
Climate can also affect extension organization and 
programming and in extreme situations limit, either permanently 
or temporarily, accessibility to clientele groups. Seasonal 
variations offer the greatest impact to organizational 
programming. In northern climates in which cropping operations 
are conducted primarily during the warmer summer months, 
extension programs may be more successfully conducted in the 
off-season when farmers have more time to read, plan and 
participate in educational workshops or seminars. On the other 
hand, the summer activities of farm visits and field 
demonstrations provide important first-hand educational 
experiences. In tropical climates, rainy and dry seasons may 
have similar organizational and programmâtic influences.
. Pemographic- Factors 
Maunder emphasizes that it is essential to understand the 
structure of the society within which an extension service is 
established. In particular, he identifies the demographic 
factors of population distribution by sex, religion, age, and 
education as significant considerations. He also points to the 
identification of local decision-makers as an importauit approach 
to programming strategy.
Maunder elaborates on areas of demographic significance 
by observing that cultural or religious traditions may dictate 
certain jobs or duties in village life and agriculture for men
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and women, respect for the experience êuid wisdom of elders, or 
common loyalties and attitudes. He also observes that age 
groups differ in attitudes, values, and goals and that social 
change comes more easily to those who have been exposed to the 
educational euid scientific approach of experimentation.
II-A9d. Political Factors
Since extension education systems are designed to serve 
all people, political affiliation is an irrelevant 
consideration. The political context in which an extension 
system is established, however, can be of great significance.
Maunder points out that since education is a long-term 
activity, political stability within a country is necessary for 
continuity of extension education programs. Changes in 
government administration, whether democratically accommodated 
or not, can create disruption in programming through delay or 
the complete change of organization, personnel, or programmatic 
goals. While such changes could potentially improve a system, 
they could equally create a loss of confidence among clientele 
groups.
The establishment of a civil service in many countries has 
accommodated the continuity of many government programs by 
providing job security and tenure for government employees 
during administrative changes. In these countries, all 
employees except top policy officials and their assistants are 
included. The inclusion of extension personnel within a civil
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service system lends continuity to extension programs, greatly 
enhances staff morale, auid maintains program credibility among 
clientele.
II-A9e. Economic Factors
Regarding economic considerations. Maunder points out that 
with the many cm.d varied needs of rural communities in 
developing countries, improved levels of living can be achieved 
and maintained only through increased productivity and capital 
generation, and this requires initial investment. While some 
funding may be available from outside sources, rural communities 
cannot remain forever dependent upon outside sources and must 
strive for self-sufficiency if long-term development is to be 
realized.
Few developed countries, let alone developing countries, 
possess sufficient resources to provide all of the public 
institutions and services desired. The priority distribution of 
scarce financial resources is paramount among decision-makers, 
and the associated limitations are important factors when 
considering extension organization and administration.
The fundamental proposition, however, is that the basis of 
economic growth in most countries lies in the development and 
efficient utilization of their natural resources, eind usually 
agriculture. Overall economic development and provision of 
social services, therefore, is highly reliant upon increased 
productivity and economic development within the agricultural
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sector. This salient fact must be kept in mind when considering 
the allotment of scarce government finances to agricultural 
extension services.
Maunder also observes that economic factors affect the 
internal organization of the extension service. He contends 
that, even with the most efficient use of personnel and other 
resources, a basic cadre of field personnel euid supporting staff 
is required to develop and carry out an effective extension 
education program. When funds are insufficient for provision of 
this minimum orgeuii zat ion, an extension administrator is faced 
with deciding how to best utilize limited financial resources to 
achieve some impact in rural education. This may be through 
enhanced cooperation with other agricultural agencies or the 
training of volunteers. Regardless of the approach, the 
availability of funds can dictate organizational focus and 
priority.
, ,Agri,cultural Fagtgrs 
Aside from those alluded to previously. Maunder identifies 
several other aspects of the agricultural industry which impact 
upon the development of an extension organization including the 
type of farm, the relationship between extension and other 
agencies, and farm supply and marketing services.
Maunder identifies a number of different types of farm 
organizational structures eind contends that each type will 
dictate a different relationship between clientele and
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extension. Specifically, he identifies subsistence faunas, small 
land holders, general faunas, specialized faunas, estate farms, 
cooperatives, and corporate farms as separate aoid distinct farm 
organizational structures. Due to associated differences in 
size, production levels, methods of decision-making, financial 
resources, and employees, extension must organize and program to 
meet the varied educational needs of each.
Aside from the type of farming. Maunder emphasizes the 
importance of outlining the relationships between an extension 
service and other organizations and agencies. He points to the 
fact that rural families are frequently involved in many 
programs and organizations including credit programs, 
cooperatives, schools, and marketing orgauiizations.
Delineation, in the form of national policy, of extension's 
roles and responsibilities in the midst of and relative to these 
many other agencies and organizations must be addressed. This 
may involve formal agreements at the national level with 
provisions for cooperation of agency personnel at the local 
level.
Maunder also identifies farm supply and marketing services 
as important agricultural considerations which affect extension 
organization. Progressive agriculture requires access to 
improved seed, fertilizer, pesticides, machinery, and equipment. 
Without these tools, extension programs will be theoretical at 
best and will result in little long-term development.
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Additionally, development requires the availability of markets 
which offer fair prices for agricultural products. Without 
them, little incentive exists for farmers to produce at levels 
higher than farm or local consumption demand and income 
generation will lag.
Il-AlQ-> -Summary
The review of literature to this point has provided the 
foundation for developing the "Country Analysis Instrument", an 
evaluation tool intended for use in identifying the various 
existing or desired characteristics which impact upon the 
development of an agricultural extension education system within 
a developing country. In summary, current literature 
substantiates the necessity for extensive consideration of the 
following areas when striving to design an effective extension 








8. Government Agricultural Policies
9. Macro-Organi zat ion of Extension
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10. Extension Responsibilities
11. Extension and Research Linkages
12. Extension Programming Approach
13. Personnel Selection and Training
14. Local-Level Extension Staffing
15. Personnel Support Strategies 
II-B. Extension. Education Models
In order to identify the various components of currently 
defined extension models for correlation with existing or 
desired conditions within a developing country, it was 
beneficial to review the descriptions of extension models as 
presented in the literature. Several different approaches to 
extension have been employed over the past 40 years to develop 
or improve national agricultural extension education systems. 
These approaches can be considered alternative extension models 
and may be identified as follows :
1. Conventional Agricultural Extension System (CAES)
2. Training and Visit System (TVS)
3 . University Agricultural Extension System (UAES)
4. Commodity Development and Production System (CDPS)
5. Integrated Agricultural Development System (IADS)
6. Integrated Rural Development System (IRDS)
7. Farming Systems Research and Development System (FSRDS)
Each of these models was examined in detail with
particular emphasis on a comparative analysis of their component
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parts including, objectives, clientele, organization, approach, 
cind the role of extension personnel. This review was 
facilitated in large part by a chapter written by Burton Swanson 
and J.B. Claar for the 1984 FAO publication, previously 
referenced, ''Agricultural Extension - A Reference Manual" 
entitled, "The History and Development of Agricultural 
Extension" . In this chapter, the authors outlined what they 
termed, "alternative models and recent trends In organizing 
agricultural extension".
II-Bl. Conventional Agricultural Extension System
According to Swanson and Claar (p.6-7) , the Conventional 
Agricultural Extension System or CAES label may be applied to a 
number of general agricultural extension systems organized in 
many developing countries. Most of these systems were 
established as a part of the Ministry of Agriculture in these 
nations at a time when there was little agricultural research 
being conducted. In general, these circumstances dictated that 
the systems had little technology being generated for transfer 
to farmers and, as a result, they became increasingly involved 
in carrying out a wide array of other governmental activities at 
the local level.
The primary objectives of the CAES revolve around 
increasing national agricultural production, including food 
crops, export crops, cuid livestock. Additional objectives
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include increasing farm incomes and improving the quality of 
life of the rural population.
Swanson and Claar (p.7) point out that these objectives 
are frequently in conflict when viewed from the national context 
against the farmer's perspective. Governments interested in 
increasing national food output for urban populations while 
maintaining cheap food policies may conflict directly with rural 
populations interested in increasing their incomes. Under these 
circumstances, farmers will not adopt new technology to increase 
production without the incentives of cost recovery and profit. 
Extension systems organized as a part of a Ministry of 
Agriculture and charged with forwarding government policy 
objectives and increasing farm income may find their task an 
impossible one.
The clientele base for extension services organized under 
a CAES should be all farmers. However, since many developing 
countries have adopted a policy of increasing agricultural 
output and lack adequate numbers of well-trained agricultural 
extension workers to reach the total farm population, target 
groups are often identified. These groups usually focus on the 
larger, more productive farmers.
Swanson and Claar (p.7-8) indicate that such a focus, in 
an effort to increase total food production or export crop 
production for improved foreign exchange earnings, is 
problematic and can be a short-fall of the system. While the
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approach does focus extension resources on macro-economic 
objectives, it supersedes attention to small, women, and young 
farmers in terms of both research and extension activities. As 
a result, broad-based agricultural development is thwarted. 
Governments interested in maximizing the impact on all human 
resources in rural areas should include all major categories of 
farmers as primary extension clientele.
As previously indicated, most developing countries have 
established an agricultural extension service as a part of the 
Ministry of Agriculture. In larger countries, this may be on a 
state or provincial level rather than a national level. In 
other countries, extension may be organized as separate units 
under various ministries representing sub-sectors of 
agriculture, such as livestock or marketing. In these cases, 
there is a separate extension unit for each ministry resulting 
in a more limited focus, a duplication of effort, and often 
conflict between extension workers.
As representatives of a ministry, extension personnel may 
be responsible for carrying out ministry programs and activities 
at the local level, as well as education. They may sell and 
distribute inputs, arbitrate disputes, perform regulatory 
functions, administer subsidy programs, and collect and report 
agricultural data. Such dual assignments directly affect the 
extension worker's ability to perform the extension assignment, 
often in a negative manner.
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Under the CAES of most countries, agricultural extension 
workers use one-on-one methods including home and farm visits 
and office calls by clientele. In addition, some countries have 
agricultural information units which produce extension 
bulletins, teaching aids, radio programs, and other mass media 
materials. The lack of improved technology and available 
teaching aids on the local level, however, often results in 
little teaching being done by field extension workers.
According to Swanson and Claar (p.8) , the role of the 
agricultural extension worker in the CAES should be that of 
educator and communicator. Specifically, extension workers in 
the system should identify farmer problems and production 
constraints, disseminate useful information about new 
technology, and teach farmers how to successfully use new 
technology to increase production and incomes. Such activities 
are distinctly educational and, with the number of farmers to be 
served in most developing countries, constitute a full-time job.
In instances where extension workers are the local 
agricultural representatives of government, they tend to be low 
level administrators rather than educators. This results in 
serious role conflicts to the detriment of the educational 
function of field workers and extension ultimately fails to 
effectively carry out the essential education and communication 
functions necessary for agricultural development.
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Components of the Conventional Agricultural Extension 
System my be summaurized as follows:
Obj actives
• To increase national agricultural production, 
including food crops, export crops, and livestock
• To increase farm incomes
• To improve the quality of life of the rural 
population
Clientele
• Target groups within the farm population
Organization
• Organized as a unit of the Ministry of Agriculture 
or as a unit of various sub-sector ministries
Approach
• One-on-one contact by local extension workers 
through home and farm visits and office calls by 
clientele
• Agricultural information units for production of 
bulletins, teaching aids, radio programs, and 
mass media materials
Role of Extension Personnel
• Consultant; identify farmer problems/needs and 
production constraints
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• Communicator; communicate farmer problems/needs 
cuad production constraints to subject-matter 
specialists and research workers
• Educator; disseminate research-based information 
about new technology and demonstrate its practical 
application to farmers
• Government Administrator; administer government 
programs and policies on the local level
II-B2. Training and Visit System
Swanson and Claar indicate that the Training and Visit 
System or TVS is not a new extension model, but rather an 
attempt to reform and improve upon the effectiveness of the 
Conventional Agricultural Extension System. Due to some 
significant differences in component parts, however, it will be 
treated as a separate model and evaluated as such.
The TVS was introduced and substantially supported by the 
World Bank to improve existing agricultural extension systems in 
countries where the extension organization is weak and performs 
little or no actual agricultural education function. According 
to Daniel Benor, James Harrison, and Michael Baxter, authors of 
the 1984 World Bank publication, "Agricultural Extension - The 
Training and Visit System", the approach relies on frequent 
update training of extension workers and regular field visits, 
hence the name, auid has proved to be particularly effective.
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The authors do not view the system to be new extension 
methodology, but rather an effective management system which 
accommodates the efficient implementation of existing extension 
principles. Under the orgsmirational structure extension 
workers visit farmers regularly êuxd transmit messages relevant 
to production needs, communicate problems faced by farmers back 
to specialists and researchers for investigation, and receive 
regular training to upgrade their professional ability so they 
may serve the technological demands of farmers, (p.9)
The objectives of the TVS are similar to those of the CAES 
with the major difference being that the primary emphasis is 
placed upon increasing individual farm production and income 
rather than increasing national agricultural output. The 
assumption is, of course, that if farmers increase their 
production and income, there will be a simultaneous increase in 
national agricultural production.
Additional objectives of the system address specific 
problems of the CAES and are outlined by Swanson suid Claar as 
follows :
1. To improve the organization of extension by introducing 
a single, direct line of technical support and 
administrative control,
2. to change the multi-purpose role of meuiy extension 
workers to a clearly defined, single-purpose role 
involving only education and communication activities,
3 . to improve coverage by limiting the number of farm
families or households one extension worker is expected 
to visit.
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4. to inç>rove mobility by providing appropriate transport 
so each worker can regularly visit his or her contact 
farms,
5. to improve each extension worker's technical skills and 
knowledge about improved agricultural technology by 
providing regular in-service training sessions,
6. to improve extension's ties with agricultural research 
through the addition of more sub j ect -matter 
specialists, who are expected to maintain regular 
contact with their research counterparts and to insure 
a continuing flow of information that transmits 
technology to farmers êuid farmer problems back to 
research personnel,
7. to improve the status of extension personnel by giving 
them a relatively clear-cut extension job with 
reasonable expectations that they can successfully 
carry it out; this will increase their level of respect 
in the community and begin to build their self- 
confidence, and
8. to reduce the duplication of services that occurs when 
extension is fragmented among the different ministries 
or is added to new area or commodity development 
schemes in a country or province that already has a 
general agricultural extension system. (1984, p.9)
The farmers in each extension worker's area of 
responsibility constitute the clientele of the TVS.
Approximately ten percent of the farmers in each village are 
identified as contact farmers. Initially, contact farmers were 
selected from the more progressive individuals in each 
community. These farmers generally had greater access to 
resources and were, therefore, not typical of the majority of 
small farmers of the region. As a result, diffusion of 
technology throughout the village was limited. Under current 
applications of the TVS, extension workers select contact
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farmers who are representative of all the major groups of 
farmers in a given village. This approach provides for the 
diffusion of technology through all farming sectors in a 
community.
Benor et al. (1984, p.34) explain that the structure of 
the TVS is based on "the total number of effective, operating 
farm families and the number of families that one Village 
Extension Worker (VEW) can be reasonably expected to cover."
With these figures in-hand, the number of VEWs needed for a 
given area can be calculated.
Swanson and Claar (1984, p.9) elaborate on the number of 
VEWs required by adding to the farm population consideration the 
additional factors of road access and cropping intensity and 
diversity. According to the authors, the ratio between 
extension worker and farmer may vary from 1:1200 to 1:300, with 
an average of 1:800.
Continuing their discussion, Swanson and Claar describe 
the following scenario. The clientele population for one 
village extension worker is divided into eight farming groups of 
about equal size. In an average situation, one VEW would work 
with ten contact farmers in each of eight villages or areas, for 
a total of 80 contact farmers. Each contact farmer would 
represent 10 farm families or households for a total population 
of 800 farm families or households per VEW.
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Under this scenario, the number of VEWs needed in an area 
can be easily determined by dividing the total number of farm 
families or households by 800. The remainder of the extension 
support organization would be based on the total number of 
village extension workers needed.
Benor et al. (1984, p.35) expeuid upon the support staff 
issue by explaining that other staff requirements are contingent 
on the number of VEWs. They consider that the "effective spaui 
of control for supervision" is about eight. Utilizing this 
benchmark, supervisory staff requirements are easily calculated.
The authors describe the TVS support structure as follows. 
One Agricultural Extension Officer (AEO) supervises six to eight 
VEWs, and six to eight AEOs are, in turn, supervised by a 
Subdivisional Extension Officer (SDEO). SDEOs are supervised in 
groups of four to eight by a District Extension Officer (DEO). 
Depending on the total number of districts in a country, DEOs 
are directly supervised by the Extension Administrators or 
Deputy Administrators or from an intermediate level by a Zonal 
Extension Officer (ZEO). Subject matter support would be 
offered with small teams of Subject Matter Specialists (SMSs) at 
each of the subdivision, district, and headquarters levels.
It is assumed that this focused organizational structure 
will provide a sufficiently narrow span of control so as to 
afford close staff supervision and enhance program efficiency 
and success.
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In addition to this rather elaborate organizational 
structure, the TVS also includes a well-defined training, 
monitoring, and evaluation system managed by an autonomous unit 
in the ministry. The system is designed to provide information 
on a regular basis for both formative and summative evaluations.
Benor et al. (1984, P.34) describe the approach as a 
systematic program of regulau: biweekly training sessions for the 
VEWs combined with regularly scheduled visits to farmers' fields 
at two-week intervals. While in the field, the VEW utilizes 
teaching and technical skills discussed at the training sessions 
to teach farmers recommended agricultural practices, demonstrate 
how to implement the practices, motivate them to utilize the 
practices on their fields, evaluate production constraints, and 
advise farmers how to overcome them. Other staff assigned to 
support the work of the VEW also have similar fixed work 
responsibilities and training.
Swanson and Claar (1984, p.10-11) summarize the TVS by 
indicating that the system is structured to provide each 
extension worker with a well-defined job, timely training, 
technical support, teaching resources, transportation, and 
adequate supervision to effectively accomplish their 
responsibilities. They outline major shortcomings of the 
system, however, as being too top-down directed, not allowing 
enough farmer participation in program planning; too rigid in 
scheduling, particularly during down seasons; too labor
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intensive cuid therefore, expensive; too reliant upon word of 
mouth with little use of the mass media; too understaffed with 
trained SMSs, resulting in poor extension-research linkages and 
technical training; and too authoritariaux to provide positive, 
supportive feedback to extension workers to maintain extension 
worker morale.
Components of the Training and Visit System may be 
summarized as follows:
Objectives
• To increase individual farm production and income
• To increase national agricultural production
• To improve the quality of life of the rural 
population
• To reform and improve upon the effectiveness of 
Conventional Agricultural Extension Systems
Clientele
• All farm families in each extension worker's area 
of responsibility
• Contact farmers within the villages of the 
extension worker's area of responsibility
Organization
• Organized as a unit of the Ministry of Agriculture
• Each VEW works with approximately 10 contact 
farmers in each of eight villages or areas
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• Each of the five levels of supervisory staff is 
responsible for supervising approximately eight 
individuals
• Small teams of SMSs provide technical support at 
the various supervisory levels
Approach
• VEWs receive biweekly training in agricultural 
practices and recommendations that relate to 
farming operations during the coming weeks
• VEWs visit contact farmers once every two weeks 
on a fixed day known to all farmers and his 
supervisors
Role of Extension Personnel
• Educator; disseminate research-based information 
about new technology and demonstrate its practical 
application to farmers
• Motivator; encourage application of improved 
methods or identified solutions to problems
• Consultant; identify farmer problems/needs and 
production constraints
• Communicator; communicate farmer problems/needs 
cUid production constraints to subject-matter 
specialists and research workers
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II-B3. University Agricultural Extension System
The most commonly recognized example of the University 
Agricultural Extension System (UAES) is the extension service in 
the United States. Swanson and Claar (1984, p. 11) describe the 
system as a program instituted under state cuid federal 
legislation which establishes a cooperative program between the 
local, state, and federal governments to fund and carry out 
extension work on a matching basis through one or more land- 
grant universities in each state. Each county or multi-county 
unit has a local extension office manned by local extension 
workers responsible for educational programming in the area of 
coverage. Supervision is conducted through a variety of 
administrative arrangements, most with district or regional 
administrators who in turn report to the central extension 
administration located at the associated land-grant university. 
Swanson and Claar characterize the system as one focusing on 
human development through cooperative relationships between 
state and local agencies and personnel, a broad rsinge of subject 
matter, and diverse clientele groups.
Lincoln Kelsey and Cannon Heame describe the legislative 
establishment and governmental cooperation of the UAES of the 
United States in their book, '^Cooperative Extension Work", 
published in 1963. The authors emphasize the unique cooperative 
arrangement which exists between the land-grant institutions of 
each state and Puerto Rico and the United States Department of
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Agriculture as outlined in basic federal extension legislation, 
the Smith-Lever Act. The legislation specifically establishes 
an extension service for each state as a part of the land-grant 
institution of the state.
Swauison and Claar (p. 11) identify the primary goal of the 
UAES as helping clientele to solve problems in a socially 
desirable and personally satisfying way through educational 
programs in selected subject matter areas. Specific objectives 
are delineated as improving the efficiency of agricultural 
production, increasing farm incomes and rural welfare, producing 
am adequate quantity of quality farm products for consumers at 
reasonable prices, strengthening the family and home, helping 
youth grow and develop through "learning by doing" projects, 
preserving the environment and promoting the efficient use of 
natural resources, aind community development.
Clientele for the University Agricultural Extension System 
can be identified as all people interested in the subject matter 
presented by the system. Generally, audiences are targeted for 
each specific type of program. In urban areas, home economics, 
youth work, and home horticulture programs are generally 
emphasized. In rural areas, the service cooperates with a 
variety of agencies and organizations to provide programming in 
agriculture, as well. By law, extension programs are open to 
all people regardless of race, religion, age, sex, or handicap.
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Swanson and Claar view the fact that UAESs cure organized 
as a part of the land-grant university structure, rather than as 
a governmental entity, as a distinct advantage of the system. 
Such stiructure employs extension workers as staff members of the 
university and allows them to maintain their autonomy from 
political forces. As a result, their full efforts can be 
focused on locally-relevant extension activities.
The local connectionalism of extension under the UAES has 
been purported by many authors as a unique and distinct 
advantage of the system. Swanson and Claar point out that the 
structure calls for local people to participate in all aspects 
of extension programming including personnel selection and 
evaluation, operational financing and management, and program 
prioritization and implementation.
Robert Clark indicated in his chapter, "-Organization for 
the Work", written for the 1966 book edited by H.C. Sanders 
entitled, "The Cooperative Extension Service", that the focal 
point of extension service in the United States is the county 
level organization and program. This emphasis is, of course, 
heavily dependent on local staffing of extension units. Clark 
states that the number of extension workers per county may vary 
from one to 20 or more, but that the national average is three, 
(p.38)
Swanson and Claar (p.11-12) identify four primary types of 
extension personnel aind their predominate locations under the
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UAES. They list extension workers êmd assistants or peura- 
professionals at the local level and subject matter specialists 
and supervisory personnel at the regional and state levels.
The approach used by the UAES is an educational one which 
utilizes research-based information to help local people 
identify and solve problems. Swanson and Claar describe the 
approach as one which calls on representatives of various county 
clientele groups to serve on a local extension advisory council. 
The county advisory council works with local staff to determine 
the major areas for programming priority each year. Requests 
for assistance in these priority areas are then communicated by 
local staff to subject matter specialists at the regional and 
state levels for instructional assistance. The authors 
emphasize that the system is very clientele oriented with 
bottom-up rather than top-down program prioritization.
A wide array of instructional approaches are implemented 
to provide educational assistance to local clientele. Some of 
these approaches include, county, regional, and state meetings, 
demonstrations, and tours; one-on-one consultations and farm 
visits; and newsletters, news columns, radio programs and other 
mass-media venues.
Clark (1966) outlines the roles of local extension 
personnel as teacher auid advisor. In these roles, county staff 
work with local clientele to relate research findings and 
improved methods to local farm, home, and community problems.
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According to Clark, such local efforts largely determine whether 
or not the major objectives and goals of the service are 
achieved.
Other extension personnel include subject-matter 
specialists responsible for assisting local extension personnel 
in the development of technical information, and supervisors and 
state leaders responsible for assisting the county staff in 
planning programs, counseling on personnel matters, budgeting, 
and developing public relations.
Swanson and Claar indicate that extension personnel in the 
UAES serve as "an action-oriented force in development". They 
do so by disseminating information aind encouraging its 
application to solve specific problems. Additionally, when 
problems are observed for which there are no solutions or if a 
service is needed that is not being provided, extension 
personnel frequently take the lead in helping to resolve the 
situation.
Components of the University Agricultural Extension System 
may be summarized as follows;
Objectives
• To improve the efficiency of agricultural 
production, farm incomes, and rural welfare
• To insure production of adequate volumes of high- 
quality agriculture products at acceptable prices
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• To Strengthen the family and home
• To aid youth in the processes of leauming 
cuid development
• To enhêmce the environment and the use of 
natural resources
• To work with communities toward the goal of 
community improvement
Clientele
• All people, regardless of race, religion, age, 
sex, or handicap, interested in the subject 
matter presented
Organization
• Cooperative arrangement between federal, state, 
and local governments to carry out extension work 
on a matching basis through one or more land-grant 
universities in each state
• Local level extension offices and workers located 
in each county or multi-county unit
• Subject-matter specialists, administrators, and 
other supervisory personnel located at state and 
regional levels
• All extension personnel are staff members of a 
Icuid-grant university
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Approach
• Local advisory councils provide guidance and 
assistance in the financial, operational, 
programming, and evaluation processes of the 
extension program
• Extension personnel use research-based information 
to help local people identify and solve problems
• Yearly program priorities are determined by local 
clientele and requests are then made by county 
staff for instructional assistance from subject- 
matter specialists on selected topics : bottom-up 
programming
• Teaching methods include meetings and lectures, 
discussion groups, computers, publications, mass 
media, long-distance learning systems, 
demonstrations, visual aids, and one-on-one 
consultation
Role of Extension Personnel
• Advisor; work with local people to identify and 
prioritize problems/needs auid possible solutions
• Communicator; communicate farmer problems/needs 
and production constraints to subject-matter 
specialists and research workers
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• Educator; disseminate research-based information 
about new technology and demonstrate its practical 
application to farmers
• Motivator; encourage application of improved 
methods or identified solutions to problems
• Evaluator; work with local people to evaluate the 
effectiveness of new techniques and extension 
programs
II-B4. Commodity Development and Production System
The Commodity Development and Production System (CDPS) 
generally has a very narrow focus which centers around a given 
commodity. As such, it can be characterized as a vertically 
integrated production system which incorporates all phases of 
commodity development, including technology development, 
technology transfer, production, and marketing.
The primary objective of this type of system is to produce 
and market a specific commodity or group of commodities in an 
effective and efficient manner. Usually the commodity or 
commodities identified are high export value products, but may 
be domestic consumption goods, as well. Accordingly, other 
significant objectives include improving national income through 
increased exports and potentially, increasing the domestic food 
supply and providing lower food costs.
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In many instances, these goals may secondarily lead to 
increased feurm income through rural development. Swanson and 
Claar (1984, p.12) indicate that successful CDPSs invest in 
development by providing farmers incentives in the form of 
profit sharing which encourages farmer participation by 
increasing farm income. Additionally, such systems re-invest in 
the development and transfer of new technology to insure 
continued improvement of the production systems. Governments 
which fail to make such internal investments in the system and 
use the system simply to increase export crop production in 
order to capture both the foreign exchange and surplus income, 
generally do not experience long-term development. Lack of 
profit soon becomes a disincentive for farmers and participation 
wanes. Further, levels of production technology do not keep 
pace with demand resulting in higher production costs and 
reduced output.
Since CDPSs are geared toward increased output of a given 
commodity, the clientele addressed by such systems are 
frequently those living in a particular geographic location 
which possesses certain ecological features suitable to 
production of the commodity. Examples would be beverage crops 
such as tea and coffee which are typically grown at certain 
altitudes in the tropics and cocoa and rubber which require 
humid tropical zones.
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According to Swanson and Claar, CDPSs are generally 
orgsinized around a single, semi-autonomous public sector body 
with responsibility for technology development and transfer, as 
well as production and marketing functions. Such integration is 
made possible because a single entity controls the marketing of 
the commodity and can, thereby, recover the costs of providing 
research, extension, inputs, credit and marketing services to 
farmers from commodity profits.
Under such an arrangement, quality of product becomes the 
leverage which forces farmers to adopt new technology.
Generally, the farmer must follow the advice of the extension 
worker or technician to participate in the program and sell his 
or her products. Failure to do so may result in am 
unsatisfactory product which would be unacceptable by the 
organization for marketing. In most countries where the system 
is well organized, however, net farm income generated from 
program participation far exceeds returns on traditional crops.
According to Swanson and Claar (p.13), this approach is 
sometimes referred to as "contract extension* because a contract 
exists between the farmers and public sector body in which the 
farmers contract to produce the crop using the recommended 
practices and the organization contracts to buy the crop at a 
specified price.
Under such arrangements, extension workers tend to 
specialize by commodity rather than function and, therefore.
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serve as the technical agents who handle all aspects of 
technology transfer. They teach farmers in their assigned areas 
the recommended production practices, provide inputs when 
needed, monitor crop production, identify problems as they 
arise, and provide technical advice for problem solution.
Components of the Commodity Development and Production 
System may be summarized as follows :
Objectives
• To produce suid market a high-value commodity 
efficiently and effectively
• To increase national income through increased 
exports of the identified commodity and/or 
increase domestic food supply, thus providing for 
lower food prices
• To improve farm income and rural welfare 
Clientele
• Contract farmers in an identified geographic area 
characterized by a certain ecological system 
capable of producing the identified commodity
Organization
• Semi-autonomous public sector body responsible 
for all facets of commodity development, 
production, and marketing
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Approach
• Farmers contract to produce the identified 
commodity or commodities using recommended 
practices
• Commodity organization contracts to provide 
commodity research, credit, input supply, 
technical assistance, and marketing services
Role of Extension Personnel
• Educator; disseminate research-based information 
about new technology and demonstrate its practical 
application to farmers
• Supplier; supply farmers with required inputs
• Consultant; identify farmer problems/needs and 
production constraints
• Marketer; coordinate product marketing
11-BS.Intectrateii. Agricultural Development System
The Integrated Agricultural Development System (IADS) 
approach originated in the 1970s when it was recognized that in 
order to achieve increased agricultural output, all components 
of the agricultural development process must be coordinated and 
applied. The system is usually applied through donor-assisted 
projects directed toward a particular geographic area and 
focusing on a specific set of production problems. The primary 
objectives of the projects are to increase food or agricultural
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output in the project area, thus improving farm incomes and 
welfare, and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the integrated 
approach.
The system clientele may be identified as all farmers in 
the project area. When project funds or resources are limited, 
however, project coordinators tend to key in on the larger, more 
progressive farmers.
Since the system is generally applied in a concentrated 
manner in a specific geographic area, autonomous management 
structures and technical support systems are generally 
developed, thus avoiding the cumbersome bureaucracy of existing 
institutions. Such autonomy allows for the hiring of the more 
competent technical personnel of the country through higher 
salary offerings and the provision of essential factors such as 
transportation and supplies. In this regard, the system creates 
a somewhat "artificial" environment to guarantee success.
Swanson auid Claar (1984, p.13-14) evaluate the system by 
proffering the opinion that in most cases these projects did not 
introduce any significantly improved technological components to 
farming systems. The projects were based on the assumption that 
the primary limiting factors to production were lack of inputs 
or overall coordination. As a result, a host of special 
services were instituted including supply, credit, extension, 
and marketing in a systematically coordinated approach. Service 
centers would frequently be established at the local level where
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farmers could obtain credit, purchase inputs, and secure advice 
on efficient production.
In theory, the role of extension personnel in the IADS is 
to help farmers l e a m  new production technology and gain access 
to inputs, credit, and marketing services. Swanson cuid Claar 
note, however, that the educational function is too frequently 
sacrificed in favor of the input supply and service function in 
areas in which there is a shortage of trained agriculturists.
The authors suggest that the job of supplying inputs, credit, 
and other services is apparently a more clearly defined and 
rewarding job than conducting extension programs. As a result, 
extension programming may be neglected in the IADS, unless it is 
given more priority and direction.
Components of the Integrated Agricultural Development 
System may be summarized as follows ;
Objectives
• To increase food or agricultural output in 
the project area
• To improve farm income and welfare in the 
project area
• To demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
integrated approach to agricultural development
Clientele
• All farmers in the identified project area
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Organization
• Autonomous organization established through a 
donor-assisted project and responsible for 
all facets of agricultural development within 
the project area
Approach
• Organization provides for limited inputs
• Organization assumes responsibility for 
coordinating all facets of agricultural 
production, including credit, supply, 
technical assistance, and marketing services
Role of Extension Personnel
• Educator; disseminate research-based information 
about new technology and demonstrate its practical 
application to farmers
• Supplier; provide farmers with required inputs
• Consultant; identify farmer problems/needs and 
production constraints
• Marketer; coordinate product marketing 
IIIntegrated Rural Devglopment .System
The Integrated Rural Development System (IRDS) places 
strong emphasis upon the broad-based participation of the rural 
poor in planning, implementing, and evaluating rural development 
programs. Swanson and Claar (1984, p.14) describe the system as
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a hybridization, of the 1950-60 community development projects 
and the "Animation Rurale" approach ençloyed in Francophone 
Africa. The approach mirrors a more holistic approach to rural 
development by considering both social and economic factors in 
program design. As a result, programs of the IRDS generally 
reflect both economic and social objectives.
By introducing appropriate new agricultural technology 
which increases production levels and generates improved farm 
incomes, the system is êible to strengthen support for indigenous 
institutions responsible for health, nutrition, and basic 
education. Aside from these economic and social enhancement 
objectives, a central concern of the system is also to increase 
participation, self-reliance, and local initiative.
Most programs of the IRDS are directed to the rural poor. 
Therefore, there is a direct attempt to achieve increased equity 
in the availability of new or expanded rural services. However, 
in a chapter written for the 1982 text, "Progress in Rural 
Extension and Community Development", entitled, "The Rise and 
Fall of Community Development in Developing Countries",
L.E. Holdcroft comments that efforts to work within the existing 
power structure of rural communities, a typical strategy with 
this type of development system, frequently results in many of 
the benefits to program participation actually accruing to the 
village elite, rather than the general populace.
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Organizationally, the system is similar in structure to 
the Integrated Agricultural Development System in which an 
autonomous body is organized at or nescr the village level. In 
the IRDS, however, the scope is necessarily broader in terms of 
social services. Therefore, the organizational body is charged 
with bringing several technical departments, including 
agriculture, under unified control.
Generally, the system is instituted by establishing a 
pilot project in the identified target area. Clientele are 
directly involved in the needs assessment activity to determine 
rural development priorities. Of major concern is the 
identification of an appropriate technology package which will 
increase agricultural production and income. The pilot project 
provides the opportunity to establish the methodology for rural 
development. Once the system is instituted in the pilot area, 
the project is expanded into additional areas.
Extension personnel originally serve as catalysts and 
facilitators to involve the rural poor in the planning, 
implementation, and evaluation processes. As the project 
progresses, they assume the role of teachers, demonstrating 
improved agricultural technology.
Components of the Integrated Rural Development System are 
summarized on the following page.
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Objectivas
• To increase agricultural output and inç>rove 
farm income in the target area
• To increase the availêdîility of social 
programs in health, nutrition, and basic 
education
• To improve local participation, self-reliance, 
and initiative
Clientele
• Rural poor in the identified target area
Organization
• Autonomous organization responsible for
all facets of economic euid social development
Approach
• Establishment of a pilot project in the 
target area
• Use of local people in the planning, 
implementation, amd evaluation processes
Role of Extension Personnel
• Motivator; encourage application of improved 
methods or identified solutions to problems
• Educator; disseminate research-based information 
about new technology amd demonstrate its practical 
application
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• Advisor; work with local people to identify and 
prioritize problems/needs and possible solutions
• Evaluator; work with local people to evaluate the 
effectiveness of new techniques emd extension 
programs
• Marketer; coordinate product marketing
II-B7. Farming Systems Research and Development System
In the proceedings of Kansas State University's 1982 
Farming Systems Research Symposium entitled, '^Farming Systems In 
The Field", Cornelia Butler Flora expresses the opinion that, 
although the Farming Systems Research and Development System 
(FSRDS) has much less of a history than the other previously 
defined systems, it is recognized by many as a "potentially 
integrative suid innovative force in agricultural development". 
Butler views the FSRDS as a truly holistic approach to 
development involving the identification of cultural, agronomic, 
environmental, sociopolitical, and socioeconomic constraints to 
agricultural welfare and the collaboration of an 
interdisciplinary team of researchers and farm families in 
developing and adopting relevant technology. According to the 
author, the FSRDS implies a two-way flow of information between 
farm families and researchers that, if implemented and utilized 
properly, can aid in influencing the development of relevant 
policies and support systems for long-term development.
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A key component of the FSRDS is that it is flexible and. 
may be implemented in a variety of ways. It can concentrate on 
the development of a particular commodity or group of 
commodities or it can emphasize total development of a local 
area, region, or entire country, depending upon the desires and 
interests of the host country. However, a common element among 
the alternative approaches to the FSRDS is the selection of 
relatively uniform sets of conditions for conducting research 
and implementing change.
W.W. Shaner, P.F. Philipp, and W.R. Schraehl write in their 
1982 book, "Farming Systems Research and Development, Guidelines 
for Developing Coxmtries" (p.3), that the FSRDS facilitates the 
intensive investigation of the individual conditions of small 
farmers while simultaneously providing the ability to make an 
impact on large numbers of farmers. This is made possible 
through the selection of a relatively homogenous clientele 
population of farmers with similar cropping, herdsmanship, and 
management practices in a reasonably uniform physical, 
biological, and socioeconomic environment. It is expected that 
improved technologies developed for farmers in the defined 
research areas will be applicable to farmers operating elsewhere 
under similar conditions.
The primary objective of the FSRDS is to increase the 
welfare of small farm families within the identified project 
area by increasing their productivity cUid income. This
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objective is approached through the formulation of am 
interdisciplinary team which conducts on-farm research to 
evaluate the interplay of the production components under the 
farmer's control and the physical, biological, amd socio­
economic environments. In addition, the team identifies and 
generates new technologies amd then adapts, tests, amd promotes 
them.
According to Shaner et al. (p.4-5), approaches vary 
according to the identified characteristics of the target 
population, as well as by the preferences of FSRDS 
administrators and researchers. Typically, the FSRDS works 
within the existing conditions of a region or affects rather 
minor changes to the existing environment. In some instances, 
however, the system may take a more radical approach and affect 
a more comprehensive set of changes, including public policy.
The authors point out that the primary activities of the FSRDS 
include the targeting and selection of a research area, problem 
identification, development of a research base, planning on-farm 
research and analysis, and the extension of results to farmers.
Under the system, extension personnel play major roles in 
identifying problem areas, conducting on-farm research amd 
demonstration activities, amd promoting the implementation of 
results.
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Components of the Farming Systems Research and Development 
System may be summarized as follows :
Objectives
• To increase the welfare of small farm 
families by increasing their productivity 
and income
Clientele
• Small farm families within the identified 
project area
Organization
• Variable organization; may be organized in
a variety of ways ranging from an autonomous 
body to a sub-unit of the Ministry of Agriculture
• Variable responsibility; may be charged with
development of a particular commodity or group 
of commodities or the total development of a 
local area, region, or entire country
Approach
• Establishment of an interdisciplineury team which 
conducts on-farm research to evaluate the 
interplay of the production components under the 
farmer's control and the physical, biological, and 
socio-economic environments and identifies and
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generates new technologies and then adapts, tests, 
and promotes them
• Identification of a project area which possesses 
reasonably uniform physical, biological, and 
socioeconomic environments where farmers' 
cropping and livestock patterns and management 
practices are similar
Role of Extension Personnel
• Advisor; work with local people to identify and 
prioritize problems/needs and possible solutions
• Researcher; conduct on-farm research to determine 
practicality and effectiveness of new technology
• Educator; disseminate research-based information 
about new technology and demonstrate its practical 
application to farmers
• Motivator; encourage application of improved 
methods or identified solutions to problems
• Communicator; communicate farmer problems/needs 
and production constraints to subject-matter 
specialists and research workers
I I-B8Sungnary
In summary, current literature delineates the primary 
components of existing extension education models, a brief 
comparative analysis of which is presented in Table I. This
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portion of the review of literature provided the foundation for 
developing the "Mbdel Correlation. Inetrument" . The instrument 
is intended for use as a "key" in correlating the existing or 
desired characteristics which impact upon the development of an 
agricultural extension education system, within a developing 
country, as identified by the "Country Analysis Instrument", 
with the various components of existing extension education 
models. This analysis of the various alternative components of 
existing extension models and their correlation with identified 
existing and desired characteristics provides the conceptual 
framework for this developmental research project amd is 
considered essential when designing an effective extension 
education system for a given developing nation.
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Components of Major Bxtansion Systems




Increase national agricultural production; 
Increase farm incomes; Improve quality of 
rural life.
Training & Visit 
System
Increase individual farm production; Increase 
farm incomes; Increase national, agricultural 





Improve efficiency of agricultural 
production; Increase farm incomes; Improve 
quality of rural life; Insure adequate volume 
of high-quality food at acceptable prices ; 
Strengthen family & home; Aid youth in 
learning & development; Enhemce environment & 





Produce & market high-value commodity 
efficiently; Increase national income thru 





Increase agricultural production in project 
area; Increase farm incomes in project area; 




Increase agricultural production in target 
area; Increase farm-incomes in target area; 
Increase social programs in target area; 




Increase individual farm production; Increase 
farm incomes ; Improve rural welfare.
(tcÜDle con'd.)






Unit of Ministry of Agriculture
Training & Visit 
System
Unit of Ministry of Agriculture; Each VEW 
works with 10 contact farms in each of 8 
villages; Each of 5 levels of supervisory 
staff oversees 8 individuals; Teams of SMS's 





Cooperative arrangement between federal, state 
& local governments thru land-grant 
universities; Local extension offices & 
workers in each county or multi-county unit; 
Subject specialists & administrators located 
at state & regional levels ; All extension 




Semi-autonomous public sector body responsible 





Autonomous organization established thru 
donor-assisted project & responsible for all 




Autonomous organization responsible for all 




Variable organization with varictble 
responsibility.
(table con'd.)






One-on-one contact by extension workers thru 
home & farm visits & office calls; 
Agricultural information units produce 
bulletins, radio programs, mass media 
materials & teaching aids.
Training 6 Visit 
System
VEW's receive training in agricultural 
practices every other week; VEWs visit contact 




Local advisory councils provide guidemce & 
help with finances, operation, programming & 
evaluation of extension programs ; Extension 
personnel use research information to help 
local people identify & solve problems ; Yearly 
programming priorities are determined by local 





Farmers contract to produce commodity using 
recommended practices ; Commodity organization 
contracts to provide commodity research, 





Previously limited inputs provided by 
organization; Organization coordinates 
agricultural production, including credit, 
supply, technical assistêmce & marketing.
Integrated Rural 
Development System
Estéüslishment of pilot project in target area; 





Estéüslishment of interdisciplinary team to 
conduct on-farm research of production 
components under farm control, generate new 
technologies & promote them; Identification 
of project area with uniform characteristics.
(table con'd.)
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Training & Visit 
System
All farm families in 
extension worker area; 
Contact feunners in 









All people interested 










Contract farmers in 
identified area capable 
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CHAPTER III. PROCEDURES AMD OUTCOMES
Having built a foundation by reviewing the relevant 
literature, procedures for this developmental research project 
turned to the development and field testing of the proposed 
instruments, the "Country Analysis Instrument" and the "Model 
Correlation Instrument" . Specific procedures for development of 
the instruments consisted of three distinct phases, including 
instrument design, review, and refinement. Each of these phases 
will be described.
III-A. Instrument-Design
As previously stated, the purpose of this research project 
was to develop and field test the previously identified 
instruments. The instruments would first, identify the existing 
or desired characteristics within a developing country which 
impact the design of an agricultural extension education system, 
and secondly, correlate those identified impactors with 
particular components of existing extension models, thus 
providing a framework of appropriate design parameters. When 
utilized in order by a project analyst or consultant team 
charged with the task of assisting a developing country in 
designing a new or evaluating an existing agricultural extension 
education system, the instruments would afford the opportunity 
to "custom" design an appropriate, effective agricultural 
extension education model for that country.
103
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UL-Al>-,CguntQL Analysis .Instrument
Based upon, a review of current literature which detailed 
problems encountered in existing extension education systems and 
outlined theoretical considerations for the design of an 
effective system, several major "irtpacting" areas were identified 
for analysis. With these impactors in mind, the "Country 
Analysis Instrument", was developed.
The original draft of the "Country Analysis Instrument" 
(Appendix A.) consisted of 13 pages of questions intended to be 
completed by a project analyst or consultant team familiar with 
the task of agricultural extension education system design and 
evaluation in developing countries. Questions addressed in the 
instrument were directed at the major impactors identified in the 
review of literature and were divided into these general 
categories :
1. Geographic Situation (GS)
2. Climatic Situation (CS)
3. Demographic Situation (DS)
4. Political Situation (PS)
5. Economic Situation (ES)
6. Agricultural Situation (AS)
7. Infrastructure Situation (IS)
8. General or Desired Characteristics (DCS) Impacting an 
Agricultural Extension Education System
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When originally designing the instrument, êm attempt was 
made to identify specific, relevant questions which could be 
answered by the analysts, given adequate access and time to 
research the information. While the questions posed require both 
objective and sub]ective evaluation on the part of the amalysts, 
the majority of questions were constructed to prompt short, 
indicative responses. Open-ended questions were used only when 
necessary to clarify specific details of situations or for the 
purpose of stating general relevant observations.
III-A2. Model Correlation Instrument
A review of current literature detailing the various 
characteristics of existing extension education models identified 
specific components essential to the design of an effective suid 
efficient extension education system. The second instrument, the 
"Model Correlation Instrument", was based upon this review.
The original draft of the instrument (Appendix B.) consisted 
of eleven pages of questions intended to be completed by a 
project analyst or consultant team familiar with the task of 
agricultural extension education system design and evaluation in 
developing countries after completion of the first instrument, 
the "Country Analysis Instrument". Questions included in the 
instrument were designed to correlate the impactors identified by 
the "Country Analysis Instrument" with particular components of 
existing extension education models. Further, it allows the 
analyst or team the opportunity to identify the best alternative
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components, given the information at hand, thus providing the 
basic structural framework of appropriate design parameters for 
an agricultural extension education system for the developing 
country in question.
The instrument was designed to approach this task in a 
logical manner by identifying various "analysis factors" outlined 
in the "Country Analysis Instrument" which should be reviewed 
when selecting appropriate model conponent alternatives. 
Completion of the instrument requires the analyst or team to make 
a subjective evaluation of all applicable "analysis factors" when 
determining which component alternative would be the most 
appropriate. Additionally, most component alternatives were 
identified with their model derivation. Care was taken in the 
development process to insure that the "Model Correlation 
Instrument" could be easily followed, completed, and interpreted. 
Finally, the instrument was also designed to provide the 
opportunity to "translate" the selected components into a list of 
"identified design parameters" .
Specific components identified by current literature auid 
included in the instrument are as follows :
1. Objectives
a. Established by ...
b . Defined as ...
2. Clientele
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3. Organization.
a. Administered by —
b. Responsible for —
c. Organized with. ...
d. Funded by ...
e. Staffed by —
f. Staffed with ...
g. Linked with ...
h. Associated with ...
i . Supported with ...
4. Educational Approach
5. Role of Extension Personnel
III-B. Instrument Review
Once designed, the instruments were subjected to a review by 
recognized specialists in extension education and international 
development. As established in the original research proposal, a 
modified Delphi approach was used for the review. Under this 
approach, a total of 30 individuals were selected to review the 
instruments in three stages, with each individual reviewing the 
instruments twice.
Selection and description of the review panel, the modified 
Delphi approach, the timetable for instrument review and 
refinement, and the review panel evaluation form will be 
discussed in detail as they apply to the instrument review 
process.
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Illrfil-Review-Panel Sélection and Description
A non-probability, purposive sattçle of 30 individuals was 
selected to review the instruments. Sources of the "Review 
Panel* included:
a. individuals associated with the University of Illinois 
who have recognized expertise in international 
development ;
b. selected individuals who participated in the 1985 
National Conference, "The International Role of 
Extension: Future Directions*, held March 31st through 
April 2nd at the Kellogg Center of Michigan State 
University; and
c. Fulbright Scholars who have participated in various 
developmental research projects in education.
Review Panel members selected from these sources were 
contacted by letter with follow-up phone calls to secure their 
participation. A total of 41 individuals were contacted in order 
to secure the 30 required panel members.
Once the "Complete Review Panel" of 30 members was 
confirmed, it was divided into two groups, a "Primaury Review 
Panel" and a "Secondary Review Panel" . As outlined in the 
research proposal, the Primary Review Panel consisted of 20 
members and the Secondary Review Panel consisted of 10 members. 
Panel assignments were randomly made by drawing names. A copy of 
the Review Panel listing and assignments with names, addresses.
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and phone numbers and a copy of the inquiry letter mailed to 
these individuals requesting their assistance with the 
developmental research project are on file. Of the 30 reviewers 
originally seated, 27 completed the review process, 18 in the 
Primary Review Panel and nine in the Secondcury Review Panel.
Table II. provides a brief description of the Review Panel 
relative to education, occupation, areas of specialization, 
international experience, and project completion.











Extension Staff 18 60 .00
Private Business 2 6.67
Other 5 16.67




International Africa 8 26.67




Caribbean 19 63 .33
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III-B2. Modified Delphi Review Approach
Again, a modified Delphi approach was utilized for the 
instrument review process. This approach called for the 
instruments to be reviewed in three "waves" as outlined in the 
following Table III.
Table III. Modified Delphi J^pproach Waves
Wave Review Panel Items Provided Items Returned










Final Complete of 30 Revised Instruments, 
Evaluation Form 




In the approach outlined, the "original instruments", a 
letter of explanation, and an "evaluation form" were mailed 
individually to the 20 member Primary Review Panel in the "first 
wave". The letter of explanation asked panelists to conplete the 
evaluation form and, as an additional part of the evaluation 
process, to make suggestions for improvement of the instruments 
by making additions, deletions, and alterations to their copy of 
the instruments. The resulting "modified instruments^" from the 
first wave, in combination with the comments and recommendations 
included on the evaluation forms, were utilized to refine the 
original instruments into the "revised instruments^" .
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Once the primary refinement was conçleted, the revised 
instrumentai êuid the same letter of explanation and evaluation 
form were sent individually to the 10 member Secondcury Review 
Panel in the "second wave" . These individuals were the remaining 
10 individuals of the 30 member Conplete Review Panel who did not 
participate in the first wave.
As with the first review, this Secondary Review Panel 
completed the evaluation form and made suggestions for 
improvements on their copies of the revised instrumentSi. These 
"modified instruments,", along with the comments and 
recommendations on the evaluation forms from the second wave, 
provided the basis for preparation of "revised instruments," .
These instruments were then mailed along with an identical 
evaluation form and the letter of explanation and thanks to the 
"Complete Review Panel" of 30 reviewers in the "final wave" .
This wave represented the second time each of the reviewers 
participated in a review of the instruments.
Again, on receipt of the "modified instruments," and the 
completed evaluation forms from the final wave, refinements were 
made to the instruments for the third and final time. These 
refinements resulted in the "final instruments" in preparation 
for field testing.
III-B3. Timetable for Instrument Review and Refinement
The planned review period for each review wave was four 
weeks and reviewers were requested to evaluate the documents and
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return their evaluations within this time frame. Additionally, 
the refinement period between each wave was plcmned for two weeks 
and all refinements were anticipated to be completed within two 
weeks of the receipt of the last review. Therefore, the 
anticipated review and refinement process was expected to be 
completed within an 18 week period.
The actual review and refinement process required 
considerably longer than originally anticipated and consumed 
eight and a half months. Delays and extensions resulted from a 
variety of circumstances including:
1. difficulty in confirming peuiel members
2. delay in compiling the original instruments, letters, and 
evaluation forms
3. inability to send all of the documents to an entire panel 
in one wave
4. underestimated amount of time required for panelists to 
review and evaluate the instruments
5. late responses/returns
6. underestimated amount of time required for interpreting 
evaluations and recommendations
7. underestimated amount of time required for refining 
instruments based on evaluations and recommendations
8. additional time consuming priorities for the researcher 
While the estimated timetable called for the original
instruments to go to the Primary Review Psuiel in February, 1993,
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they were not mailed out until July, 1993. This, coupled with 
the delays and extensions brought on by other identified 
circumstances, resulted in the final instrument refinement being 
completed in mid-March, 1994 rather than July, 1993.
III-B4. .Eexisx Panel Evaluation Form
As indicated, on delineation of the review panels, the two 
instruments were distributed in a single package to members of 
the panels for evaluation along with a letter of explanation and 
the "evaluation form" (Appendix C.) . The evaluation form was 
four pages long and consisted of a series of ranking and open- 
ended questions regarding the presentation of the individual 
instruments, their appropriateness for accomplishing the 
identified objectives, and the potential for their application. 
III-C.- Instrument Refinement
As outlined in Section III-B2, The Modified Delphi Review 
Approach, refinements were made to the instruments at the 
completion of each review "wave". This process relied on 
"refinement parameters" established as a part of the research 
proposal to determine the degree to which changes should be made 
during each level of instrument refinement. A discussion of 
these parameters and the general areas of refinement will be 
presented.
III-Cl. Refinement Parameters
As determined during the research proposal process, 
refinements were made to the original instruments based on the
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considered, significêmce of the recommended changes to the 
improvement of the instruments. It was deemed inappropriate to 
define specific parameters, such as an established 20 percent 
refinement factor in which 20 percent of the Review Panel 
suggesting a specific change would be required in order to 
motivate incorporation of the suggestion into the revised 
instrument. Additionally, it was considered equally 
inappropriate to alter the original instruments each time a 
recommendation for change was made by an individual reviewer as 
each reviewer possesses unique knowledge, experience, and 
preferences. While such diversity is a distinct advantage to the 
refinement process, the potential exists for a conflict of 
perspective. Additionally, the objective of the review portion 
of the research project was to afford a composite and progressive 
refinement of the instruments. Therefore, suggestions for 
instrument refinement were incorporated into the revised 
documents at each level at the discretion of the researcher based 
on the predominate goal of iitç>roving the presentation of the 
instruments, their appropriateness for accomplishing the 
identified objectives, and the potential for their application. 
III-C2. General Areas of Refinement
Suggestions for improvement of the instruments derived from 
the three panel review waves fell into four primary categories. 
These categories included:
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1. Form, Grammar, and Style
2. Language and Cultural Diversity
3. Category j^propriateness and Effectiveness
4. Significance of Specific Category Questions 
The form, grammar, and style suggestions were made to
correct errors and make the instruments more easily understood 
and interpreted. Additionally, these suggestions added to 
instrument efficiency by opening the layout and streamlining the 
format of the instrument to aid project analysts and consultaint 
teams in the completion emd application of the instruments.
Comments and suggestions under the language and cultural 
diversity area concentrated on the manner in which questions were 
presented, may be interpreted, or applied in various cultural 
situations. Suggestions pointed to the fact that mamy of the 
original questions and associated conclusions were "skewed" by a 
United States perspective. Such an approach may or may not be 
appropriate, depending on the country. Suggested changes 
expanded the instruments, but also contributed to their 
"universality".
Although generally viewed as complete in context, some 
suggestions were made to adjust the categories considered and 
evaluated by the "Country Analysis Instrument". Primary 
suggestions centered around the addition of a Cultural Situation 
section and a Communications Network section. Some evaluators 
believed that a Cultural Situation section would afford the
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opportunity to better gauge the inpact of specific cultural 
factors on the acceptance and effectiveness of an extension 
education system. Others suggested that a section on 
communications would assist in better identifying potential 
extension education methodologies. Yet another group questioned 
the appropriateness of the Economic Situation section as an area 
of impact.
On careful consideration of these comments and suggestions, 
it was determined 1) to enhance and clarify the cultural portion 
of the Demographic Situation section rather than add an 
additional Cultural Situation section to the "Country Analysis 
Instrument", 2) that considerations of communication could best 
be handled in the Infrastructure auid the Desired Characteristics 
Sections rather than adding an additional section, and 3) that an 
analysis of the Economic Section relative to the impact of 
national developmental goals and objectives on an extension 
education system validated its inclusion in the instrument.
The categories included in the "Model Correlation 
Instrument", and particularly the identified primary components 
of cm. extension education system, were generally considered quite 
appropriate. However, several questions arose relative to the 
method of selecting appropriate component alternatives based upon 
the sub]ective evaluation of various analysis factors. Further, 
several suggestions were made for prioritizing the consideration 
of analysis factors to enhance the ability of project emalysts
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and consultant teams to design an appropriate aind effective 
extension education system. It was generally suggested that such 
prioritization should be done by project personnel in close 
cooperation with national decision-makers.
Many suggestions were made over the course of the review to 
add, delete, or alter specific category questions in the "Country 
Analysis Instrument" . A leurge majority of these suggestions were 
determined to be valid enhancements to the instrument and were 
incorporated in the refinement process. Those of lesser 
significance were disregarded.
Summaries of the significant suggestions for refinement of 
the instruments presented in the Instrument Evaluation Forms and 
the associated Revised Instruments of each Review Wave are found 
in the Appendixes. Table IV. identifies the applicable appendix 
for each wave summary and revision.








First Appendix 0. Appendix E. Appendix F.
Second Appendix G. Appendix H. Appendix I.
Final ;^pendix J. Appendix K. ^pendix L.
III-P. .Instrmneat■ Eield Testing
Subsequent to the Final Revision of the instruments, and as 
a welcome extension of the original research project, the
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instruments were field tested in the People's Republic of China 
and Cambodia in 1994 and in Turkmenistan in 1995. These Field 
Tests provided a unique opportunity to gain valuable experience 
in instrument application procedures and served to validate the 
instruments.
III-Dl. People's Republic of China and Cambodia Field Testing
Field testing of the instruments in the People's Republic of 
China (PRC) and Cambodia was afforded by a 1994 Fulbright Grant. 
The award provided funding for transportation, accommodations, 
and interpreter assistance associated with the research project.
As implied in the concept of "field testing", the purpose of 
the Fulbright Project was to apply the developed instruments in a 
practical situation to gain experience in their application and 
to evaluate their validity. Specific procedures for the project 
included:
1. referencing national and university library resources,
2. securing statistical reports from government agencies,
3. interviewing educators and government personnel, and
4. surveying educators and clientele through focus groups.
The itinerary for the eight-week research project is
summarized in TaüDle V. on the following page.
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Five Beijing University 
PRC
Sociology & Education 
Faculty 
Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences
Exit Interviews
Six Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia






Seven Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia







Eight Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia




Initial contact in the PRC was with faculty members of the 
Departments of History, Sociology, Education, and Economics at 
Beijing University. Faculty of these departments provided access
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to library resources, student translators, introductions to 
governmental agencies and leaders, interviews, and arrangements 
for in-country interview and survey contacts.
Completion of major portions of Geographic, Climatic, 
Demographic, Economic, Agricultural, and Infrastructure Situation 
sections of the "Country Analysis Znstruatent" in the PRC was 
accomplished through the aid of student translators assigned by 
faculty members of the university. Students assisted by 
interpreting questions posed in the instrument, locating 
appropriate resources in the university library, and translating 
applicable data and information contained in the resources.
Additional assistance was provided by junior clerks in the 
State Statistical Bureau and Ministry of Agriculture. Clerks 
assisted by securing government statistical documents and 
interpreting the data contained therein and taking notes during 
interviews with government personnel.
Interviews with faculty members of Beijing University and 
the Ministries of Agriculture and Education accommodated 
completion of major portions of the Political Situation and 
General or Desired Characteristics from Policy Makers'
Perspective sections of the "Country Analysis Instrument" . A 
total of 21 interviews were conducted, 10 with Professors and 
Associate Professors of Beijing University, seven with Assistant 
and Associate Ministers and Bureau Chiefs of the Departments of 
Agriculture and Education, two with personnel from the Institute
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of Economics, and two with representatives of the Shenzen 
Economic Council.
In order to complete the General or Desired Characteristics 
from Users' Perspective section of the instrument, two focus 
group sessions were arranged. The first was arrcmged by the 
Institute of Economics in Xian and consisted of five farmer 
representatives of farming communities in townships surrounding 
Xicui. The second was organized in Dunhuang by the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences and was conducted with eight farmers. 
Project interpreters assisted in conducting the sessions which 
lasted just under two hours each. Instrument questions were 
posed in order by the interpreters who also trsmslated responses 
as they were given.
During a series of three exit interview sessions, personnel 
of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and faculty members of 
the Departments of Sociology and Education of Beijing University 
assisted with the interpretation of data collected by applying 
the "Country Analysis Instrument" through the previously 
described procedures. This analysis, including a prioritization 
of the information collected, accommodated the completion of the 
"Model Correlation Instrument" . Conclusions of the instrument, 
as suggested design parameters, were discussed relative to the 
current agricultural extension education system of the PRC 
organized under the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture. The
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instruments completed in the PRC Field Test Project are found in 
Appendix M.
According to the results of the Field Test, appropriate 
design parameters for the agricultural extension education 
system in the People's Republic of China may be briefly 
summarized as follows :
Model Objectives should be:
1. established by the central federal administration.
2. defined as
a. providing for broad-based agricultural development;
b. improving the quality of life for the entire rural 
population; and
c. increasing food availability while maintaining low 
food prices.
Model Clientele should be:
1. target groups within the farm population, specifically 
production units of the primary commodities of pork, 
poultry and eggs, and cereal grains.
Model Organization should be:
1. administered by the Ministry of Agriculture.
2. responsible for agricultural production education and 
research and production input supply.
3. organized with staff and offices on national, 
provincial, prefecture, county, and township levels.
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4. foinded by the federal government through project 
profits.
5. staffed by university graduates at the national and 
provincial levels and technical school graduates at the 
prefecture, county, and township levels,- men and women 
at all levels; and, nationals at all levels.
6. staffed with administrators at the national and 
provincial levels, associate administrators and subject 
matter specialists at the prefecture and county levels, 
and field staff educators at the county and township 
levels with total staff numbers at each level depending 
upon numbers of farmers and regional production.
7. linked with research centers through locally 
administered research plots and dual-assigned personnel 
with both research and teaching responsibilities at the 
prefecture and county levels.
8. associated with farm supply and marketing systems on an 
informal basis, but not credit or promotional 
organizations.
Educational Approach should be:
1. agricultural information units for production of 
bulletins and teaching aids; and
2. local extension workers contacting local production 
unit farmers on a fixed schedule.
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Rcla of Local Extension Paraonnel should be:
1. consultant - identify farmer problems/needs and 
production constraints ;
2. communicator - communicate farmer problems/needs and 
production constraints to subject-matter specialists 
and researchers;
3. educator - disseminate research-based information 
about new technology and demonstrate its practical 
application to farmers;
4. evaluator - work with local people to evaluate the 
effectiveness of new techniques and extension programs;
5. researcher - conduct on-farm research to determine 
practicality and effectiveness of new technology; and
6. supplier - provide farmers with required inputs.
III-Dlb. Cambodia Field Test
Arrangements in Cambodia were accommodated by the 
Cambodian Office of the Food éind Agriculture Orgsiniration (FAO) 
of the United Nations and the Ministry of Agriculture. Staffs 
of both organizations provided statistical analysis information, 
interpreters, interviews, and introductions to governmental 
agencies and leaders.
Major portions of the Geographic, Climatic, Demographic, 
Economic, Agricultural, suid Infrastructure Situation sections of 
the "Country Analysis Instrument" for Cambodia were completed 
through the assistance of two junior staff members assigned by
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the Ministry of Agriculture. These individuals reviewed the 
instrument and gathered applicable statistical documentation. 
Additionally, they assisted with translation of documents and 
interview sessions when necessary.
Interviews with government personnel in the Ministries of 
Agriculture and Education facilitated the completion of 
remaining portions of the situational sections of the instrument 
and the General or Desired Characteristics from the Policy 
Makers' Perspective section. A total of 12 interviews were 
conducted, six with Vice Ministers and Department Directors in 
each of the two ministries.
As in the PRC Field Testing project, a focus group was 
utilized as the primary approach for securing information 
necessary for the completion of the General or Desired 
Characteristics from the Users' Perspective section of the 
"Country Analysis Instrument". A single focus group of seven 
farmers from the surrounding Mekong area met in a two and a half 
hour session. Instrument questions were posed by the assisting 
staff members and responses were recorded.
One joint exit interview was conducted with 
representatives of FAG and the Ministries of Agriculture cuid 
Education. The session provided for the presentation of the 
data and information collected through the application of the 
"Country Analysis Instrument", its interpretation, and its 
prioritization euid input into the "Model Correlation
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Instrument" . Results of instrument application in the form of 
suggested design parameters were discussed in detail. Completed 
instruments for the Cambodia Field Test are found in Appendix N.
Appropriate design parameters suggested through use of the 
instruments for an agricultural extension education system in 
Cambodia may be briefly summarized as follows :
Model Objectives should be:
1. estcüalished by the central federal administration with 
clientele advisory groups providing program input.
2. defined as
a. increasing agricultural production for export to 
reduce balance of trade deficit;
b. increasing agricultural production to increase real 
income of farmers ; and
c. improving the quality of life for the entire rural 
population.
Model Clientele should be:
1. entire farm population.
Model Organization should be:
1. administered by the Ministry of Agriculture.
2. responsible for agricultural production education.
3. organized with staff and offices on national, 
provincial, and district levels .
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4. funded by the federal government and supported with 
development assistance funds.
5. staffed by engineers (university graduates) at the 
national level, controllers (technical school graduates) 
at the provincial and district levels, and agents (one- 
year certificate holders) and skilled workers (secondary 
cycle graduates) at the village level; men cuid women at 
all levels; and nationals at all levels.
6. staffed with administrators at the national and 
provincial levels, subject matter specialists at the 
national and provincial levels, specialist extension 
officers at the district level, and farmer technicians 
at the village level with total numbers at each level 
depending upon the number of farmers and regional 
production.
7. linked with research only through local demonstration 
plots and advisement of local needs and results of new 
technology application; research to be administered by 
National Agricultural Research System (NARS), national 
universities, and autonomous international research 
institutes or private companies (Non-Govemmental 
Orgéinizations [NGO's] ) .
8. associated with no other credit, supply, marketing, or 
promotional organizations on a formal or informal basis.
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Educational Aoproaeh should be:
1. local extension personnel using research-based 
information to help local people identify and establish 
need priorities and then request instructional 
assistance from subject matter specialists on selected 
topics; and
2. national and provincial level support of NGO extension 
development projects.
Role of Local Extension Personnel should be:
1. consultant - identify farmer problems/needs and 
production constraints ;
2. communicator - communicate farmer problems/needs and 
production constraints to subject-matter specialists and 
researchers ;
3. educator - disseminate research-based information about 
new technology and demonstrate its practical application 
to farmers;
4. evaluator - work with local people to evaluate the 
effectiveness of new techniques and extension programs;
5. motivator - encourage application of improved methods or 
identified solutions to problems.
III-D2. Field Testing, in Turkmenistan
Field testing of the instruments in Turkmenistan was 
accomplished as a part of a 1995 United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID) project. Turkmenistan is one
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of the Newly Independent States (NTS) of Central Asia formed as 
a result of the breêücup of the Soviet Union. The specific 
purpose of the project was to assist the country in 
investigating the potential formation of an agricultural 
extension education system; a uniquely appropriate project for 
instrument field testing.
Specific procedures for the project included;
1. securing statistical data from governmental and 
international development agencies,
2. interviewing educators and government personnel, and
3. surveying clientele groups through focus groups.
The itinerary for the five-week development project is
summarized in Taible VI. on the following page.
Primary contact in Turkmenistan was with in-country 
personnel of the USAID office in Ashgabat. An Assistant Program 
Manager and Project Interpreter were assigned to the project and 
assisted in all aspects of the identified procedures, including 
translating the instruments, collecting applicable government 
statistics, arranging and recording interviews and focus groups, 
and interpreting written documents and verbal excheuiges.
Large portions of the Geographic, Climatic, Demographic, 
Economic, Agricultural, and Infrastructure Situation sections of 
the "Country Analysis Instrument" were completed through 
statistical information provided by USAID and the Ministry of
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Agriculture. Remaining portions of the instrument, including 
the General or Desired Characteristics from Policy Makers' 
Perspective section, were completed through individual 
interviews. Interviews were held with five Directors and 
Vice-Directors of the Ministry of Agriculture in Ashgabat, four 
faculty members of the State Agricultural University in 
Chardzhou, the Governor of the Chardzhou Oblast and the Governor 
of the Danow District of Chardzhou, five Government Bureau 
Chiefs in Chardzhou and Danow, and nine farmers in the Danow 
District for a total of 25 interviews. Additionally, two focus
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groups, one with 12 farmers in the Dcmow District and a second 
with 16 farmers in the Ashgabat area, facilitated completion of 
the General or Desired Characteristics from Users' Perspective 
section of the "Country Analysis Instrument".
A single exit interview in Ashgabat in the final week of 
the project included representatives of the Ministry of 
Agriculture and USAID and accommodated the application of the 
"Model Correlation Instrument". Completed instruments for the 
Turkmenistan Field Test are found in Appendix O. Conclusions 
reached in the form of suggested design parameters for an 
agricultural extension system in Turkmenistan may be briefly 
summarized as follows:
Model Objectives should be:
1. established by the central federal administration with 
clientele advisory groups providing program input.
2. defined as
a. providing and/or maintaining low consumer food 
prices;
b. increasing agricultural production to increase real 
income of farmers ;
c. improving the quality of life for the entire rural 
population;
d. providing for broad-based agricultural development;
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e. supporting communities toward the goal of community 
development.
Model Clientele should be:
1. entire farm population.
Model Organization should be:
1. administered by the Ministry of Agriculture.
2. responsible for administration and direction, 
agricultural production and research, and small business 
development.
3. organized with staff and offices on national, oblast, 
and district levels.
4. funded by the federal government, generated project 
funds, and development assistance funds.
5. staffed with university graduates at the national and 
oblast levels and specially trained individuals at the 
district level; men and women at all levels ; auid 
nationals at all levels with expatriate support for 
development projects.
6. staffed with administrators at the national and oblast 
levels, subject-matter specialists/researchers and 
educators at the oblast level, and extension workers at 
the district level with total numbers at each level 
depending upon the number of farmers and district 
production.
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7. linked with research through locally administered 
research plots «md advisement of local needs and results 
of new technology application; research to be 
administered by State Agricultural University and 
development assistance organizations.
8. associated with credit, supply, and marketing 
organizations on a formal basis as required in specific 
development projects.
Educational Approach should be:
1. agricultural information units for production of 
bulletins auid teaching aids ;
2. local extension workers contact local farmers on a fixed 
schedule;
3 . local extension workers receive training on a fixed 
schedule;
4. local extension personnel using research-based 
information to help local people identify and establish 
need priorities and then request instructional 
assistance from subject matter specialists on selected 
topics; and
5. development project established in which the 
organization provides previously limited inputs and 
assumes the responsibility for coordinating all facets
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of agricultural production, including credit, supply, 
technical assistance, and marketing services.
Role of Local Extension Personnel should be:
1. consul tcuit - identify farmer problems/needs and 
production constraints ;
2. advisor - work with local people to identify and 
prioritize problems/needs and possible solutions ;
3. communicator - communicate farmer problems/needs and 
production constraints to subj ect-matter specialists and 
researchers ;
4. educator - disseminate research-based information about 
new technology and demonstrate its practical application 
to farmers ;
5. motivator - encourage application of improved methods or 
identified solutions to problems ;
6. evaluator - work with local people to evaluate the 
effectiveness of new techniques and extension programs ;
7. researcher - conduct on-farm research to determine the 
practicality and effectiveness of new technology;
8. government administrator - administer government 
programs and policies on the local level;
9. supplier - provide farmers with required inputs ; and
10. marketer - coordinate product marketing.
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Specific data gathered and concluded in the Field Tests can 
be found in Appendixes M-O. as identified in the following Table 
VII.
Table VII. Field Test Data Summary Appendixes





Turkmeni s tan Appendix 0.
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CHAPTER IV. SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS. RECOMMENDATIONS.
AND IMPLICATIONS
l Y - A g g t  Summary
The purpose of this developmental research project was to 
identify the factors which should be considered when designing 
cui effective agricultural extension education system for a given 
developing country and then link these factors to the components 
of existing extension models to “custom" design an appropriate, 
effective extension system for the country. This purpose was 
approached through specific objectives which included a review 
of literature, the design and refinement of two project 
instruments, sind the field testing of these instruments.
The review of literature identified country specific 
factors which impact the effectiveness of an extension system, 
and the primary components of the seven major extension 
education models, and resulted in the initial development of the 
project instruments. The “Country Analysis Instrument" serves 
to identify sind quantify various existing or desired 
characteristics which impact the development of an extension 
system and the "Model Correlation Instrument" correlates these 
identified impactors to particular components of existing 
models.
The designed instruments were subjected to a modified 
Delphi review by a panel of recognized specialists in extension 
education and international development, selected through a
136
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non-probability, purposive sampling, for evaluation amd 
refinement.
Under the modified Delphi method of review, the pauiel was 
divided into a Primary Review Panel of 20 members and a 
Secondary Review Psuiel of 10 members through random selection. 
The instruments were reviewed auid evaluated in waves, first by 
the Primary Review Panel, followed by the Secondary Review 
Panel, and subsequently by the Complete Review Psuiel.
Refinements were made to the instruments at the conclusion of 
each wave with the resulting modified instruments being extended 
to the next wave of review. The three successive refinements 
resulted in the final instruments in preparation for field 
testing.
Field testing of the final instruments was done in the 
People's Republic of China and Cambodia through a 1994 Fulbright 
Project and Turkmenistan in a 1995 USAID Project. The data 
collected and the results of the application of the instruments 
in these field tests are included in Appendixes M-O. with the 
associated suggested extension education system design 
parameters for each country again summarized in the Procedures 
and Outcomes, pages 122-124, 126-128, and 131-134. To repeat 
them here would be redundant.
IV-B. Conclusions
The primary goal and associated specific objectives of 
this developmental research project were successfully completed.
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although the time frame for completion was significantly 
extended beyond the original anticipated schedule. This was due 
in large measure to the addition of the field testing component 
which was not a part of the original research proposal.
In general, the procedures outlined proved effective and 
appropriate for meeting the purpose and objectives of the 
research project. The literature reviewed, although primarily 
produced in the 1970s and 80s, represents the bulk of 
foundational work relevant to the study and thoroughly 
identifies problems encountered in current extension education 
systems, outlines theoretical considerations for the success of 
extension education systems in developing countries, and 
describes existing extension education models.
The modified Delphi review and associated refinement 
process, though requiring a longer period of time and being more 
difficult to manage than originally anticipated, appropriately 
refined the project instruments in preparation for practical 
application by verifying categories significant for 
investigation and consideration and enhauicing instrument 
clarity, efficiency, and universality. The review process, 
however, does represent one of the primary limitations of the 
study. Selection of the Review Panel was central to the review 
and refinement of the instruments. As indicated earlier, a non­
probability, purposive sample of recognized specialists in 
extension education and international development was utilized
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as the Review Panel. While care was taken in the selection 
process to insure adequate representation by education, 
occupation, areas of specialization, and international 
experience, so as to enhsuice diversity and universality, the 
ultimate combination of panel members was subjectively 
determined. Although it is assumed that regression occurs and 
the considered opinions of the psuiel members will move toward 
the mean opinion of the selected review panel over the course of 
the review process, the makeup of the panel is a significant suid 
critical factor suid could limit the relisüDility of the project. 
Mortality, on the other hand, does not appear to be a 
significant limitation as 90 percent of the Review Panel members 
completed the review and evaluation process.
As discussed in Refinement Parameters, Section III-Cl in 
Procedures and Outcomes, refinements were made to the original 
instruments at the discretion of the researcher based upon the 
considered significance of the recommended changes to the 
predominate goal of improving the presentation of the 
instruments, their appropriateness for accomplishing the 
identified objectives, and the potential for their application. 
Such discretion was subjective and additionally limits the 
reliability of the project.
Finally, the field testing projects provided valuable 
experience in instrument application procedures. However, 
instrumentation, or the specific process of instrument
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application, does provide aui additional limitation to the 
reliability of the study. While this study utilized a defined 
field test procedure of resource referencing, interviews with 
educators and government decision-makers, and clientele focus 
groups to complete the instruments in each of the identified 
field tests, other application procedures may be equally or more 
effective euad could potentially produce different conclusions.
These limitations afford recommendations for further 
study. It must be concluded, however, that while there are 
limitations to reliability, the research procedures did 
accommodate the purpose and objectives of the study and, 
therefore, substantiate project validity. Further, the field 
tests validated the instruments, the production of which was the 
ultimate goal of the project, as they proved capable of 
withstanding application in all three countries. Work done 
under the Fulbright Project in the People's Republic of China 
and Cambodia attested to the fact that the instruments are 
suitable for assisting with the evaluation and improvement of an 
existing extension education system, while the USAID Project in 
Turkmenistan substantiated the suitability of the instruments 
when designing a new extension system.
IV-C. Recommendations for Further Study
Additional research is recommended in order to enhance the 
reliability of the project, the instruments produced, and the 
conclusions drawn in their application. Such research should
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include further instrument review and refinement and field 
testing. Review and refinement should focus on a methodology 
which would reduce the limitations to reliability created by the 
subjectivity of review panel selection and instrument 
refinement.
Additional field testing is recommended with emphasis in 
two primary areas. First is field testing for further 
refinement of the instruments to enhance their usefulness to a 
wide variety of developing countries. Second is the evaluation 
of various instrument application techniques to reduce the 
limitation to reliability due to instrumentation.
Obviously, actual implementation of the conclusions 
derived through instrument application in various countries and 
subsequent follow-up studies evaluating the effectiveness of a 
"custom designed" extension system would be the ultimate test of 
instrument validity.
IVrD. .Implications
Instruments which allow professional project analysts to 
identify and (quantify factors which impact the effectiveness of 
an agricultural extension system in developing countries and 
then correlate those factors with components of existing 
extension education models can be effective tools for designing 
country specific extension education systems. Such an approach 
to the "customization" of a technology transfer system will more 
effectively contribute to the growth and development of a rural
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economy, thereby enhancing the ability of a country to meet 
defined developmental goals and is worthy of study.
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APEBMPM A.
Original Draft - "Country Analysis Instrument"
Geooraphie Situationt (GS)
1. Size of Country (km')
2. Number of Sub-Units (states, 
districts, etc.) _____
3. Average Size of Sub-Units (km')
4. Size of Largest Sub-Unit (km')
5. Size of Smallest Sub-Unit(km')
S. Latitude of Northern-Most 
Boundary __
7. Latitude of Southern-Most 
Boundary __
8. Longitude of Eastern-Most 
Boundary __
9. Longitude of Westem-Most 
Boundary __
10. Highest Altitude (m)____
11. Lowest Altitude (m) __
12. Mountain Range above 15,000m
yes no
13. Mountain Range above 40,000m
yes no
14. Mountain Range above 65,000m
yes no
15. Percentage of Land Area 
Covered by Mountains ______ %
16. Coastal Area yes no
17. Length of Coast (km)
18. Major Rivers (list)
19. Major Lakes (list)
20. Desert Area yes no
21. Percentage of Land Area 
Covered by Desert ______ %
gliiaatele Situations (OS)
1. Climate of Major Agricultural 
Area ______________________
2. Average Annual Rainfall(cm)
3. Annual Rainfall Range(cm) 
  to
4. Regions of Heaviest/Lightest 
Rainfall
5. Avg. Annual Temperature (C)
6. Annual Temperature Rémge (C) 
  to
7. Regions of Highest/Lowest 
Temperatures
8. Growing Degree Days in Major 
Agricultural Area __________
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Annual Growth Rate 
Percent Population by:


















  Primary (0-8 yrs)
  Secondary (9-12 yrs)
  Trade/Technical
  University (1-4 yrs)
  Graduate
Employment:
  Unpaid Family
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Political Situation» (PS)
1. Form of Government:
  Democratic
  Socialistic
  Military Dictatorship
  Benevolent Dictatorship
  Monarchy
  Other: ______________
2. Administrative Orgamization :
1 4 8
€. Primary Responsibilities of 
Agriculture Branch Include:
  Policy Formulation
  Regulation /Enforcement
  Promotion & Marketing
  Financing & Credit
  Input Supply
  Education
  Research
  Other: _______________
7. Administrative Organization 
of Governmental Branches :
3. Branch of Government
Responsible for Education:
4. Primary Responsibilities of 
the Education Branch Include :





  Other: _____________
5. Branch of Government 
Responsible for Agriculture :
8. Established Method of
Government Policy Formation:
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Economie Situation: (ES)
1. Form of Currency:
2. Current Exchange Rate with 
U.S. Dollar ($)  /$
3. Per Capita GNP ($) _________
4. Average Annual Growth in OfP
 %
5. Average Annual Rate of 
Inflation %
6. Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP;$)  $






  Public Consumption
  Gross Domestic Investment
  Private Consumption
  Gross Domestic Saving
  Exports
8. Current Balance of Payments 
($)  $
9. External Public Debt ($)
10. External Public Debt as a 
Percentage of GNP_________ %
11. Interest Payments on External 
Public Debt ($) _________ $
12. Debt Service on External
Public Debt as Percentage of:




1. Percent of Land Area Suited 
to Crop Production _________ %
2. Percent of Land Area Under 
Cultivation  %
3. Percentage of Cultivated Land 
by Crop:
% Crop % Crop
4. Regional Crop Delineations : 
Essian Major Crops
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Agricultural Situation (eonfc.l













6. Does Fishing Play Major Role 
in Most Farm Families' lives?
yes no
7. If so, describe:
Percent Farm Families by: 
Farming System:
1 System
  Permanent Cropland/Pasture
  Slash and B u m
  Nomadic






Husband & Wife Both 
Working on Farm Full-Time
Wife Working on Faunn Full- 
Time & Husbamd Employed 
Elsewhere Full-Time
Husband Working on Farm 
Full-Time & Wife Employed 
Elsewhere Full-Time
Both Partners Working on 
Feumi with Husband Working 
Elsewhere Part-Time
Both Partners Working on 
Farm with Wife Working 
Elsewhere Part-Time
Both Partners Working on 
Farm &. Working Elsewhere 
Part-Time
9. Estimated Number of Permanent 
Farms __________
10. Estimated Average Size of 
Permanent Farms _______
11. Percent Permainent Farmland Owned 
by:
1 Entity
  Individual Farm Families
  Government
  Absentee Lamdowners
  Corporations
_____  Other: _________________
12. Family Farm Mamagement
Decisions are Generally Made:
By the Male Head of 
Household
By the Female Head of 
Household
Jointly
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Agricultural Situation feont.)
13. Family Farm Labor 
Distribution:
Task Usa Bamen children
Clearing Land ___ ___ ___
Tilling Soil ___ ___ ___
Planting Crops ___ ___ ___
Cultivation ___ ___ ___
Harvesting ___ ___ ___
Crop Marketing ___ ___ ___
Caring/Feeding
of Livestock ___ ___ ___
Slaughtering
of Livestock ___ ___ ___
Livestock
Marketing ___ ___ ___
Food Prep______ ___ ___ ___
14. % Field Labor Provided by :
i soarge
  Petroleum Powered
Equipment & Machinery
  Animal Powered
Equipment
  Hand Labor
  Other: _______________




  Government Programs
  Private Bemk
Private Finemcier, 
Investor, Broker
16. Percent of Family Farm 
Production:
  % Consumed at Home
  % Marketed
17. Describe Marketing System:
18. Government Branch Responsible 
for Agricultural Education :
  Agricultural Branch
  Educational Brsmch
19. Percent Agricultural 
Education by Source :
4 Sgurge
  On-Farm Experience
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Aorieultural Situation (cont.1
20. Goals o£ Ag Education, may be 
Ranked in Descending Order of 
Importance as follows:
  Increasing Pood Production
  Increasing Farm Income
Improving the Efficiency 
of Production
  Providing Financial
Counseling
  Providing Farm Inputs
  Providing Farm Markets






22. Linkage between Agricultural 
Research and Education:
23. Current Agricultural Policy 
may be characterized as :
Supporting Low Consumer 
Food Prices
Providing Economic 
Incentives for Increased 
Production
Emphasizing Increased 
Production for Export 
to Reduce Balance of Trade 
Deficit
Emphasizing Increased 
Production to Increase 







24. The Primary Goals for 
Agricultural Development Are:
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Infraatruetur» Situation* (IS)
1. Percent Urban Households with
following service:
Less 10- 30- 50- 70- Over
10% 30% 50% 70% 90% 90%
Phone_______ _____ ___ ___ ___
Daily
Mail_______ _____ ___ ___ ___
Daily
Paper_______ _____ ___ ___ ___
Elec_______ _____ ___ ___ ___
T V _______ _____ ___ ___ ___
2. Percent Rural Households with
following service:
Less 10- 30- 50- 70- Over
10% 30% 50% 70% 90% 90%
Phone_______ _____ ___ ___ ___
Daily
M a i l_______ _____ ___ ___ ___
Daily
Paper_______ _____ ___ ___ ___
Elec_______ _____ ___ ___ ___
T V _______ _____ ___ ___ ___
3. Condition of Major Road- 










5. General Observations Regarding 
Roadways :































1. From Policy Mêücers'
Perspective, It is Considered 
Most Desirable for Ag
Extension System to be ....
A Administered by:
The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
The Educational Bréuich of the Federal Government
Another Branch of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University
Another Public Body:
An Independent Compemy or Organization
An Autonomous, Self- Directed Extension System
Other :
B. Responsible for:
  Regulation & Enforcement
  Administration/Direction
  Policy Formulation
  Promotion & Marketing
  Financing & Credit
  Input Supply
  Education
  Research
  Other: ________________
C. Organised with Staff and 
Offices on at
  Rational Level
  Sub-Unit Level
  Local Level
  Other: ___________
D. Funded by:
  Federal Government
  Sub-Unit Governments
  Local Governments
  Self-Supported: Project
  Profits, User Fees
  Private Foundations
Development Assistemce Funds
Combination of Above :
Other:
B. Staffed by:
University Graduates at all Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Technical School Graduates at Local Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Specially Trained 
Individuals at Local Levels
Technical School Graduates at all Levels
Nationals at all Levels
A Mixture of Nationals and Non-Nationals at all Levels
Nationals at __________
Levels and Non-Nationals at ___________  Levels
Men at all Levels
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B. Staffed by* (eont.)
A Mixture of Hen and Women 
at all Levels
Men at ______




B. Linked with Research Centers 
through*
  Dual-Assigned Personnel
  Locally Administered
Research Plots & Programs
Joint Determination of 
Research Priorities
Other: Co-Authored Research Publications
F. Directed in Terns of Program
Priorities by*

























6. Staffed with/at: J. Supported with/at *
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J. Supported with/at: (eont.)
Federal Sub-Unit Local 
lÆYgl IiSYsl Level






2. From User's Perspective, It is 
Considered Most Desirable for 
Ag Extension System to be
A. Administered by:
The Agricultural Bremch of the Federal Government
The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
Another Branch of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University
Another Public Body:
An Independent Company or Organization
An Autonomous, Self- Directed Extension System
B. Responsible for:
  Regulation & Enforcement
  Administration/Direction
  Policy Formulation
  Promotion & Marketing
  Financing & Credit
  Input Supply
  Education
  Research
  Other: _________________
C. Organised with Staff and 
Offices on a:
  National Level
  Sub-Unit Level
  Local Level
  Other: _______________
D. Funded by:
  Federal Government
  Sub-Unit Governments
  Local Governments
Self-Supported: Proj ect Profits, User Fees
Private Foundations
Development Assistance Funds
Combination of the Above:
Other:
Other:
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S. Staffed by: Q. Aaaoelatad wlth/ont
University Graduates at all Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Technical School Graduates at Local Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels 
and Specially Trained Individuals at Local Levels
Technical School Graduates at all Levels
Nationals at all Levels
A Mixture of Nationals and Non-Nationals at all Levels
Nationals at __________Levels and Non-Nationals at ___________  Levels









Men at all Levels
A Mixture of Men and Women at all Levels




F. Directed in Terms of Program 
Priorities by:




Autonomous Public Sector Program Body
Donor-Assisted Project Orgemization
Autonomous Economic and Social Development Body
Other:
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APPENDIX B. 
Original Draft - *lfodel Correlation Instrument"
Note:
1. This instrument should be used after completion of the 
"Country Analysis Instrument" and requires information and 
data derived from its application for completion.
2. For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used 
when referring to "Analysis Factors" included in the "Country 
Analysis Instrument":
GS Geographic Situation ES Economic Situation
CS Climatic Situation AS Agricultural Situation
DS Demographic Situation IS Infrastructure Situation
PS Political Situation DCS Desired Characteristics
3. For purposes of eibbreviation, the following initials are used 
to identify the "Agricultural Extension Education Models" from 
which various components are derived:
CAES Conventional Agricultural Extension System
TVS Training and Visit System
UAES University Agricultural Extension System
CDPS Commodity Development and Production System
IADS Integrated Agricultural Development System
IRDS Integrated Rural Development System
FSRDS Farming Systems Research and Development System 
ALL All of the Above Listed Systems
159
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Model. Obj#ctix##:
1. objectives should be set by:
Analysis Factors - PS 3-6/8; AS 18; DCS 1B,1F,2B,2F
Clientele Advisory Groups (UAES)
Central Federal Administer (CAES,TVS)
University Administration (UAES)
Autonomous Public Sector Program Body (CDPS)
Donor-Assisted Project Organization (IADS)
Autonomous Economic and Social Development Organization (IRDS)
Other:
2. Objectives should be defined as :
Analysis Factors - AS 20,23,24
Providing i/or Maintaining Low Consumer Food Prices 
(UAES,CDPS)
Providing Economic 
Incentives for Increased Agricultural Production (CDPS, IADS, IRDS)
Increasing Agricultural Production for Export to Reduce Balance of Trade Deficit (CAES,CDPS)
Increasing Agricultural Production to Increase Real Income of Farmers (ALL)
Improving the Lot of Large- Scale Farmers (IADS)
Improving the Quality of Life for the Entire Rural Population (ALL)
Providing for Broad-Based 
Agricultural Development (CAES,TVS,UAES, FSRD)
2. Objectives should be defined as: (eont.)
Analysis Factors - AS 20,23,24
  Strengthening the Familyand Home (UAES)
Enhancing the Environment and the Use of Natural Resources (UAES,FSRD)
Supporting Communities Toward the Goal of Community Improvement (UAES)
Improving Local Leadership and Initiative (UAES, IRDS)
Increasing the Availability 
of Social Programs in Health, Nutrition, amd Basic Education (IRDS)
Other:
Model Clientele:
1. Scope of Clientele should be:
Analysis Factors - DS 1,2,4,5; AS 8-13
  Entire Population (UAES)
Entire Farm Population (TVS)
Large-Scale Farmers (CAES,IADS)
Small-Scale Farmers (IRDS,FSRD)
All Farmers within an 
Identified Project Area (IADS)
Other Target Groups within the Farm Population, ie. 
producers of specific commodities, women, etc. (CAES,CDPS)
Other:  _________________
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Model QggMiiitioat
1. should be Administered by:
Analysis Factors - PS 1>3,5,7,8; AS 18; DCS 1A,2A
Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government (CAES,TVS)
Educational Bramch of the Federal Government
Another Branch of Federal Government :
3. Should be Organized with Staff and Offices on a:
Analysis Factors - as 1-21;CS 1- 8;DS 1-5;AS 1-9;IS 1-7;DCS 1C,2C
National Level (CAES.TVS,UAES)
Sub-Unit Level 
(CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS,FSRD); if so, number of Sub-Unit Facilities ________
Local Level (ALL); if so, number of Local Facilities
Other:
Agricultural College or Univers i ty (UAES)
Another Public Body: (CDPS)
Independent Compeuiy or 
Orgêuiization (IADS,IRDS)
Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System
Other: _________________
2. Should be Responsible for:
Analysis Factors - PS 4,6; AS 18,21; DCS 1B,2B
Regulation and Enforcement (CAES)
Administration and Direction (CAES)
Policy Formulation
Promotion and Mar)ceting (CDPS,IADS)





4. Should be Funded by:




Self-Supported: Project Profits, User Fees (CDPS)
Private Foundations
Development Assistance Funds (IADS,ISRD)
Combination of the Above (FSRD)
Other:
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Modal -QggMiiatign^CgonttJ. 6. Should be Staffed with:
5. Should be Staffed by: Analysis Factors - FS 1-7; AS18,21r22; DCS IGAnalysis Factors - DS 4,5; PS1,2,7; AS 8,12,13,19; DCS 1E,2B Federal Sub-Unit LocalLOYSl LSEfil Lfiy&l___  University Graduates at all Admini­Levels (UAES,FSRD) strators
(CAES,TVS, (ALL) (CAES,University Graduates at UAES) TVS,Administrative Levels & FSRD)Technical School Graduates Subj ectat Local Levels Specialists(CAES,CDPS,IADS,IRDS) (CAES,TVS, (ALL)UAES)University Graduates at ExtensionAdministrative Levels & EducatorsSpecially Trained (CAES,TVS, (CAES, (ALL)Individuals at Local UAES) TVS,Levels (TVS) UAES,CDPS,FSRD)Technical School Graduates Other:at all Levels
Nationals at all Levels
(CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS)
7. should be Linked with ResearchA Mixture of Nationals and Centers through:Non-Nationals at all Levels(FSRD) Analysis Factors - :PS 1-7; AS21,22; DCS IHNationals at __________
Levels and Non-Nationalsat _____________  Levels(IADS,IRDS)
Men at all Levels
A Mixture of Men «md Women at all Levels (CAES,UAES)




Locally Administered Research Plots and Programs (FSRD)
Joint Determination of Research Priorities (CAES, TVS, UAES, CDPS, FSRD)
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Modal Oremnimmtion feont.)
8. Should be Associated with:




(CDPS, IADS, (CAES, TVS, IRDS) UAES,FSRD)Farm SupplyOrganizations  _____(CDPS, IADS, (CAES,TVS, IRDS) UAES, FSRD)MarlcetingOrganizations  _____(CDPS,IADS,(CAES,TVS, IRDS) UAES)Promotional Groups (CDPS, IADS, (CAES,TVS, IRDS) UAES)Other :
9. Should be Supported with: 
Analysis Factors - IS 1-7; DCS IJ
Component Derivation Inapplicable
OfficeSpace









9. Supported with: (eont.) 
Analysis Factors - IS 1-7; DCS IJ 
Component Derivation Inapplicable







1. Educational Approach should be:
Analysis Factors - 6S 1-5; DS 1- 5» AS 3-17,20; IS 1-7» DCS IC- lJ,2C-26
One-on-One Contact by Local Extension Wor)cers through Irregular Home & Farm Visits & Office Calls (CAES,UAES)
Agricultural Information Units for Production of Bulletins, Teaching Aids, Radio Programs, & Mass Media Materials (CAES)
Local Extension Worlcers Contact Local Farmers on a Fixed Schedule (TVS)
Local Extension WorJcers Receive Training on a Fixed Schedule (TVS)
Local Advisory Councils Provide Guidance & Assistance in Finemcial, Operational, Programming, Evaluation Processes of Extension Program (UAES,IRDS)
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Model Appgoagh-Cggattlt
1. i^proach should be (eont. ) :
Analysis Factors - GS 1-5; OS 1 5; AS 3-17,20; IS 1-7; DCS IC- 1J,2C-2G
Local Extension Personnel 
Use Research-Based Information to Help Local People Identify & Establish Need Priorities & then Request Instructional Assistance from Subject- Matter Specialists on Selected Topics (UAES)
Local Farmers Contract to Produce an Identified Commodity Using Recommended Practices t the Commodity Organization Contracts to Provide Commodity Research, Credit, Input Supply, Technical Assistance, & Marketing Services (CDPS)
Pilot Project Estéüslished in which the Organization Provides Previously Limited Inputs Assumes the Responsibility for Coordinating All Facets of Agricultural Production, Including Credit, Supply, Technical Assistance, & Marketing Services (IADS,IRDS)
Establishment of an Interdisciplinary Team which Conducts On-Farm Research to Evaluate the Interplay of the Production Components under Parmer's Control & the Physical, Biological & Socio-Economic Environments ; Identifies t Generates New Technology; Adapts & Tests Technologies in Project Area Possessing Reasoncd)ly Uniform Characteristics (FSRD)
Other:
Model Role of Extenaion P a y  atiwal »
1. Role of Local Extension Personnel should be:
Analysis Factors - PS 3-6; AS 20,21,24; DCS IB,ID,2D,2D
Consultant; identify farmerproblems/needs & productionconstraints(CAES,TVS,CDPS,IADS)
Advisor; work with local people to identify & prioritize problems/needs & possible solutions (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
Communicator; communicate farmer problems/needs & production constraints to subject-matter specialists & research workers (CAES,TVS,UAES,FSRD)
Educator; disseminate research-based information about new technology &. demonstrate its practical application to farmers (ALL)
Motivator; encourage application of improved methods or identified solutions to problems (TVS,UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
Evaluator; work with local people to evaluate the effectiveness of new techniques &. extension programs (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
Researcher; conduct on-farm research to determine the practicality & effectiveness of new technology (FSRD)
Government Administrator; administer government programs & policies on the local level (CAES)
Supplier; provide farmers with required inputs (CDPS,IADS)
Marketer;coordinate product marketing (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
Other: __________________
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IPBHTIKIP JISIgH-PABMIPIRS
I. ObjeetlvM to bo Istobllshod by:
II. Objoetivoo to bo Dofinod aai
A.











III. Scope of Cliontolo to bo:
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IV. Organisation to ba (cont.) t
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IV. Organisation to ba (cont.) *
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V. Educational Approach to bat
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APPENDIX C. 
Instrument Evaluation Form
Not At Slight Fair Great
All Extsnt Extent Extent
1. To what extent does theCountry Analysis Instrument:
a. identify impactors which affect 
success of an extension system?
b. provide appropriate cpiantitative 
evaluation of these impactors?
c. provide appropriate qualitative 
evaluation of these iitçactors?
d. list factor smalysis questions 
in a logical order?
e. list questions in a manner which 
is easily interpreted amd 
understood?
f. provide practical tool which csui 
be used by analysts to determine 
situation in developing country?
2. What additional Analysis Categories should be included in the Country Analysis Instrument?
  None, the instrument appears complete
  Suggest the following additions to the instrument:
3. What additional specific Analysis Factors should be included in the Country Analysis Instrument?
  None, the instrument appears complete
  Suggest the following additions to the instrument:
170
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4. Which Analysis Factors currently included in the Country Analysis Instrument should be deleted?
  None, the instrument appears appropriate as is
  Suggest the following deletions from the instrument:
5. Which Analysis Factors currently included in the Country 
Analysis Instrument are appropriate considerations, but need 
considerable alteration in order to be understandable and/or provide the desired analysis information? Note: Please make suggested alterations on instrument copy.
  None, the instrument appears appropriate as is
  Suggest the following factors need alteration:
6. To what extent does the Model Correlation Instrument:
a. identify existing alternative 
components?
b. identify alternative components 
with their model derivation?
c. identify analysis factors that 
should be considered when 
selecting appropriate component 
alternatives?
d. list model component areas in 
logical order?
e. list component alternatives in 
logical order?
f. list (questions in manner 
easily interpreted & understood?.
g. provide for definition & 
identification of appropriate 
design parameters?
h. provide practical tool for use 
by analysts to develop 
appropriate design parameters? _
Not At Slight Fair Great 
All Extent Extent Extent
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7. What additional Model Component Areas should be included in the Model Correlation Instrument?
  None, the instrument appears coirplete
  Suggest the following additions to the instrument:
8. What additional specific Component Alternatives should be included in the Model Correlation Instrument?
  None, the instrument appears complete
  Suggest the following additions to the instrument:
9. Which Consonant Alternatives currently included in the Model Correlation Instrument should be deleted?
  None, the instrument appears appropriate as is
  Suggest the following deletions from the instrument:
10. Which Con^onent Alternatives currently included in the
Model Correlation Instrument are appropriate considerations, but need considerable alteration in order to be understandable and/or provide the desired cosçonent 
selection? Note: Please make suggested alterations on instrument copy.
  None, the instrument appears appropriate as is
  Suggest the following factors need alteration:
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11. To what axtent are the Country Analysis and Model Correlation Instruments useful tools for analysts as they approach the 
project of designing an appropriate agricultural extension education system for a developing country?
  Not At All Fair Extent
  Slight Extent   Great Extent
12. To what extent would the instruments actually be used by analysts in development projects if they were available?
Not At All Fair Extent
Slight Extent   Great Extent
13. Additional Comments/Suggestions :
Reviewers Name
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Instrument Evaluation Form - First Wave Summary
Note: Total Respondents: 20
Figures adiove blanks represent actual numbers 
Figures below blanks represent percentage of total
Not At Slight Fair Great
All Extent Extent Extent
1. To what extent does the
Country Analysis InstrusMnt:
a. identify impactors which affect
success of an extension system? __2_ -lOL- 8..J
0 10 50 40 %
provide appropriate quantitative 
evaluation of these impactors? 0- .5. -12.- -3-J
0 25 60 15 %
provide appropriate qualitative 
evaluation of these impactors? 2. 11 #
10 55 35 0 %
list factor analysis questions 
in a logical order? Û- 3 _ .8- _9 #
0 15 40 45 %
e. list questions in a manner which 
is easily interpreted and
understood? 0 1 5 14 ft
0 5 25 70 %
f. provide practical tool which can 
be used by analysts to determine
situation in developing country? 1 4 10 5 #
5 20 50 25 %
2. What additional Analysis Categories should be included in the 
Country Analysis Instrument?
14 ft None, the instrument appears complete 
70 %
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3. What additional spaeifie Analysia factor# should be included in 
the Country Analysia Instrument?
2 # None, the instrument appears complete 
10 %
18 # Suggest the following additions to the instrument: 
90 %




N/A Name of Country 7/18
N/A Date of Analysis 10/18
Geographic Sub-Units - add Provinces 1/18
Geographic Add Lowlands/Plains 3/18
Climatic Seasonal Variations 2/18
Agricultural Add Total Number of Farms 5/18
Agricultural Value of Crops by Sub-Units 8/20
4. Which Analysis Factors currently included in the Country Analysis 
Instrument should be deleted?
0 # None, the instrument appears appropriate as 
0 %
is
20 ft Suggest the 
100 %







Geographic Average Size of Sub-Units 3/20
Geographic Latitude, Longitude, Altitude 17/20
Geographic Desert Area - yes, no 5/20
Demographic Distribution by Municipality 13/20
Demographic Population by Income Standard 14/20
Agricultural Land Suited to Crop Production 9/20
Agricultural # Permanent Farms/Avg Farm Size 10/20
Agricultural Field Labor Provided by: 6/20
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5. Which Analysia Pactors currantly Includad in the Country Analysis 
Instrument are appropriate considerations, but need considerable 
alteration in order to be understandable and/or provide the desired 
analysis information? Note: Please make suggested alterations on 
instruaient copy.
0 i None, the instrument appears appropriate as is 
0 %








Geographic Sub-Unit Size 15/20
Geographic Mountain Range Designations 9/20
Geographic Add Rivers & Lëüces to Barriers 4/20
Climatic Climate of Ag Area to Primary 10/20
Climatic Temperature/Rainfal1 of Sub-Units 11/20
Climatic Growing Degree Days to Season 17/20
Demographic Change Race Designations 14/20
Demographic Change Region, Tribe, Religion 8/20
Political Identify Policy Formation Methods 1/20
Agricultural Change Crop Designations 9/20
Agricultural Change Livestock Designations 16/20
Agricultural List Fish by Marine & Fresh 6/20
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Not At Slight Fair Great 
All Extent Extent Extent
6. To what extent does the Mbdel 
Correlation Inetruaents
a. identify existing alternative
components? o o 2 ifl a
0 0 10 90 %
b. identify alternative components
with their model derivation? o o i 19 #
0 0 5 95 %
c. identify analysis factors that 
should be considered when 
selecting appropriate component
alternatives? 0 l 4 is û
0 5 20 75 %
d. list model component areas in
logical order? 0 0 0 20 Û
0 0 0 100 %
e. list component alternatives in
logical order? 0 0 2 18 #
0 0 10 90 %
f. list questions in manner
easily interpreted/understood? 0 o 3 17 û
0 0 15 75 %
g. provide for definition & 
identification of appropriate
design parameters? 0 i 3 is #
0 5 15 80 %
h. provide practical tool for use 
by analysts to develop
appropriate design parameters? 0 i 4 is #
0 5 20 75 %
7. What additional Model Consonant Areas should be included in the Model 
Correlation Instruaient?
19 # None, the instrument appears complete 
95 %
1 # Suggest the following additions to the instrument:
5 %
Suggested Additional Number of
Model Component
Programming Prioritization 1/1
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8. Nhat addltional ■p«el£le Coo^nant Alt«xn*tiv«s should be included in 
the Mbdel Correlation Instrument?
20 # None, the instrument appears complete 
ICO %
0 # Suggest the following additions to the instrument:
0 %
9. Which Component Alternatives currently included in the Mbdel 
Correletibn Instrument shbuld be deleted?
16 ft None, the instrument appears appropriate as is 
80 %
4 # Suggest the following deletions from the instrument:
20 %
Current Model Suggested Component Number of
Compgnent Alternative to Eliminate Respondents
Organization Supported with - All 4/4
10. Which Component Alternatives currently included in the Model 
Correlation Instrument are appropriate considerations, but need 
considerable alteration in order to be understandable and/or provide 
the desired component selection? Note: Please make suggested 
alterations on instrument copy.
14 # None, the instrument appears appropriate as is 
70 %
6 ft Suggest the following factors need alteration:
30 %
Current Model Suggested Component Number of
Çgïïiponent Alternative to Alter Respondents
Identified Design
Parameters Organization to be - reduce 6/6
11. To what extant era tha Country Analysis and Modal Corralation 
Instrumants usaful tools for analysts as thay approach tha 
project of designing an appropriate agricultural extension 
education system for a developing country?
0 # Not At All 8 # Fair Extent
0 % 40 %
2 # Slight Extent 10 » Great Extent
10 % 50 %
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12. To what axtent would the instrumenta actually be used by 
analysts in development projects if they were available?
1 # Not At All 
5 %
12 # Fair Extent 
60 %
6 # Slight Extent
30 %
1 # Great Extent 
5 %




a. Expand size and format dramatically to 
accommodate coiqpletion 16/20
b. Adjust format, language, punctuation of
analysis instrument to increase understanding 12/20
c. Eliminate unnecessary analysis factors 9/20
d. Eliminate or chcuige analysis factors with
strong U.S. bias 8/20
e. Add country name and date of instrument 
completion 8/20
f. Clarify the analysis used to select components
based on analysis factors 4/20
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APPENDIX g.
First Revision. - 'Country Analysis Instrument* 
Country: _______________________________  Date ______
Seooraphie Situation: (GS)
1. Size of Country (km*)
2. Number of Sub-Units (districts, provinces, 
states, etc.)
3. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by 
Mountains
4. Percentage of Total Land Area covered by 
Plains or Lowlands
5. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by 
Desert
6. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by 
Jungle
7. Coastal Area   Yes   No
3. If so. Total Length of Coast (km)__________ __________________________
9. List the country sub-units and identify specific characteristics of 
each by filling-in blanks with specific areas, percentages, or simply 
checking all that apply. Combination situations may be accommodated 
by completing more them one blank per sub-unit as applicable.
Plains/
£ub-Unxt jOnL Mountains Csssrt Jungle coast Lowlands
180
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10. Identify specific geographical barriers (ie. jungle area, 
mountainous region, major river or lake) in sub-units which 
potentially impede the development and/or success of an agricultural 
extension system.
Sub-i7nit Potential Geographic Barrier
enmatie Situationt (CS)
1. Primary Climate of Country (tropical, 
sub-tropical, arid, temperate)
2. Average Annual Rainfall of Country (cm)
3 . Seasonal Variation :   Yes   No
4. If so. Identify Seasons and Associated Months:
Months
asaaan Erom Through
5. List the country sub-units and identify specific characteristics of 
each by filling-in blanks with specific information.
Average Days
Average Annual Temperature in Growing
Sub-Unit Bainf .all Normal High Normal Low Season
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Pnioyr«yhle Situation t (DS)
1. Total Population
2. Percent Annual Growth. Rate





_% 25-34 years 
_% 35-44 years
% Male
_% 45-54 years 









D • Employment :
_______ » Unpaid Family
 * Self-employed
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3. Identify the Percent Population by: (con'd.)
B. Cultural Heritage by Primary Racial Groups, Tribes, 
Religions, Cultural Minorities, etc.
Hecitage Heritage 1
Political Situation; (PS)








2. National Administrative Organization:
A. Executive Br«mch
B . Representative Branch
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3. Sub-Unit Administrative Organization:
A. Executive Branch
B . Representative Branch
4. Branch of Government Responsible for Education:
5. Primary Responsibilities of Government Branch Responsible for 
Education include: (Check all that apply.)
  Policy Formulation _____  Education
  Regulation & Enforcement _____  Research
Promotion ____  Other:
6. Branch of Government Responsible for Agriculture :
7. Primary Responsibilities of Government Branch Responsible for 
Agriculture include: (Check all that apply.)
  Policy Formulation__________________  Input Supply
  Regulation & Enforcement____________  Education
  Promotion & Marketing_______________  Research
  Financing & Credit _____  Other : _________
8. Administrative Organization of Governmental Branches ;
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9. Established Method of Government Policy Formation: (Check all that
apply.)
  Independent Administrative Determination
  Representative Determination
  Combination of Administrative & Representative Determination
  Other: ______________________________________
situationt (IS)
1. Form of National Currency
2. Current Exchange Rate with U.S. Dollar ($) _________________________/$
3. Per Capita GNP in U.S. Dollars ($)  $
4. Average Annual Percentage Growth in GNP  %
5. Average Annual Percentage Rate of Inflation  %
6. Gross Domestic Product in U.S. Dollars ($) ___________________________$
7. Percent Distribution of GDP:
i Source 1 Demand
  Agriculture _____  Public Consumption
  Industry _____  Gross Domestic Investment
  Services _____ Private Consumption
  Gross Domestic Saving
  Exports
8. Current Balance of Payments in U.S. Dollars _________________________$
9. External Public Debt in U.S. Dollars ($)  $
10. External Public Debt as a Percentage of GNP  %
11. Annual Interest Payments on External
Public Debt in U.S. Dollars ($)  $
12. Debt Service on External Public Debt :
a. as a Percentage of Exports of Goods & Services _______ %
b. as a Percentage of GNP _______ %
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Aorleultnral Situation* (AS)
1. Total Cultivated Land Area (hectares)
2. Total Number of Farms
3. Average Fcurm Size (hectares)
4. Percent Farmland by Ownership:
± Entity
  Individual Farm Families




  Other: ___
Other:
5. Percent Farm Families by Farming System:
1 System. t System
 Nomadic _____  Confinement Livestock
  Slash & B u m  _____
  Permanent Cropland/Pasture __




6. Total Production of Primary Agricultural Crops :
Major-Crop Total Production
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7. Total Number of Head Each of Primary Livestock Species ; 
Livestock Species Total .Head
8. Does Fishing or Fish Culture Play a Major Role in the Lives of Most 
Farm Families?
  Yes ____ No
9. If so. Total Area and Output of Marine Pishing and Freshwater Fish 
Culture :
Marine Fishing Area_____________________ __________________________
Marine Fishing Output (Tons)____________ __________________________
Freshwater Fish Culture Area __________________________
Freshwater Fish Culture Output (Tons) __________________________
10. Government Branch Responsible for Agricultural Education:
11. Percent Agricultural Education by Source:
1 Source
  On-Farm Experience/Training
  Vocational Agriculture Training in Primary/Secondary Schools
  Technical School Training
  College/University Training
  Extension Programs
  Other: _______________________________________________________
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12. The Current Goals of Agricultural Education may be Ranked in Order 
of Significance as follows :
_____  Increasing Food Production
_____  Increasing Farm Incomes
  Improving the Efficiency of Production
_____  Providing Financial Counseling
  Providing Farm Inputs
  Providing Farm Markets
  Organizing Farm Commodity Groups & Organizations
  Other:
Other:
13. Government/Organizational Body Responsible for Agricultural 
Research:
14. Linkage between Agricultural Research emd Education:
15. Current National Agricultural Policy may be Characterized as : 
(Check all that apply.)
  Supporting Low Consumer Food Prices
  Providing Economic Incentives for Increased Production
Emphasizing Increased Production for Export to Reduce 
Balance of Trade Deficit




Supporting Broad-Based Agricultural Development
Other: ______________________________________________
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16. The Primary Goals for Agricultural Development are:
17. Value of Agricultural Output in U.S. Dollars ($) by Sub-Unit: 
Sub-Unit Value Sub-Unit Value
18. Percent of Family Farm
A. Production:
_________ % Consumed at Home
_________ % Marketed
B. Financing Obtained through:
_________ % Family Income/Savings
_________ % Government Financing
% Private Investor
_% Private Bank 
_% Farm Credit Service 
% Other:
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18. Percent of Family Farm (con'd.)
C. Income by Source:
_________ % Husband & Wife Both Working on Farm Full-time
_________ % Wife Working on Farm Full-time fc Husband Employed
Elsewhere Full-time
_________ % Husbcmd Working on Farm Full-time & Wife Employed
Elsewhere Full-time
_________ % Both Partners Working on Farm with Husband Employed
Elsewhere Part-time
_________ % Both Partners Working on Farm with wife Employed
Elsewhere Part-time
_________ % Both Partners Working on Farm & Working Elsewhere
Part-time
19. Family Farm Management Decisions are Generally Made by:
  Male Head of Household
  Female Head of Household
  Jointly
20. Farm Family Labor Distribution: (Check all that apply.)
Primarily Performed By 
lask Man wgmen children
clearing Land _______  _______  _______
Tilling Cropland _______  _______  _______
Planting Crops__________________  _______  _______
Cultivating _______  _______  _______
Harvesting _______  _______  _______
Crop Marketing _______  _______  ______
Caring/Feeding Livestock_______  _______  _______
Slaughtering Livestock _______  _______  _______
Marketing Livestock _______  _______  _______
Food Preparation________ _______  _______  _______
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21. Agricultural Marketing System may be Described as:
Infrastructure Situationt (IS)
1. Percent Urban Households with the Following Services:
Service <1Æ.% 3Q-sq% 5Q-7o% 7Q-9o % >s_q%
Telephone ____  ____ ____  ____ ____  ____
Daily Mail Delivery ____  ____ ____ ____  ____  ____
Daily Newspaper ____  ____ ____  ____  ____  ____
Electricity_____________ ____  ____ ____ ____  ____  ____
Indoor Plumbing_____________  ____ ____ ____  ____  ____
Television______________ ____  ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
2. Percent Rural Households with the Following Services :
service <lfl± 10-30% 30-50% 50-70% 70r90% >90%
Telephone ____  ____ ____ ____ ____  ____
Daily Mail Delivery ____  ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Daily Newspaper_____________  ____ ____ ____  ____ ____
Electricity_________________  ____ ____  ____  ____ ____
Indoor Plumbing_____________  ____ ____ ____  ____  ____
Television ____  ____ ___  ____
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3. General Road Conditions may be Described as :
Excellent Soad Z&it Poor
Town/City Streets ____  ____  ____  ____
Major Roads/Highways ____ ____  ____  ____
Rural Roads____________________ ____ ____  ____  ____
4. General Observations Regaurding Roadways:
5. Percent Transportation Provided by:
Urban Rural
Areas Areas
Foot/Walking  %  %
Animal/Animal Cart  %  %
Manpowered Transport (Bicycle/Rickshaw) _______%  %
Public Transportation (Bus, Tram)  %  %
Taxi/Limo/Jeepny  %  %
Family-owned Automobile  %  %
Other : __________________________________  %  %
6. General Observations Regarding Air & Rail Transportation:
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General or Damirmd Ch«r«ettrilt*Cg IBBtCting M  Pktcqmipp
Education Svatemt (DCS) 
1. From Policy MOkers' Perspective, It la Considered Most Desirable for 
Agricultural Extension Education System to be: 
A Administered by:
  The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
  The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
Another Branch of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University 
Another Public Body:
An Independent Company or Organization 
An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System 
Other: _______________________________________
B. Responsible for: (Check all that apply.)
  Regulation & Enforcement _____  Input Supply
  Administration/Direction _____  Education
  Policy Formulation _____  Research
  Promotion & Marketing _____ Other: ______
  Financing & Credit _____ Other: ______
C. Organised with Staff A Offices on a: (Check all that apply.)
  National Level _____  Local Level
Sub-Unit Level _____ Other:
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1. rxom Policy Kalcora' Porapectlve, It la Conaldared Moat Ooalrabl* for 
Agricultural Kxtanalon Education Syatam to bat (con'd.)
D. Pundad by:
  Federal Government
  Sub-Unit Governments
  Local Governments
  Self-Supported/Project
  Profits/User Fees
Private Foundation 
Development Assistance Funds 
Combination of Above:
Other:
B. Staffed by: (Check all that apply.)
  University Graduates at All Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels
Technical School Graduates at All Levels
Nationals at All Levels
A Mixture of Nationals & Non-nationals at All Levels
Nationals at _________  & Non-Nationals at   Levels
Men at All Levels
A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels




F. Directed in Terms of Program Priorities by:
  Clientele Advisory Groups ____
  Central Federal Administration
  University Administration
  Autonomous Public Sector Body ____
Donor-Assisted Project 
Organization
Autonomous Economic & 
Social Development Body
Other:
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1. from Policy Mmk#r#' Porapoctlvo, It is Consldsrsd Most Ossirable for 
Agricultural Bxtansion Education System to bet (con'd.)
6. Staffed with/at:
Federal Sub-Unit Local 
Level Level LSVSl
Administrators_____________________  _____ ____
Subject Matter Specialists_________  _____ ____
Extension Educators________________  _____ ____
Other: ____________________ ____  _____ ____
Other:
H. Linked with Research Centers through: (Check all that apply.) 
  Dual-Assigned Personnel
  Locally Administered Research Plots & Programs
  Joint Determination of Research Priorities
  Co-Authored Research Publications
  Other:
X. Associated with/on: (Check all that apply.)
Formal Informal
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System ____  ____
Farm Supply Organizations_______________  ____
Marketing Organizations ____  _____
Promotional Groups_________________ ____  _____
Other: ________________________  ____  ____
Other: __  _______________
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1. From Policy Mckora' Parapactiva, It la Conaldarad Moat Oaairabla for 
Agricultural Kxtanalon Education Syatam to bat (con'd.)
J. Supportad wltb/at: (Check all that apply. )













2. From Vaers'/Clientele Perspective, It la Considered Moat Desirable 
for Agricultural Extension Education System to be:
A Administered by:
  The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
  The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
Another Breuich of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University 
Another Public Body:
An Independent Company or Organization 
An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System 
Other: ____________________________________
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S. «uponitbl. for. (dwelt .11 tlwt .rely.)
 Regulation a Enforcement ____  input Supply
 Adminietratlon/Pirectlon  Education
  Policy Formulation   Re...nch
  Promotion & Marketing Other-
  Financing & Credit
— Other: ______
c. OrsaniaM wien staff . offic. on a. (check all that apply.)
National Level
  Sub-Unit Level
D. funded by:
  Federal Government
  Sub-Unit Governments
  Local Governments
   Self-Supported/Project
  Profits/User Fees




Development Assistance Funds 
Combination of Above:
Other:
University Graduates at All Levels
 University Graduates at Administrative Levels and TechnicalSchool Graduates at Local Levels
_ University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially Trained Individuals at Local Levels
_ Technical School Graduates at All Levels 
_ Nationals at All Levels
_ A Mixture of Nationals & Non-nationals at All Levels
Nationals at _________  & Non-Nationals at _________  Levels
Men at All Levels
A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels 
Men at _________  Levels & Women at
Levels
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2. From n*#r#'/Cli#nt#l# P«rap«etiv«, It ia Conaid#r#d Most Oaslrable 
for Agricultural Ixtansioa Kducatlon Syatam to bat (con'd.)
■ . staffad byt (con'd.)
  Other: __________________________________________________
  Other: __________________________________________________
F. Directed in Terms of Program Priorities byt
  Clientele Advisory Groups ____  Donor-Assisted Project
Organization
  Central Federal Administration
  Autonomous Economic &
  University Administration Social Development Body
  Autonomous Public Sector Body ____  Other: _______________
I. Associated with/on: (Check all that apply.)
Formal Informal
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System 





Other. P#rtiB#nt ObsgryAtioM *
1. __
2.
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Other P T tlnut Obmmrvmtionm« (con'd.)
3. ___________
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AEPBMPK Ft
First Revision - "Model Correlation Instrument*' 
Note:
1. This instrument should be used after conqpletion of the 
"Country Analysis Instrument" «md requires information and 
data derived from its application for cotiçletion.
2. For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used 
when referring to “Analysis Factors" included in the "Country 
Analysis Instrument" :
6S Geographic Situation ES Economic Situation
CS Climatic Situation AS Agricultural Situation
DS Demographic Situation IS Infrastructure Situation
PS Political Situation DCS Desired Characteristics
3. For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used 
to identify the "Agricultural Extension Education Models" from 
which various components are derived:
CAES Conventional Agricultural Extension System
TVS Training and Visit System
CAES University Agricultural Extension System 
CDPS Commodity Development and Production System 
IADS Integrated Agricultural Development System
IRDS Integrated Rural Development System
FSROS Farming Systems Research and Development System 
ALL All of the Above Listed Systems
200
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Wppn PBJICTIYIS:
1. Objective# should be set byt Analysis rectors - PS 4-7,9; AS 10; DCS
lB,ir,2B,2F
  Clientele Advisory Groups (UAES)
  Central Federal Administration (CAES,TVS)
  University Administration (UAES)
  Autonomous Public Sector Program Body (CDPS)
  Donor-Assisted Project Organization (IADS)
  Autonomous Economic and Social Development Organization (IRDS)
  Other: ____________________________________________________
2. Objectives should be defined set Analysis Factors - AS 12,15,16
  Providing &/or Maintaining Low Consumer Food Prices (UAES,CDPS)
  Providing Economic Incentives for Increased Agricultural
Product ion (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
  Increasing Agricultural Production for Export to Reduce Balance
of Trade Deficit (CAES,CDPS)
  Increasing Agricultural Production to Increase Real Income of
Farmers (ALL)
  Improving the Lot of Large-Scale Farmers (IADS)
  Improving the Quality of Life for the Entire Rural Population
(ALL)
  Providing for Broad-Based Agricultural Development
(CAES, TVS, UAES, FSRD)
  Strengthening the Family smd Home (UAES)
  Enhancing the Environment and the Use of Natural Resources
(UAES, FSRD)
  Supporting Communities Toward the Goal of Community Improvement
(UAES)
  Improving Local Leadership and Initiative (UAES,IRDS)
  Increasing the Availability of Social Programs in Health,
Nutrition, and Basic Education (IRDS)
  Other: _____________________________________________________
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KPPK  ctmmftgt
1. Scope of Clientele ehould bet Anelyals Factors - OS 1-3; AS 4-5,
19-20
  Entire Population (UAES)
  Entire Farm Population (TVS)
  Large-Scale Farmers (CAES,IADS)
  Small-Scale Farmers (IRDS,FSRD)
  All Farmers within an Identified Project Area (IADS)
Other Target Groups within the Farm Population, ie. producers 
of specific commodities, women, etc. (CAES,CDPS)
O t h e r : _______ ______  _____
MODEL ORGANIZATION:
1. Should be Administered by: Analysis Factors - PS 1-9; AS 10;
DCS 1A,2A
  Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government (CAES,TVS)
  Educational Branch of the Federal Government
  Another Branch of Federal Government:
Agricultural College or University (UAES) 
Another Public Body: (CDPS)
Independent Company or Organization (IADS,IRDS) 
Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System
Other: ______________________________________
Other: ______________________________________
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MODK. ORSMUgATIOir» (con'd.)
2. Should b« S«aponaibl« fort Anmlymi# Puetors - PS 5,7; AS 10,13; DCS
1B,2B
  Regulation and Enforcement (CAES)
  Administration and Direction (CAES)
  Policy Formulation
  Promotion and Marlceting (CDPS, IADS)
  Financing «md Credit (CDPS,IADS)
  Input Supply (CAES,CDPS,IADS)
  Education (ALL)
  Research (FSRD)
  Other:
3. Should be Organized with Staff and Offices on a: Analysis Factors -
GS 1-10;CS 1-5;DS 1-3;AS 1,5-9,17;IS 1-6;DCS 1C,2C
  National Level (CAES,TVS,UAES)
  Sub-Unit Level (CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS,FSRD) ; if so,
number of Sub-Unit Facilities should be: _______
  Local Level (ALL); if so,
number of Local Facilities should be:
Other:
4. Should be Funded by* Analysis Factors - DS 3; ES 1-12; AS 18; DCS
ID,2D
  Federal Government (CAES,TVS,UAES)
  Sub-Unit Governments (CAES,UAES)
  Local Governments (UAES)
  Self-Supported: Project Profits, User Fees (CDPS)
  Private Foundations
  Development Assistemce Funds (IADS,ISRD)
  Combination of the Above (FSRD)
  Other: __________________________________________________
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MOPgl. ORgAHIZATIOWt (con'd.)
5. Should b# Staffed by* Aaalyala Factor* • DS 3; PS 1-3,8; AS 5.
11,18-20; DCS 18,28
  University Graduates at all Levels (UAES,FSRD)
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels (CAES,CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels (TVS)
Technical School Graduates at all Levels
Nationals at all Levels (CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS)
A Mixture of Nationals and Non-Nationals at all Levels (FSRD)
Nationals at _________  Levels & Non-Nationals at _________
Levels (IADS,IRDS)
Men at all Levels
A Mixture of Men and Women at all Levels (CAES,UAES)









Administrators ____  ____  ____
(CAES, TVS, UAES) (ALL) (CAES, TVS, FSRD)
Subject Specialists ____  ____  ____
(CAES, TVS, UAES) (ALL)
Extension Educators ____  ____  ____
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HQPgL .OBgMUgAIIQg» (con'd.)
7. Should bo Linked with Reoeorch Center# through* Anelysi# Rector# - PS
1-8; AS 13-14; DCS IE
  Dual-Assigned Personnel (CAES,UAES,FSRD)
  Locally Administered Reseeurch Plots and Programs (FSRD)
Joint Determination of Research Priorities (CAES, TVS, UAES, 
CDPS,FSRD)




8. Should be Associated with* Analysis Factors - PS 1-8; SS 6-12; AS
1-2,4-9,17-19,21; IS 1-6; DCS II,2G
Formal Informal
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System ____  ____
(CDPS, IADS, IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES, FSRD)
Farm Supply Organizations____ ____  ____
(CDPS,IADS,IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES,FSRD)
Marketing Organizations ____  ____
(CDPS,IADS,IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES)
Promotional Groups___________ ____  ____
(CDPS,IADS,FSRD) (CAES,TVS,UAES)
Other: _________________  ____  ____
Other: _________________  ____  ____
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MOPKi APERQACB*
1. Educational Approach ahould bat Analyais Factor* - 63 1,2,9; DS 1-3;
AS 4-9,17-21; IS 1-6; DCS lC-lJ,2C-26
  One-on-One Contact by Local Extension Workers through Irregular
Home & Farm Visits & Office Calls (CAES,UAES)
  Agricultural Information Units for Production of Bulletins,
Teaching Aids, Radio Programs, & Mass Media Materials (CAES)
  Local Extension Workers Contact Local Farmers on a Fixed
Schedule (TVS)
  Local Extension Workers Receive Training on a Fixed Schedule
(TVS)
  Local Advisory Councils Provide Guidance & Assistance in
Financial, Operational, Programming, & Evaluation Processes of 
Extension Program (UAES,IRDS)
  Local Extension Personnel Use Research-Based Information to
Help Local People Identify & Establish Need Priorities t then 
Request Instructional Assistance from Subject-Matter 
Specialists on Selected Topics (UAES)
  Local Farmers Contract to Produce am Identified Commodity Using
Recommended Practices & the Commodity Orgamization Contracts to 
Provide Commodity Research, Credit, Input Supply, Technical 
Assistance, & Marketing Services (CDPS)
  Pilot Project Estaiblished in which the Organization Provides
Previously Limited Inputs Assumes the Responsibility for 
Coordinating All Facets of Agricultural Production, Including 
Credit, Supply, Technical Assistance, & Marketing Services 
(IADS,IRDS)
  Estadslishment of an Interdisciplinary Team which Conducts On-
Farm Research to Evaluate the Interplay of the Production
Components under Farmer's Control & the Physical, Biological & 
Socio-Economic Environments; Identifies & Generates New 
Technology; Adapts & Tests Technologies in Project Area 
Possessing Reasonedaly Uniform Characteristics (FSRD)
  Other: __________________________________________
Other:
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MODM. ROLE OT gCTKWSlOir PTOSOmiKL»
1. Role of Local ixtenalon Personnel should bet Analysis Factors - PS 4-
7; AS 12-13,16-17,20; DCS 1B,1D,2B,20
  Consultant; identify farmer problems/needs & production
constraints (CAES,TVS,CDPS, lAOS)
  Advisor; work with local people to identify & prioritize
problems/needs 6 possible solutions (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
  Communicator; communicate farmer problems/needs & production
constraints to subject-matter specialists & research workers 
(CAES, TVS, UAES, FSRD)
  Educator; disseminate resesurch-based information about new
technology & demonstrate its practical application to farmers 
(ALL)
  Motivator; encourage application of improved methods or
identified solutions to problems (TVS, UAES, IRDS, FSRD)
  Evaluator; work with local people to evaluate the effectiveness
of new techniques 6 extension programs (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
  Researcher; conduct on-farm research to determine the
practicality & effectiveness of new technology (FSRD)
  Government Administrator; administer government programs &
policies on the local level (CAES)
  Supplier; provide farmers with required inputs (CDPS,IADS)
  Marketer; coordinate product marketing (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
  Other: ______________________________
Other:
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IDENTIFIED
I. Objectivas to be Established by:






III. Scope of Clientele to bet
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IV. Organisation to bat (Sub-Unit and Local Levels should be repeated
















  Other: _______
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APPENDIX a.
Instrument Evaluation Form - Second Wave Summary
Note: Total Respondents: 10
Figures above blemks represent actual numbers 
Figures below blemks represent percentage of total
Not At Slight Fair Great 
All Extent Extent Extent
1. To what extent does the
Country Analysis Instrusent:
a. identify impactors which affect
success of an extension system? 0 o 2 a #
0 0 20 80 %
b. provide appropriate quantitative
evaluation of these impactors? 0 o 3 7 t
0 0 30 70 %
c. provide appropriate qualitative
evaluation of these impactors? 0 l 2 7 #
0 10 20 70 %
d. list factor analysis questions
in a logical order? 0 0 0 lo #
0 0 0 100 %
e. list questions in a manner which 
is easily interpreted and
understood? 0 0 l 9 »
0 0 10 90 %
f. provide practical tool which can 
be used by analysts to determine
situation in developing country? 0 0 3 7 »
0 0 30 70 %
2. What additional Analysis Categories should be included in the 
Country Analysis Instrument?
10 # None, the instrument appears complete 
100 %
0 # Suggest the following additions to the instrument:
0 %
3. What additional specific Analysis Factors should be included in 
the Country Analysis Instruaient?
2 # None, the instrument appears complete 
10 %
8 # Suggest the following additions to the instrument;
80 %
211












Change Date to Analysis Period
Add Hills/Highlands







Add Labels : Percent Population by 1/8
Employment by Source & Industry
Define Period for Average GNP 2/8
Add Radio to Percent Households 1/8
with Services
4. Which Analysis Factors currently included in the Country Analysis 
Instruaient should be deleted?
9 # None, the instrument appears appropriate as is 
90 %












5. Which Analysis Factors currently included in the Country Analysis 
Instrument are appropriate considerations, but need considerable 
alteration in order to be understandable and/or provide the desired 
analysis information? Note: Please make suggested alterations on 
instrument copy.
8 # None, the instrument appears appropriate as is 
80 %








Account for Variations in 
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Not At Slight Fair Great 
a n  Extent Extent Extent
6. To what extent does the Model 
Correlation Instrument*
a. identify existing alternative
components? o o o lo #
0 0 0 100 %
b. identify alternative components
with their model derivation? o Q o lo #
0 0 0 100 %
c. identify analysis factors that 
should be considered when 
selecting appropriate component
alternatives? _ 0 l 2 7 it
0 10 20 70 %
d. list model component areas in
logical order? 0 0 o lo #
0 0 0 100 %
e. list component alternatives in
logical order? 0 o o lo »
0 0 0 100 %
f. list questions in mémner
easily interpreted/understood? o o i 9 a
0 0 10 90 %
g. provide for definition & 
identification of appropriate
design parameters? 0 Q 2 a #
0 0 20 80 %
h. provide practical tool for use 
by analysts to develop
appropriate design parameters? 0 1 2 7 *
0 10 20 70 %
7. What additional Model Consonant Areas should be included in the 
Model Correlation Instruaient?
10 # None, the instrument appears complete 
100 %
0 # Suggest the following additions to the instrument;
0 %
8. What additional specific Component Alternatives should be included 
in the Model Correlation Instrument?
9 # None, the instrument appears complete 
90 %
1 # Suggest the following additions to the instrument:
10 %
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Current Model Suggested Additional Number of
Component component Alternatives Respondents
Organization Associated with - Add 'None' 1/1
9. Which Component Alternatives currently included in the Model 
Correlation instrument should be deleted?
10 # None, the instrument appears appropriate as is 
100 %
0 # Suggest the following deletions from the instrument:
0 %
10. Which Component Alternatives currently included in the Model
Correlation Instrument are appropriate considerations, but need 
considerable alteration in order to be understandable and/or 
provide the desired comgionent selection? Mote: Please smke 
suggested alterations on instrument copy.
10 # None, the instrument appears appropriate as is 
100 %
0 # Suggest the following factors need alteration:
0 %
11. To what extent are the Country Analysis and Model Correlation 
Instruments useful tools for analysts as they approach the 
project of designing an appropriate agricultural extension 
education system for a developing country?
0 # Not At All 2 # Fair Extent
0 % 20 %
0 # Slight Extent _ 8 # Great Extent
0 % 80 %
12. To what extent would the instruaients actually be used by 
analysts in developsient projects if they were available?
0 # Not At All 4 # Fair Extent
0 % 40 %
0 # Slight Extent 6 # Great Extent
0 % SO %
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13. Additional CooMata/Suggoatiens t
Number of
Paraphrased Comments Respondents
a. Change 'Date Completed' to 'Analysis Period' 1/10
b. Add section for reference citations 2/10
c. Open the 'Analysis Instrument' as much as
possible 2/10
d. Add directions for application of ' Model
Correlation Instrument' 3/10
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AEEBNDIZ. H.
Second Revision - "Country Analysis Instrument"
Country:
Analysis Period: From To
Reference Notations:
Geographic Situation: (OS)
1. Size of Country (km̂ )
2. Number of Sub-Units (districts, provinces, 
states, etc.)
3. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by 
Mountains
4. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by 
Highlands or Hills
5. Percentage of Total Land Area covered by 
Plains
6. Percentage of Total Land Area covered by 
Lowlands
7. Percentage of Total Lamd Area Covered by 
Desert
8. Percentage of Total Lemd Area Covered by 
Jungle
9. Coastal Area
10. If so. Total Length of Coast (km)
Yes No
216
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11. List the country sub-units amd identify specific chauracteristics 
of each by filling-in blamks with specific aureas, percentages, or 
simply checking all that apply. Combination situations may be 
accommodated by completing more tham. one blank per sub-unit as 
applicable.
Sub-Pnit km' Mounts Hills Plains Lows Coast Desert Junale
12. Identify specific geographic barriers (ie. jungle area, mountainous 
region, major river or lake) in sub-units which potentially impede 
the development and/or success of an agricultural extension system.
Sufe-Pflit Potential Geographic Barrier
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Situation : (CS)
1. Primary Climate of Country (tropical, 
sub-tropical, arid, temperate)
2. Average Annual Rainfall of Country (cm)
3. Seasonal Variation:   Yes   No





5. List the country sub-units and identify specific characteristics of 
each by filling-in blanks with specific information.
Average Days 
Average Annual Temperature in Growing
Sub-LTpit Eainfall Normal High Normal Low Season




2. Percent Annual Growth. Rate











D. Employment : By Source
 % Unpaid Family
______ % Self-employed
______ % Private Business
______ % Government
______ % Church
  % Other
% Male
_% 45-54 years 












E. Cultural Heritage by Primeury Racial Groups, Tribes, 
Religions, Cultural Minorities, etc.
Hgjitage 1 Heritage
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4. Sub-Unit Location of Largest Cultural Heritage Groups :
Sub-gpit Major Cultural-Hexitage groups
Political Situation: (PS)
1. Form of National Government:
_______  Monarchy ____
_______  Socialism ____
_______  Democracy ____
_______  Social Democracy





B . Representative Branch
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3 - Sub-Unit Administrative Organization:
A. Executive Branch
B. Representative Branch
4. Branch of Government Responsible for Education:
5. Primary Responsibilities of Government Branch Responsible for 
Education include: (Check all that apply.)
  Policy Formulation   Education
  Regulation & Enforcement _____ Research
Promotion Other:
6. Branch of Government Responsible for Agriculture :
7. Primary Responsibilities of Government Branch Responsible for 
Agriculture include : (Check all that apply.)
  Policy Formulation _____ Input Supply
  Regulation & Enforcement _____ Education
  Promotion & Marketing _____ Research
  Financing & Credit _____ Other: _________
8. Administrative Organization of Governmental Branches ;
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9. Established Method of Government Policy Formation: (Check all that
apply.)
  Independent Administrative Determination
  Representative Determination
  Combination of Administrative & Representative Determination
Other: ___________________________________________________
flttaiafclon. (ES)
1. Form of National Currency
2. Current Exchange Rate with US Dollêur ($)  /$
3. Per Capita GNP in US Dollars ($)  $
4. Average Annual Percentage Growth in GNP (past 5 years)  %
5. Per Capita GDP in US Dollars ($)  $
6. Percent Distribution of GDP:
i. Bv Source & By Demand
  Agriculture _____  Public Consumption
  Industry _____  Gross Domestic Investment
  Services _____  Private Consumption
  Gross Domestic Saving
  Exports
7. Current Balance of Payments in U.S. Dollars _________________________$
8. External Public Debt in U.S. Dollars ($)  $
9. External Public Debt as a Percentage of GNP  %
10. Annual Interest Payments on External
Public Debt in U.S. Dollars ($)  $
11. Debt Service on External Public Debt:
a. as a Percentage of Exports of Goods & Services_______ _______ %
b. as a Percentage of GNP _______ %
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Agricultural Situationt (AS)
1. Total Cultivated Land Area (hectéires)
2. Total Number of Fëurms
3. Average Farm Size (hectares)
4. Percent Farmland by Ownership :
±  Entity
  Individual Farm Families
  Absentee/Investor Landlord
  Corporation
5. Percent Farm Families by Farming System;
i System
_____  Nomadic
_____  Slash & B u m
  Permanent Croplémd/Pasture
  Kampong/Scavenging Livestock
± Entity
  Government
  Other: ___
Other:
i System
  Confinement Livestock
  Communal/Enterprise
  Other: _______________
Other:
6. Total Production of Primary Agricultural Crops :
Major Crops Total Production
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7. Total Number of Read Each of Primary Livestock Species: 
Livestock Species Total Head
8. Does Fishing or Fish Culture Play a Major Role in the Lives of Most 
Farm Families?
  Yes ____ No
9. If so. Total Area and Output of Marine Fishing and Freshwater Fish 
Culture :
Marine Fishing Area_____________________ __________________________
Marine Fishing Output (Tons) __________________________
Freshwater Fish Culture Area __________________________
Freshwater Fish Culture Output (Tons) __________________________
10. Government Branch Responsible for Agricultural Education:
11. Percent Agricultural Education by Source:
1 SQU£S£
  On-Farm Experience/Training
  Vocational Agriculture Training in Primary/Secondary Schools
  Technical School Training
  College/University Training
  Extension Programs
Other: _______________________________________________
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12. The Current Goals of Agricultural Education may be Ranked in Order 
of Significance as follows:
  Increasing Food Production
  Increasing Farm Incomes
  Improving the Efficiency of Production
  Providing Financial Counseling
  Providing Farm Inputs
  Providing Faunti Markets
  Organizing Feurm Commodity Groups & Organizations
Other: ___________________________________________
13. Government/Organizational Body Responsible for Agricultural 
Research;
14. Linkage between Agricultural Research and Education:
15. Current National Agricultural Policy may be Characterized as : 
(Check all that apply. )
  Supporting Low Consumer Food Prices
  Providing Economic Incentives for Increased Production
Emphasizing Increased Production for Export to Reduce 
Balance of Trade Deficit




Supporting Broad-Based Agricultural Development 
Other: _______ ___
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16. The Primary Goals for Agricultural Development are:
17. Value of Agricultural Output in U.S. Dollars ($) by Sub-Unit : -
Value Sub-Unit
18. Percent of Family Farm
A. Production:
_________ % Consumed at Home
_________ % Marketed
B. Financing Obtained through:
_________ % Family Income/Savings
_________ % Government Financing
_________ % Private Investor
_% Private Bank 
_% Farm Credit Service 
% Other:
C. Income by Source :
_________ % Husband & Wife Both Working on Farm Full-time
_% Wife Working on Farm Full-time & Husband Employed 
Elsewhere Full-time
_% Husband Working on Farm Full-time & Wife Employed 
Elsewhere Full-time
_% Both Partners Working on Farm with Husband Employed 
Elsewhere Part-time
_% Both Partners Working on Farm with Wife Employed 
Elsewhere Part-time
_% Both Partners Working on Farm & Working Elsewhere 
Part-time
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19. Family Farm Management Decisions are Generally Made by:
_____  Male Head of Household
  Female Head of Household
  Jointly
20. Farm Family Labor Distribution: (Check all that apply.)
Primarily Performed By 
Task Men Women Children
Clearing Land___________________  _______  _______
Tilling Croplemd _______  _______  _______
Planting Crops__________________  _______  _______
Cultivating _______  _______  _______
Harvesting _______  _______  _______
Crop Marketing _______  _______  _______
Caring/Feeding Livestock_______  _______  _______
Slaughtering Livestock _______  _______  _______
Marketing Livestock _______  _______  _______
Food Preparation _______  _______  _______
21. Agricultural Marketing System may be Described as: (Check all that 
apply.)
  Local Family/Roadside Market
_____ Local Community Market/Bazaar
_____ Regional Commodity Marketing Organization
_____ Privately-Owned Commodity Market
  Government Marketing Program, Domestic
  Government Marketing Program, Export
  Privately-Owned Export Company
  Other: ________________________________________________
Other:_________________ _________________________
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Infra»truefcura Situation» (IS)
1. Percent Urban Households with the Following Services:
Service <io* io-30% 30-50% 50-70» 70-90» >90»
Telephone ____  ____ ____  ____ ____ ____
Daily Mail Delivery ____  ____  ____  ____ ____ ____
Daily Newspaper ____  ____ ____  ____ ____ ____
Electricity ____  ____ ____  ____ ____ ____
Indoor Plumbing_____________  ____ ____  ____ ____ ____
Television ____  ____ ____  ____ ____ ____
Radio ____  ____  ____  ____ ____ ____
2. Percent Rural Households with the Following Services :
Service <10» iQcS.o.» 30-50» 50-70» 70-90» >90»
Telephone ____  ____ ____  ____ ____ ____
Daily Mail Delivery ____  ____ ____  ____ ____ ____
Daily Newspaper_____________  ____ ____  ____ ____ ____
Electricity_____________ ____  ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Indoor Plumbing_____________  ____ ____  ____ ____ ____
Television______________ ____  ____ ____  ____ ____ ____
Radio ____  ____ ____  ____ ____ ____
3. General Road Conditions may be Described as :
Excellent Good Fair Poor
Town/City Streets ____ ____  ____ ____
Major Roads/Highways ____ ____  ____ ____
Rural Roads
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4. General Observations Regarding Roadways:
5. Percent Transportât ion Provided by:
Urban Rural
Areas Areas
Foot/Walking  %  %
Animal/Animal Cart  %  %
Manpowered Transport (Bicycle/Rickshaw) _______ %  %
Public Transportation (Bus, Tram)  %  %
Taxi/Limo/Jeepny  %  %
Family-owned Automobile  %  %
Other: ______________________________________  %  %
6. General Observations Regarding Air & Rail Transportation :
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General or Dmmirma Tmp.ci-fmy mm Aorleultttral fctfMlon
gducfttica -SyjtMn (dcs) 
1. From Policy Maker#  ̂Perspective, It is Considered MOst Desirable for 
Agricultural Ixtension Education System to bet
A Administered by:
  The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
 The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
Another Branch of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University 
Another Public Body:
An Independent Company or Organization 
An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System 
Other:
B. Responsible for: (Check all that apply.)
_____  Regulation & Enforcement______ _____  Input Supply
  Administration/Direction______ _____  Education
_____  Policy Formulation _____ Research
  Promotion & Marketing _____ Other: ______
_____  Financing & Credit _____  Other: ______
C. Organised with Staff A Offices on at (Check all that apply.)
  National Level   Local Level
Sub-Unit Level   Other:________
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1. From Policy MUcers' Porspoctivo, It ia Coasldarad Moat Ooairable for 
Agricultural Ixtanaion Education Syatan to bat (con'd.)
D. Funded byt
  Federal Government
  Sub-Unit Governments
  Local Governments
  Self-Supported/Project
  Profits/User Fees
Private Foundation 
Development Assistance Funds 
Combination of Above:
Other:
B. Staffed by: (Check all that apply.)
  University Graduates at All Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels
Technical School Graduates at All Levels
Nationals at All Levels
A Mixture of Nationals & Non-nationals at All Levels
Nationals at ___________ & Non-Nationals at ___________ Levels
Men at All Levels
A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels
Men at   Levels & Women at ________
Other: ______________________________________
Other: ___  _______ _______
Levels
F. Directed In Terms of Program Priorities byt
  Clientele Advisory Groups ____
  Central Federal Administration
  University Administration
  Autonomous Public Sector Body _____ Other:
Donor-Assisted Project 
Organization
Autonomous Economic & 
Social Development Body
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1. From Policy Mmkor# Pocspoefclvo, It ia Conaidarad Moat Daairabla for 
Agricultural Sxtaaaion Education Syatam to ba: (con'd.)
6. Staffad witb/att
Federal Sub-Unit Local 
Level Level Level
Administrators________________ _____ ____  ____
Subject Matter Specialists_________  ____  ____
Extension Educators________________  ____  ____
Other: ____________________ ____  ____  ____
Other: ____________________
H. Linked with Research Canters through: (Check all that apply.) 
  Dual-Assigned Personnel
  Locally Administered Research Plots & Programs
  Joint Determination of Reseéirch Priorities
  Co-Authored Research Publications
  Other: ____________________ _____________________________
I. Associated with/on: (Check all that apply.)
Formal Informal 
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System___________________ _____ _____
Farm Supply Organizations____________ _____ _____
Marketing Orgemizations______________ _____ _____
Promotional Groups___________________ _____ _____
Other: ___________________________  _____ _____
Other: ___________________________  _____ _____
Other: ______________________ _ ___  _____ ___
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1. From Policy Makers' Perspective, It is Considered Most Desirable for 
Agricultural Kxtenaion Education System to bet (con'd.)
J. Supported witb/att (Check all that apply.)













2. From Users'/Clientele Perspective, It ia Considered MOst Desirable 
for Agricultural Extension Education Syatem to bet
A. Administered by:
  The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
  The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
Another Branch of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University 
Another Public Body:
An Independent Company or Organization 
An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System 
Other : ________________________________________
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B. Rasponaibl* for: (Check all that, apply.)
  Regulation & Enforcement__________
 Administration/Direction__________
  Policy Formulation_____________ ___
  Promotion & Marketing_____________






C. Organised with Staff & Offices on the following Levels :
 National; ____  Sub-Unit;_____  Local;  Other: _
D. Funded by:
  Federal Government
  Sub-Unit Governments
  Local Governments
  Self-Supported/Project
  Profits/User Fees
Private Foundation 
Development Assistance Funds 
Combination of Above :
Other:
B. Staffed by: (Check all that apply.)
  University Graduates at All Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels
Technical School Graduates at All Levels
Nationals at All Levels
A Mixture of Nationals & Non-nationals at All Levels
Nationals at __________  t Non-Nationals at __________  Levels
Men at All Levels
A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels
Men at ______________  Levels & Women at _______  Levels
Other: _________ ______________________________________
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2. From I7a«ra'/Cll«&t«l« Parap#ctiv#, It la Conaidarad Moat Daairabla 
for Agricultural Ixtanaion Education Syatan to bat (con'd.)
F. Dlractad In Tama of Program Prlorltlaa byt
  Clientele Advisory Groups _____  Donor-Assisted Project
Orgemization
  Central Federal Administration
  Autonomous Economic &
  University Administration Social Development Body
  Autonomous Public Sector Body _____  Other: __________________
6. Associated wlth/ont (Check all that apply.)
Formal Informal 
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System 
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APPENDIX I.
Second Revision - "Mbdel Correlation Instrument* 
Note:
1. This instrument should be used after completion of the 
"Country Analysis Instrument" and requires information and 
data derived from its application for completion.
2. When selecting appropriate model components, refer to the 
indicated "Analysis Factors" found in the "Country Analysis 
Instrument" and the associated "Agricultural Extension 
Education Models".
3. For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used
when referring to "Analysis Factors" included in the "Country
Analysis Instrument" :
as Geographic Situation IS Economic Situation
CS Climatic Situation AS Agricultural Situation
DS Demographic Situation IS Infrastructure Situation
PS Political Situation DCS Desired Characteristics
4. For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used
to identify the "Agricultural Extension Education Models" from
which various components are derived:
CAES Conventional Agricultural Extension System
TVS Training and Visit System
DABS University Agricultural Extension System 
CDPS Commodity Development and Production System 
IADS Integrated Agricultural Development System
IRDS Integrated Rural Development System
FSRDS Farming Systems Research êmd Development System 
ALL All of the Above Listed Systems
237
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MODKI. OBJECTIVES:
1. ObjeetivM ahould be #et by: Anelyals rectors - PS 4-7,9; AS 10; DCS
lB,ir,2B,2F
  Clientele Advisory Groups (UAES)
  Central Federal Administration (CAES,TVS)
  University Administration (UAES)
  Autonomous Public Sector Program Body (CDPS)
  Donor-Assisted Project Organization (IADS)
  Autonomous Economic and Social Development Organization (IRDS)
  Other:________________________________________  _____
2. Objectives should be defined as: Analysis Factors - AS 12,15,15
  Providing &/or Maintaining Low Consumer Food Prices (UAES,CDPS)
  Providing Economic Incentives for Increased Agricultural
Production (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
  Increasing Agricultural Production for Export to Reduce Balance
of Trade Deficit (CAES,CDPS)
  Increasing Agricultural Production to Increase Real Income of
Farmers (ALL)
  Improving the Lot of Large-Scale Farmers (IADS)
  Improving the Quality of Life for the Entire Rural Population
(ALL)
  Providing for Broad-Based Agricultural Development
(CAES,TVS,UAES, FSRD)
  Strengthening the Family and Home (UAES)
  Enhancing the Environment and the Use of Natural Resources
(UAES, FSRD)
  Supporting Communities Toward the Goal of Community Improvement
(UAES)
  Improving Local Leadership êmd Initiative (UAES,IRDS)
  Increasing the Availability of Social Programs in Health,
Nutrition, «md Basic Education (IRDS)
  Other; ________________________________________________________
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MODK. CLIENTELE:
1. Scope of Clientele should be* Analysis factors - DS 1-4; AS 4-5,
19-21
  Entire Population (UAES)
  Entire Farm Population (TVS)
  Large-Scale Farmers (CAES,IADS)
  Small-Scale Farmers (IRDS,FSRD)
  All Farmers within an Identified Project Area (IADS)
Other Target Groups within the Farm Population, ie. producers 
of specific commodities, women, etc. (CAES,CDPS)
Other:
MODEL ORGANIZATION:
1. Should be Administered by* Analysis Factors - PS 1-9; AS 10;
DCS 1A,2A
  Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government (CAES,TVS)
  Educational Branch of the Federal Government
  Another Branch of Federal Government:
Agricultural College or University (UAES) 
Another Public Body: (CDPS)
Independent Company or Organization (IADS,IRDS) 
Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System
Other: ______________________________________
Other:
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MODEL ORgMUZATIOir» (con'd.)
2. Should b# R#«pon#ibl* fort Analyais Factors - PS 5,7; AS 10,13; DCS
1B,2B
  Regulation, and Enforcement (CAES)
  Administration and Direction (CAES)
  Policy Formulation
  Promotion and Marketing (CDPS, IADS)
  Financing and Credit (CDPS, IADS)
  Input Supply (CAES,CDPS,IADS)
  Education (ALL)
  Research (FSRD)
  Other:
3. Should be Organised with Staff and Offices on a: Analysis Factors -
6S 1-12;CS 1-5;DS 1-4;AS 1,5-9,17;IS 1-6;DCS 1C,2C
  National Level (CAES,TVS,UAES)
  Sub-Unit Level (CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS,FSRD) ; if so,
number of Sub-Unit Facilities should be: _______
  Local Level (ALL) ,- if so,
number of Local Facilities should be: _______
Other : __
4. Should be Funded byt Analysis Factors - DS 3-4; ES 1-11; AS 18; DCS
ID, 2D
  Federal Government (CAES,TVS,UAES)
  Sub-Unit Governments (CAES,UAES)
  Local Governments (UAES)
  Self-Supported: Project Profits, User Fees (CDPS)
  Private Foundations
  Development Assistance Funds (IADS, ISRD)
  Combination of the Above (FSRD)
  Other: ___________________________________________________
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MODEL OKGAMIZATIOW» (COn'd.)
5. Should b# Stuff«d by: Anulyalu Factors - DS 3-4; PS 1-3,8; AS 5,
11,18-20; DCS 11,21
  University Graduates at all Levels (UAES,FSRD)
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels (CAES,CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels (TVS)
Technical School Graduates at all Levels
Nationals at all Levels (CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS)
A Mixture of Nationals and Non-Nationals at all Levels (FSRD)
Nationals at _________  Levels & Non-Nationals at _________
Levels (IADS,IRDS)
Men at all Levels
A Mixture of Men and Women at all Levels (CAES,UAES)




Other: ____________________________________________  ___




Administrators ____  _____ ____
(CAES, TVS, UAES) (ALL) (CAES, TVS, FSRD)
Subject Specialists ____  _____ ____
(CAES, TVS, UAES) (ALL)
Extension Educators ____  _____ ____
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MODEL ORGAMIZATIOW» (COH'd.)
7. Should be Linked with Reeeexeh Centers through* Analysis Factors - PS
1-8; AS 13-14; DCS IH
  Dual-Assigned Personnel (CAES,UAES,FSRD)
  Locally Administered Research Plots and Programs (FSRD)
Joint Determination of Research Priorities (CABS,TVS,UAES, 
CDPS,FSRD)




8. Should be Associated with* Analysis Factors - PS 1-8; ES 6-11; AS
1,4-9,17-19,21; IS 1-6; DCS 11,26
Formal Informal
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System_______________  _____
(CDPS, IADS, IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES,FSRD)
Farm Supply Organizations ____  _____
(CDPS, IADS, IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES,FSRD)
Marketing Organizations ____  _____
(CDPS, LADS, IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES)
Promotional Groups ____  _____
(CDPS,IADS,FSRD) (CAES, TVS,UAES)
Other : _________________ ____  _____
Other : _________________ ____  _____
No Other Association ____  _____
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MOPgL APPROACB»
1. Educational Approach ahould bat Analyala Pactora - OS 1,2,11» DS 1-4;
AS 4-9,17-21; IS 1-6; DCS IC-U,2C-2G
  One-on-One Contact by Local Extension Workers through Irregular
Home & Farm Visits & Office Calls (CAES,UAES)
  Agricultural Information Units for Production of Bulletins,
Teaching Aids, Radio Programs, & Mass Media Materials (CAES)
  Local Extension Workers Contact Local Fêurmers on a Fixed
Schedule (TVS)
  Local Extension Workers Receive Training on a Fixed Schedule
(TVS)
  Local Advisory Councils Provide Guidêmce t Assistance in
Financial, Operational, Programming, t Evaluation Processes of 
Extension Program (UAES,IRDS)
  Local Extension Personnel Use Research-Based Information to
Help Local People Identify £ Establish Need Priorities & then 
Request Instructional Assistance from Subject-Matter 
Specialists on Selected Topics (UAES)
  Local Farmers Contract to Produce an Identified Commodity Using
Recommended Practices £ the Commodity Organization Contracts to 
Provide Commodity Research, Credit, Input Supply, Technical 
Assistance, £ Marketing Services (CDPS)
  Pilot Project EstaJalished in which the Orgemization Provides
Previously Limited Inputs Assumes the Responsibility for 
Coordinating All Facets of Agricultural Production, Including 
Credit, Supply, Technical Assistance, £ Marketing Services 
(IADS,IRDS)
  Establishment of am Interdisciplinary Team which Conducts On-
Farm Research to Evaluate the Interplay of the Production
Components under Farmer's Control £ the Physical, Biological £ 
Socio-Economic Environments; Identifies £ Generates New 
Technology; Adapts £ Tests Technologies in Project Area 
Possessing Reasonably Uniform Characteristics (FSRD)
  Other : ________________________________________
Other:
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MODEL ROLE Of 1XTBI8IOW PlRSOMIKLi
1. Role of Local Bxtaaeion Pereoanel should be* Aaelyele rectors - PS 4-
7; AS 12-13,16-17,20; DCS 1B,10,1H,2B,2D
  Consulteuit; identify farmer problems/needs & production
constraints (CAES,TVS,CDPS,IADS)
  Advisor; work with local people to identify t prioritize
problems/needs & possible solutions (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
  Communicator; communicate farmer problems/needs & production
constraints to subject-matter specialists & research workers 
(CAES, TVS, UAES, FSRD)
  Educator; disseminate research-based information about new
technology & demonstrate its practical application to farmers 
(ALL)
  Motivator; encourage application of improved methods or
identified solutions to problems (TVS,UAES, IRDS,FSRD)
  Evaluator; work with local people to evaluate the effectiveness
of new techniques & extension programs (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
  Researcher; conduct on-farm research to determine the
practicality & effectiveness of new technology (FSRD)
  Government Administrator; administer government programs &
policies on the local level (CAES)
  Supplier; provide farmers with required inputs (CDPS,IADS)
  Marketer; coordinate product marketing (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
  Other: ______________________________
Other:
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iparrigiKD omsio* PAUMarma»
I. Objectives to be Ketabllehed by*






III. Scope of Clientele to be*
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IV. Organization to bet (Sub-Unit and Local Levels should be repeated
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VI. Role of Bxtenslon Personnel to be:
A.
B.
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APPENDIX J.
Instrument Evaluation Form - Final Wave Summary
Note: Total Respondents: 27
Figures above blanks represent actual numbers 
Figures below blamks represent percentage of total
Not At Slight Fair Great 
All Extent Extent Extent.1. To what extent does the 
Country Analysis Instrwnent:
a. identify impactors which affect
success of an extension system? 0 l 4 22 &
0 3.7 14.8 81.5%
b. provide appropriate quantitative
evaluation of these impactors? 0 l 5 21 #
0 3.7 18.5 77.8%
c. provide appropriate qualitative
evaluation of these impactors? 0 l 5 21 ü
0 3.7 18.5 77.8%
d. list factor analysis questions
in a logical order? 0 0 2 25 #
0 0 7.4 92.6%
e. list questions in a manner which 
is easily interpreted and
understood?_______________________ __Q_  Q_  i_ 24 t
0 0 11.1 88.9%
f. provide practical tool which can 
be used by analysts to determine
situation in developing country? o i 6 20 #
0 3.7 22.2 74.1%
2. What additional Analysis Categories should be included in the 
Country Analysis Instrument?
25 # None, the instrument appears complete 
92.6%





3. What additional specific Analysis Factors should be included in 
the Country Analysis Instrument?
23 # None, the instrument appears complete 
85 .2%
4 # Suggest the following additions to the instrument:
14.8%
248
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Current Analysis Suggested Additional Number of
gatfiaorigs Analysis Factors Respondents
N/A Cultural Traditions which may 1/27
Impact Extension System
N/A Cultural/Heritage Group Leadership 1/27
Organizational Structure
N/A Identification of Specific 1/27
Educational Needs of Cultural 
Groups
N/A Identification of National 1/27
Educational Goals
4. Which Analysis Factors currently included in the Country Analysis 
Instrument should be deleted?
20 # None, the instrument appears appropriate as is 
74.1%
7■# Suggest the following deletions from the instrument:
25 .9%
Current Analysis Suggested Analysis Number of
gatcgories Factors to Eliminate Respondents
Geographic Coastal Area - yes, no 1/27
Agricultural Farm Family Labor Distribution 2/27
Agricultural Fishing, Fish Culture Important - 2/27
yes, no




5. Which Analysis Factors currently included in the Country Analysis 
Instrument are appropriate considerations, but need considerable 
alteration in order to be understandable and/or provide the desired 
analysis information? Note* Please make suggested alterations on 
instrument copy.
23 _# None, the instrument appears appropriate as is 
85.2%
4 # Suggest the following factors need alteration:
14.8%












Percent Population by Heritage 1/27





Identify Ag Development Goal 1/27
Alternatives
Identify Linkage between Research 1/27 
and Education Alternatives
Not At Slight Fair Great 
All EKtsnt Extent Extent
6. To what extent does the Model 
Correlation Instrument:
a. identify existing alternative 
components?
b. identify alternative components 
with their model derivation?
h. provide practical tool for use 
by analysts to develop 
appropriate design parameters?
c. identify analysis factors that 
should be considered when 
selecting appropriate component 
alternatives?
d. list model component areas in 
logical order?
e. list component alternatives in 
logical order?
f. list questions in manner 
easily interpreted/understood? _
g. provide for definition & 
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7. What additional Modal Consonant Araas ahould ba includad in tha 
Modal Corralation Instruaiant?
27 # None, the instrument appears complete 
100 %
0 # Suggest the following additions to the instrument:
0 %
8. What additional apaeific Coaponant Altarnativaa ahould ba includad 
in tha Modal Corralation Inatruaiant?
27 # None, the instrument appears complete 
100 %
0 # Suggest the following additions to the instrument:
0 %
9. Which Component Altamativaa currently included in tha Model 
Correlation Instrument ahould be deleted?
27 # None, the instrument appears appropriate as is 
100 %
0 # Suggest the following deletions from the instrument:
0 %
10. Which Component Alternatives currently included in the Model
Correlation Instrument are appropriate considerations, but need 
considerable alteration in order to be understandable and/or 
provide the desired component selection? Note: Please make 
suggested alterations on instrument copy.
27 # None, the instrument appears appropriate as is 
100 %
0 # Suggest the following factors need alteration:
0 %
11. To what extent are the Country Analysis and Model Correlation 
Instruments useful tools for analysts as they approach the 
project of designing an appropriata agricultural extension 
education system for a developing country?
0 # Not At All 2 # Fair Extent
0 % 7.4 %
1 # Slight Extent 24 # Great Extent
3.7% 88.9%
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12. To what axtaat would the inatrunenta actually be uaed by 
analyata in development projecta If they were available?
0 # Not At All 3 # Fair Extent
0 % 11.1%





a. Add general directions for instrument usage 2/27
and implementation
b. Maintain consistency in format 1/27
c. Open both instruments as much as possible 1/27
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APEBNDH K.
Final Revision - 'Country Analysis Instrument*
Agricultural Extension Education 
Design Parsmeter Instruments
The attached instruments are intended for use by a project 
analyst or consultant team charged with the task of assisting 
with the design or evaluation of agricultural extension education 
systems in developing countries. The first, the "Country 
Analysis Instruoient", is an evaluation tool which serves to 
identify and quantify the various existing or desired 
characteristics which impact the development of an agricultural 
extension education system within a developing country. The 
second, the "Model Correlation Instrument", is a key which allows 
those identified impactors to be correlated with particular 
components of existing extension education models. When used in 
order, these instruments afford the opportunity to "custom" 
design an appropriate, effective agricultural extension education 
system for the country in question.
The "Country Analysis Instrument" should be completed in­
country by referencing current available statistical data, 
interviewing educators and policy makers, and conducting focus 
sessions of policy maker and clientele groups. Care should be 
taken to insure accuracy in areas of objective evaluation and to 
reflect priority attitudes, goals, and opinions in those of 
subjective evaluation.
Based upon an analysis of the information gathered through 
implementation of the first instrument, the "Model Correlation 
Instrument" can be ettployed by project personnel to correlate 
identified impactors with particular components of existing 
extension education models. This task should be completed in 
cooperation with national decision-makers auid through careful 
consideration of the existing conditions within the country in 
question; the desired characteristics of an extension education 
system as perceived by educators, policy makers, and clientele ; 
and the identified model component alternatives. A summary of 
selected component alternatives provides design parameters for an 
agricultural extension education system in the country.
253
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'Country Analysis Ins trimant* 
Country: ______________________________________
Analysis Period: From__________________  To
Reference Notations:
Geographic Situation: (6S)
1. Size of Country (km*)
2. Number of Sub-Units (districts, provinces, 
states, etc.)
3. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by 
Mountains
4. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by 
Highlands or Hills
5. Percentage of Total Land Area covered by 
Plains
6. Percentage of Total Land Area covered by 
Lowlands
7. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by 
Desert
8. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by 
Jungle
9. Total Length of Coastline(s) (km)
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10. List the country sub-units and identify specific characteristics 
of each by filling-in blanks with specific areas, percentages, or 
simply checking all that apply. Combination situations may be 
accommodated by completing more than one blamk per sub-unit as 
applicable.
Sub-Unit km' Mounts Hills Plains Lows Coast Desert Junole
11. Identify specific geographic beurriers (ie. jungle area, mountainous 
region, major river or laüce) in sub-units which potentially impede 
the development emd/or success of an agricultural extension system.
Sub-Unit Potential Geographic Barrier
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Situation: (CS)
1. Primary Climate of Country (tropical, 
sub-tropical, arid, temperate)
2. Average Annual Rainfall of Country (cm)
3. Seasonal Variation:   Yes   No





5. List the country sub-units and identify specific characteristics of 
each by filling-in blanJcs with specific information.
Average Days 
Average Annual Temperature in Growing
Svb--Uni.£ Rainfall Normal High Normal Low Season




2. Percent Annual Growth Rate











D. Employment : Bv Source
_______ % Unpaid Family
 % Self-employed





_% 45-54 years 












E. Cultural Heritage by Primary Racial Groups, Tribes, 
Religions, Cultural Minorities, etc.
Heritage 1 Heritage
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4. Sub-Unit Location of Major Cultural Heritage Groups:
Sub-Unit Major Cultural Heritage Groups
Political Situation: (PS)








2. National Administrative Organization:
A. Executive Branch
B . Representative Branch
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3. Sub-Unit Administrative Organization:
A. Executive Branch
B. Representative Branch
4. Branch of Government Responsible for Education:
5. Primary Responsibilities of Government Branch Responsible for 
Education include : (Check all that apply.)
  Policy Formulation   Education
  Regulation & Enforcement _____  Research
Promotion Other:
6. Branch of Government Responsible for Agriculture :
7. Primary Responsibilities of Government Branch Responsible for 
Agriculture include : (Check all that apply.)
  Policy Formulation _____  Input Supply
 Regulation & Enforcement _____  Education
  Promotion & Marketing _____  Research
  Financing & Credit _____  Other: _________
8. Administrative Organization of Governmental Branches :
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9. Established Method of Government Policy Formation: (Check all that
apply.)
  Independent Administrative Determination
  Representative Determination
 Combination of Administrative & Representative Determination
Other: ____________________________________
Economic Situation: (BS)
1. Form of National Currency
2. Current Exchange Rate with US Dollar {$)  /$
3. Per Capita GNP in US Dollars ($)  $
4. Average Annual Percentage Growth in GNP (past 5 years)  %
5. Per Capita GDP in US Dollars ($)  $
6. Percent Distribution of GDP:
1 By Source t By Demand
  Agriculture___________________  Public Consumption
  Industry_________________ _____  Gross Domestic Investment
  Services_________________ _____  Private Consumption
  Gross Domestic Saving
  Exports
7. Current Balemce of Payments in U.S. Dollars _________________________ $
8. External Public Debt in U.S. Dollars ($)  $
9 . External Public Debt as a Percentage of GNP  %
10. Annual Interest Payments on External
Public Debt in U.S. Dollars ($)  $
11. Debt Service on External Public Debt:
a. as a Percentage of Exports of Goods & Services ________ %
b. as a Percentage of GNP ________ %
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Aqriettltnr»! Situation» (AS)
1. Total Cultivated Land Area (hectares)
2. Total Number of Farms
3. Average Farm Size (hectares)
4. Percent Farmland by Ownership :
± Entity
  Individual Farm Families




  Other: ___
Other:
5. Percent Farm Families by Farming System:
1 System 1 system
  Nomadic _____ Confinement Livestock
  Slash & B u m  __
  Permanent Croplemd/Pasture __




6. Total Production of Primary Agricultural Crops :
Major Crops Total Production
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7. Total Number of Head Each of Primary Livestock Species: 
Livestock Species Total Head
8. If Fishing or Pish Culture is Important to Rural Life or Economy, 
Identify Total Area and Output of Marine Fishing and Freshwater Fish 
Culture :
Marine Fishing Area_____________________ __________________________
Marine Fishing Output (Tons)____________ __________________________
Freshwater Fish Culture Area __________________________
Freshwater Fish Culture Output (Tons) __________________________
9. Government Branch Responsible for Agricultural Education:
10. Percent Agricultural Education by Source :
1 Source 
  On-Farm Experience/Training
  Vocational Agriculture Training in Primary/Secondary Schools
  Technical School Training
  College/University Training
  Extension Programs
Other: ____________________________________________ ___
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11. The Current Goals of Agricultural Education may be Ranked in Order 
of Significance as follows :
  Increasing Food Production
  Increasing Farm Incomes
  Improving the Efficiency of Production
  Providing Financial Counseling
  Providing Farm Inputs
  Providing Farm Markets
  Organizing Farm Commodity Groups & Organizations
Other:
12. Government/Organizational Body Responsible for Ag Research:
13. Linkage between Agricultural Research and Education:
  Dual-Assigned Personnel
  Locally Administered Research Plots and Programs
  Joint Determination of Research Priorities
  Co-Authored Research Publications
  Other: ________________________________________________ _
1 4. Current National Agricultural Policy may be Characterized as : 
(Check all that apply.)
  Supporting Low Consumer Food Prices
  Providing Economic Incentives for Increased Production
Emphasizing Increased Production for Export to Reduce 
Balance of Trade Deficit
Emphasizing Increased Production to Increase Farm Incomes
Supporting Large-Scale Farmers
Supporting All Farmers
Supporting Broad-Based Agricultural Development 
Other: ___________________________________________________
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15. The Primary Goals for Agricultural Development are: (Check all that
apply.)
  Increase Agricultural Production for Export to Reduce Balance
of Trade Deficit
  Increase Agricultural Production to Increase Real Income of
Farmers
  Increase Agricultural Production to Improve or Stad>ilize Food
Supplies at ReasonsUsle Prices for Urban Populations
  Improve the Quality of Life for the Entire Rural Population
  Enhêmce the Environment and the Use of Natural Resources
  Support Communities Toward the Goal of Community Improvement
  Improve the Availêüaility of Social Programs in Health,
Nutrition, and Basic Education
  Strengthen the Family and Home
  Improve Local Leadership and Initiative
  Other: _______________________________________________________
Other : ___  ___ ___
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17. Percent of Family Farm
A . Production:
________ % Consumed at Home
________ % Marketed
B. Financing Obtained through:
________ » Family Income/Savings
________ % Government Financing
_% Private Investor
% Private Bank
_% Farm Credit Service
% Other:
C. Income by Source:
________ % Husbcmd & wife Both Working on Farm Full-time
________ % Wife Working on Farm Full-time & Husband Employed
Elsewhere Full-time
________ % Husband Working on Farm Full-time & Wife Employed
Elsewhere Full-time
 % Both Partners Working on Farm with Husbaind Employed
Elsewhere Part-time
________ % Both Partners Working on Farm with Wife Employed
Elsewhere Part-time
________ % Both Partners Working on Farm & Working Elsewhere
Part-time
18. Family Farm Management Decisions Made by:
  Male Head of Household
  Female Head of Household
  Jointly
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19. Ag Marketing System may be Described as: (Check all that apply.)
  Local Family/Roadside Market
  Local Community Market/Bazaar
  Regional Commodity Marketing Organization
  Privately-Owned Commodity Market
  Government Marketing Program; Domestic and/or Export
  Privately-Owned Export Compémy
  Other: ______________________________________________
Infrastructure Situationt (IS)
1. Percent ürbêui Households with the Following Services:
Service <1Û4 10-30% 30-50% 50-70% 70-90% >90%
Telephone ____ ___  ____ ____ ____ ___
Daily Mail Delivery ____ ___  ____ ____ ___  ___
Daily Newspaper ____ ___  ____ ____ ___  ___
Electricity____________ ____ ___  ____ ____ ___  ___
Indoor Plumbing________ ____ ___  ____ ____ ___  ___
Television_____________ ____ ___  ____ ____ ___  ___
Radio______________________ ___  ____ ____ ___  ___
2. Percent Rural Households with the Following Services :
Service .<10% 10-30% 30-50% 5Œ-70% 70-90% >90%
Telephone ____ ___  ____ ____ ___  ___
Daily Mail Delivery ___  ___  ____ ____ ____ ___
Daily Newspaper ____ ___  ____ ____ ____ ___
Electricity____________ ____ ___  ____ ____ ___  ___
Indoor Plumbing________ ____ ___  ____ ____ ____ ___
Television_________________ ___  ____ ____ ____ ___
Radio______________________ ___  ____ ___  ___
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3. General Road Conditions may be Described as :
Excellent Saad Fair Poor
Town/City Streets ____ ____ ____ ____
Major Roads/Highways ___  ____ ____ ____
Rural Roads ___  ____ ____ ____
4. General Observations Regarding Roadways :
5. Percent Transportation Provided by:
Urban Rural
Areas Areas
Foot/Walking  %  %
Animal/Animal Cart  %  %
Manpowered Transport (Bicycle/Rickshaw) _______%  %
Public Transportation (Bus, Tram)  %  %
Taxi / Limo/ Jeepny  %  %
Family-owned Automobile  %  %
Other: __________________________________   %  %
6. General Observations Regarding Air & Rail Transportation:
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General or D#mirmd Chmrmctmrimkic# t
Education Syatean (DCS)
1. From Policy Makers' Perspective, It is Considered Most Desirable for 
Agricultural Extension Education System to be*
A. Administered by*
  The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
  The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
Another Branch of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University 
Another Public Body:
An Independent Company or Organization 
An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System 
Other: _________________________
B. Responsible for* (Check all that apply.)
_____ Regulation & Enforcement__________  Input Supply
  Administration/Direction__________  Education
_____ Policy Formulation________________  Research
  Promotion & Marketing ____  Other : _____
_____ Financing & Credit________________  Other : _____
C. Organised with Staff & Offices on a* (Check all that apply.)
  National Level ____  Local Level
Sub-Unit Level ____  Other : __________
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1. From Policy Makers' Perspective, It is Considered Most Desirable for 
Agricultural Kxtension Education System to bet (con'd.)
D. Funded by:
  Federal Government
  Sub-Unit Governments
  Local Governments
  Self-Supported/Project
  Profits/User Fees
Private Foundation 
Development Assistance Funds 
Combination of Above:
Other: ______
B. Staffed by: (Check all that apply.)
  University Graduates at All Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels
Technical School Graduates at All Levels
Nationals at All Levels
A Mixture of Nationals & Non-nationals at All Levels
Nationals at _________  6 Non-Nationals at   Levels
Men at All Levels
A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels




F. Directed in Terms of Program Priorities by:
  Clientele Advisory Groups __
  Central Federal Administration
  University Administration
  Autonomous Public Sector Body ____  Other:
Donor-Assisted Project 
Organization
Autonomous Economic & 
Social Development Body
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1. From Policy lUkora' Parapactlva, it la Coaaidarad Moat Daairabla for 
Agricultural Bxtanaion Education Syatam to bat (con'd.)
6. Staffad witb/at:
Federal Sub-Unit Local 
LeXfil LfiXSl Level
Administrators_____________________  _____ _____
Subject Matter Specialists_________  _____ ____
Extension Educators________________  _____ ____
Other : ____________________ ____  _____ ____
Other:
H. Linked with Research Gantera through: (Check all that apply.) 
  Dual-Assigned Personnel
  Locally Administered Research Plots & Programs
  Joint Determination of Research Priorities
  Co-Authored Research Publications
  Other: _____________________________________________
I. Associated with/on: (Check all that apply.)
Formal Informal
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System ____  _____
Farm Supply Organizations_______________  _____
Marketing Organizations ____  _____
Promotional Groups______________________  ____
Other : _________________________ ____  _____
Other: __  __________
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2. Prom TTsers'/CliMitale P«rapeetlv«, it la Coaaidarad Moat Daairabla 
for Agrleultural Xxtanalon Kdueatlon Syatam to bat
X. Xdnlnlatarad byt
  The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
  The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
Another Branch of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University 
Another Public Body:
An Independent Company or Organization 
An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System 
Other: _____________________________________
B. Reaponalbla fort (Check all that apply.)
  Regulation & Enforcement ___
  Administration/Direction ___
  Policy Formulation ___
  Promotion & Marketing ___






C. Organised with Staff & Offices on the following Levels t








Development Assistance Funds 
Combination of Above:
Other:
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2. From TTaora'/Cliontol* Parapaetiva, it ia Conaidarad Moat Daairabla 
tor Agricultural Ixtanaioa Education Syatam to bai (con'd.)
B. Staffad by* (Check all that apply.)
  University Graduates at All Levels
  University Graduates at Administrative Levels emd Technical
School Graduates at Local Levels
  University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially
Trained Individuals at Local Levels
  Technical School Graduates at All Levels
  Nationals at All Levels
  A Mixture of Nationals & Non-nationals at All Levels
  Nationals at _________  & Non-Nationals at   Levels
  Men at All Levels
  A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels
  Men at ____________  Levels & Women at _______ Levels
Other: ______________________________
F. Directed in Terms of Program Priorities by:
  Clientele Advisory Groups ____  Donor-Assisted Project
Organization
  Central Federal Administration
  Autonomous Economic &
  University Administration Social Development Body
  Autonomous Public Sector Body ____  Other : _______________
G. Associated with/on: (Check all that apply.)
Formal Informal
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System 
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APPENDIX L.




1. This instrument should be used after completion of the
"Country Analysis Instrument" and requires information and 
data derived from its application for completion.
2. When selecting appropriate model components, refer to the 
indicated "Analysis Factors" found in the "Country Analysis 
Instrument" and the associated "Agricultural Extension 
Education Models".
3. For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used 
when referring to "Analysis Factors" included in the "Country 
Analysis Instrument" :
GS Geographic Situation BS Economic Situation
CS Climatic Situation AS Agricultural Situation
DS Demographic Situation IS Infrastructure Situation
PS Political Situation DCS Desired Characteristics
4. For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used 
to identify the "Agricultural Extension Education Models" from 
which various corrçonents are derived:
CABS Conventional Agricultural Extension System
TVS Training and Visit System
DABS University Agricultural Extension System 
CDPS Commodity Development and Production System 
IADS Integrated Agricultural Development System
IRDS Integrated Rural Development System
FSRDS Farming Systems Research and Development System 
ALL All of the Above Listed Systems
274
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M0PK-gBJICIIZI8 =
1. Objectivas ahould be set byt Analysis Factors - PS 4>7,9; AS 9; DCS
1A,1B,1P,2A,2B,2F
  Clientele Advisory Groups (UAES)
  Central Federal Administration (CAES,TVS)
  University Administration (UAES)
  Autonomous Public Sector Program Body (CDPS)
  Donor-Assisted Project Orgemization (IADS)
  Autonomous Economic and Social Development Orgemization (IRDS)
  Other: _________________________________________________
2. Objectives should be defined as: Analysis Factors - AS 11,14,15
  Providing &/or Maintaining Low Consumer Food Prices (UAES,CDPS)
  Providing Economic Incentives for Increased Agricultural
Production (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
  Increasing Agricultural Production for Export to Reduce Balance
of Trade Deficit (CAES,CDPS)
  Increasing Agricultural Production to Increase Real Income of
Farmers (ALL)
  Improving the Lot of Large-Scale Farmers (IADS)
  Improving the Quality of Life for the Entire Rural Population
(ALL)
  Providing for Broad-Based Agricultural Development
(CAES, TVS, UAES, FSRD)
  Strengthening the Family suid Home (UAES)
  EnhcUicing the Environment and the Use of Natural Resources
(UAES, FSRD)
  Supporting Communities Toward the Goal of Community Improvement
(UAES)
  Improving Local Leadership and Initiative (UAES,IRDS)
  Increasing the Availability of Social Programs in Health,
Nutrition, and Basic Education (IRDS)
  Other: _____________________________________________________
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MOPBL aiarnsLti
1. Scope of Clientele ahould be* Analysis Factors - DS 1-4; AS 4-5,
17-19
  Entire Population (UAES)
  Entire Farm Population (TVS)
  Large-Scale Farmers (CAES,IADS)
  Small-Scale Farmers (IRDS,FSRD)
  All Farmers within an Identified Project Area (IADS)
Other Têurget Groups within the Farm Population, ie. producers 
of specific commodities, women, etc. (CAES,CDPS)
Other: __________________________________________
MODEL ORGANIZATION*
1. Should be Administered by* Analysis Factors - PS 1-9; AS 9;
DCS 1A,2A
  Agricultural Bremch of the Federal Government (CAES,TVS)
  Educational Branch of the Federal Government
  Another Branch of Federal Government:
Agricultural College or University (UAES) 
Another Public Body: (CDPS)
Independent Company or Organization (IADS,IRDS) 
Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System
Other: ______________________________________
Other: ______________________________________
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MODBI. ORGANIZATION: (coa'd.)
2. Should b« R##ponmibl# fori Analysla Factor# - PS 5,7; AS 9,11-13; DCS
1B,2B
  Regulation and Enforcement (CAES)
  Administration and Direction (CAES)
  Policy Formulation
  Promotion and Marketing (CDPS,IADS)
  Financing and Credit (CDPS,IADS)
  Input Supply (CAES,CDPS,IADS)
  Education (ALL)
  Research (FSRD)
  Other: ___________________________________________________
3. Should be Organized with Staff and Offices on a: Analysis Factors -
GS 1-11;CS 1-5;DS 1-4;AS 1-8,16;IS 1-6;DCS 1C,2C
  National Level (CAES,TVS,OAES)
  Sub-Unit Level (CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS,FSRD); if so,
number of Sub-Unit Facilities should be: _______
  Local Level (ALL); if so,
number of Local Facilities should be: _______
Other : _____ __________________ _________
4. Should be Funded by: Analysis Factors - DS 3-4; BS 1-11; AS 16-17;
DCS ID,2D
  Federal Government (CAES,TVS,UAES)
  Sub-Unit Governments (CAES,UAES)
  Local Governments (UAES)
  Self-Supported: Project Profits, User Fees (CDPS)
  Private Foundations
  Development Assistance Funds (IADS,ISRD)
  Combination of the Above (FSRD)
  Other: __________________________________________________
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MODBL ORgAKIZATIOKt (cod'd.)
5. Should b« Staffod by: Aaalysla Factors - DS 3-4; PS 1-3,8-9; AS 5,
10,17-18; DCS IX,2B
  University Graduates at all Levels (UAES,FSRD)
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels (CAES,CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels (TVS)
Technical School Graduates at all Levels
Nationals at all Levels (CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS)
A Mixture of Nationals and Non-Nationals at all Levels (FSRD)
Nationals at _________  Levels & Non-Nationals at _________
Levels (IADS,IRDS)
Men at all Levels
A Mixture of Men and Women at all Levels (CAES,UAES)
Men at __________ Levels and Women at ___________  Levels








Administrators _____ _____ ____
(CAES, TVS, UAES) (ALL) (CAES, TVS, FSRD)
Subject Specialists_____ _____ _____ ____
(CAES,TVS,UAES) (ALL)
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MODn. OKQAHlZXTlOWt (con'd.)
7. Should b# Linked with Research Centers through: Analysis Factors - PS
1-8; AS 12-13; DCS IB
  Dual-Assigned Personnel (CAES,UAES,FSRD)
  Locally Administered Research Plots and Programs (FSRD)
Joint Determination of Research Priorities (CAES,TVS,UAES, 
CDPS,FSRD)




8. Should be Associated with: Analysis Factors - PS 1-8; BS 6-11; AS
1,4-8,16-18,19; IS 1-6; DCS 11,26
Formal Informal
Basis Ba&is.
Farm Credit System ____  _____
(CDPS, IADS, IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES, FSRD)
Farm Supply Organizations ____  _____
(CDPS, IADS, IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES, FSRD)
Marketing Organizations _____ _____
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1. Kdueatlonal Approach ahould bat Analyals factor# - 6S 1,2,10-11, DS
1-4; AS 4-8,14-18; IS 1-6; DCS IC-II,20-26
  One-on-One Contact by Local Extension Workers through Irregular
Home & Farm Visits & Office Calls (CAES,UAES)
  Agricultural Information Units for Production of Bulletins,
Teaching Aids, Radio Programs, 6 Mass Media Materials (CABS)
  Local Extension Workers Contact Local Farmers on a Fixed
Schedule (TVS)
  Local Extension Workers Receive Training on a Fixed Schedule
(TVS)
  Local Advisory Councils Provide Guidance & Assistance in
Financial, Operational, Programming, & Evaluation Processes of 
Extension Program (UAES,IRDS)
  Local Extension Personnel Use Research-Based Information to
Help Local People Identify & Establish Need Priorities t then 
Request Instructional Assistance from Subject-Matter 
Specialists on Selected Topics (UAES)
  Local Farmers Contract to Produce an Identified Commodity Using
Recommended Practices & the Commodity Orgemization Contracts to 
Provide Commodity Research, Credit, Input Supply, Technical 
Assistance, & Marketing Services (CDPS)
  Pilot Project Estéiblished in which the Organization Provides
Previously Limited Inputs Assumes the Responsibility for 
Coordinating All Facets of Agricultural Production, Including 
Credit, Supply, Technical Assistance, & Marketing Services 
(IADS,IRDS)
  Estaüslishment of an Interdisciplinary Team which Conducts On-
Farm Research to Evaluate the Interplay of the Production
Components under Farmer's Control & the Physical, Biological 6 
Socio-Economic Environments ; Identifies t Generates New 
Tectmology; Adapts & Tests Technologies in Project Area 
Possessing Reasonably Uniform Characteristics (FSRD)
  Other: ________________________________________
Other:
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MODEL ROLE OT BtCTMSlOH gTOSQHWP.»
1. Role of Local Extension Peraonnel ahould bet Analysis Factors - PS 4-
7; AS 11-12,15,19; DCS IB,ID,IE,2B,2D
  Consultant; identify farmer problems/needs & production
constraints (CAES,TVS,CDPS,IADS}
Advisor; work with local people to identify 6 prioritize 
problems/needs & possible solutions (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
Communicator; communicate farmer problems/needs & production 
constraints to subject-matter specialists & research workers 
(CAES, TVS, UAES, FSRD)
Educator; disseminate research-based information about new 
technology & demonstrate its practical application to farmers 
(ALL)
Motivator; encourage application of improved methods or 
identified solutions to problems (TVS,UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
Evaluator; work with local people to evaluate the effectiveness 
of new techniques & extension programs (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
Researcher; conduct on-farm research to determine the 
practicality & effectiveness of new technology (FSRD)
Government Administrator; administer government programs & 
policies on the local level (CAES)
Supplier; provide farmers with required inputs (CDPS,IADS) 
Marketer; coordinate product marketing (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
Other : ___  __
Other:
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I. Objectives to be Bstablished by:
II. Objectives to be Defined as:





III. Scope of Clientele to be:
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XV. Organisation to bat (Sub-Unit and Local Levels should be repeated
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VI. Role of Extension Personnel to bet
A.  _ _____ _
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APPENDIX M.
Design Parameter Instruments - People's Republic of rhSn*
Agricultural Extension Education 
Design Parameter Instruments
The attached instruments are intended for use by a project 
analyst or consultant team charged with the task of assisting 
with the design or evaluation of agricultural extension education 
systems in developing countries. The first, the "Country 
Analysis Instrument", is an evaluation tool which serves to 
identify and quantify the various existing or desired 
characteristics which inpact the development of an agricultural 
extension education system within a developing country. The 
second, the "Model Correlation Instrument", is a key which allows 
those identified impactors to be correlated with particular 
components of existing extension education models. When used in 
order, these instruments afford the opportunity to "custom" 
design an appropriate, effective agricultural extension education 
system for the country in cjuestion.
The "Country Analysis Instrument" should be completed in­
country by referencing current available statistical data, 
interviewing educators and policy makers, and conducting focus 
sessions of policy maker and clientele groups. Care should be 
taken to insure accuracy in areas of objective evaluation and to 
reflect priority attitudes, goals, and opinions in those of 
subjective evaluation.
Based upon an analysis of the information gathered through 
implementation of the first instrument, the "Model Correlation 
Instrument" can be ettployed by project personnel to correlate 
identified impactors with particular components of existing 
extension education models. This task should be completed in 
cooperation with national decision-makers and through careful 
consideration of the existing conditions within the country in 
question; the desired characteristics of aui extension education 
system as perceived by educators, policy makers, cuid clientele; 
and the identified model component alternatives. A summary of 
selected component alternatives provides design parameters for an 
agricultural extension education system in the country.
285
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"Country Analysis Instrument*
Country: Peoples' Republic of China
Analysis Period: From May, 1994 To June, 1994 
Reference Notations:
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. (1993). Statistical yearbook of 
China. Beijing: Author.
Li Shi. (1993). Almanac of China's economy. Beijing: Institute of 
Economics.
Ministry of Agriculture. (1993). China agriculture yearbook. Beijing: 
Author.
State Education Commission. (1993). Essential statistics of education in 
China■ Beijing: Author.
Beijing University Faculty Interviews with: Professors Lin Chengj ie,
Yang Xin, Zheng Bijun, Mu Rongzeng, Wemg Bcingwei, Rong Xinjiemg, and 
Jiang Pei Pei and Associate Professors Zhu Xiaoyuan, Li Xiaocong, and 
Cheng Hanchang.
Ministry of Agriculture Interviews with: Associate Ministers Yue 
Qingping and Cheng Hancheng; Assistant Minister Mu Xiang; and Bureau 
Chief Zhu Baoxin.
Ministry of Education Interviews with: Associate Minister Mang 
Shougiang, Assistant Minister Xie Hua, and Bureau Chief Xiao Man j un.
Institute of Economics Representatives Interviews with: Chen Jiyuan and
Yang Yongzhe.
Shenzen Economic Council Representatives Interviews with: Huang Haiguang 
and Cai Shenglin.
Geographic Situation: (GS)
1. Size of Country (km*) 9,542,580 sq.km.
2. Number of Sub-Units (districts, provinces, 22 Provinces
states, etc.) 5 Autonomous Regions & 3 Municipalities
3. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by
Mountains 42.33%
4. Percentage of Total Lamd Area Covered by
Highlands or Hills 26.51%
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5. Percentage of Total Land Area covered by 
Plains
6. Percentage of Total Land Area covered by 
Lowlands
7. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by 
Desert
8. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by 
Jungle






10. List the country sub-units and identify specific characteristics 
of each by filling-in blanks with specific areas, percentages, or 
simply checking all that apply. Combination situations may be 

























































































11. Identify specific geographic barriers (ie. jungle area, mountainous 
region, major river or lake) in sub-units which potentially impede 





Potential Geographic Barrier 
Tian Mountains & Pendi & Gobi Deserts 
Himalaya Mountains and tropical jungle area 
Bayan Har Mountains
plimafcjg Situation* (CS)
1. Primary Climate of Country (tropical, 
sub-tropical, arid, temperate)
2. Average Annual Rainfall of Country (cm)
Arid/Temperate/Sub-tropical
82.21 cm
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Seasonal Variation: 2 Yes
If so. Identify Seasons and Associated Months :









For: Northern Heilongj iang
Northeast Inner Mongolia 
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5. List the country sub-units and identify specific characteristics of
each by filling-in blanks with specific information.
Average Annual Temperature 




Beij ing 868.9mm 26C -4C 179
Tianj in 885.2mm 26C -2C 182
Hebei 791.2mm 28C 3C 187
Shanxi 747.6mm 28C 4C 171
Inner Mongolia 287.1mm 28C -20C 156
Liaoning 1081.6mm 24C -IOC 154
Jilin 529.6mm 24C -15C 114
Heilongjiang 554.0mm 22C -18C 110
Shanghai 1415.8mm 27C 2C 231
Jiangsu 987.8mm 26C OC 228
Zhej iang 2023.5mm 28C 3C 254
Anhui 869.5mm 28C 2C 223
Fujian 1722.5mm 29C 8C 336
Jicuigxi 1578.0mm 26C 4C 324
Shandong 679.1mm 26C OC 191
Henan 747.6mm 28C 4C 188
Hubei 885.3mm 29C 2C 243
Hunan 1563.1mm 28C 5C 252
Guangdong 2226.8mm 30C 12C 348
Gucuigxi 2032.4mm 33C 14C 339
Hainin 2115.3mm 35C 18C 365
Sichuan 996.4mm 26C 4C 317
Guizhou 1116.4mm 32C 9C 218
Yunnan 1352.4mm 30C 12C 326





Sub-Unit Bainfall Uficmal-Hisb BQcmai-Low gsasan
Tibet 2432.8mm 14C -30C 12
Shaanxi 859.3mm 29C 5C 184
Gansu 407.0mm 28C -8C 153
Qinghai 48.6mm 32C -IOC 62
Ningxia 425.2mm 27C 4C 52
Xinj iang 32.4mm 36C -IOC 164
Demographic Situationî (DS)
1. Total Population
2. Percent Annual Growth Rate




48.95% Female 51.05% Male
B. Age:
27.70% 0-14 years
66.70% 15-64 years 
5.60% 65+ years
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3. Identify the Percent Population by: (con'd.)
D. Employment : By Source
25.15% Unpaid Family Labor
74.85% Employed Labor:
73.60% State-owned Business 










E. Cultural Heritage by Primary Racial Groups, Tribes, 
Religions, Cultural Minorities, etc.
Heritage ± Heritage 1
Han Chinese 92.0% Yi .6%
Zhuêmg 1.3% Tujia .5%
Manchus .8% Mongols .4%
Hui .7% Tibetans .4%
Miao .6% Bouyei .2%
Uygur .6% Koreans .2%
i-Unit Location of Major Cultural Heritage Groups :
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4. Sub-Unit Location of Major Cultural Heritage Groups: (con'd.)
Sub-Unit Maior_ Cultural Heritage Groups







Political ■ gi.tu«tignt (p s)
1. Form of National Government:
______  Moncurchy   Benevolent Dictatorship
X Socialism ______  Militéury
______  Democracy X Other: Socialist.Dictatorship
______  Social Democracy
2. National Administrative Organization:
A. Executive Branch
President with largely ceremonial authority; Executive powers rest 
with the State Council, headed by the Premier, charged with 
administering various areas of state business. National military 
command belongs to the Central Military Commission. The positions 
of greatest authority in the government are the Premier and the 
General Secretary of the Communist Party.
B . Representative Branch
National People's Congress are chosen for five-year terms with 
each Province electing one representative or deputy per 400,000 
people with at least ten deputies per Province. The eighth 
People's Congress convened in March, 1993 with 2,970 deputies.
The National People's Congress has the power to pass laws, amend 
the constitution, and approve the national budget and economic 
plans. It also appoints the State Council. The Council is the 
central 1 governmental body of the Congress and is led by the 
Premiere, Vice-Premiere, and various Ministers and Commissioners.
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3. Sub-Unit Administrative Organization:
A. Executive Branch 
Level One - Provinces;
Level Two - Prefectures, Counties and Municipalities ; emd
Level Three - Municipal Sub-divisions, Administrative Tows and 
Villages
Leadership is provided by the Central Communist Party which is led 
by the sub-unit Party Chairman. Although much authority has been 
vested in each level, each is submissive to the higher level of 
organizational authority.
B. Representative Branch
All levels of organization elect representatives to the local 
Communist Party which is vested with local authority.
4. Branch of Government Responsible for Education:
State Education Commission
5. Primary Responsibilities of Government Branch Responsible for 
Education include: (Check all that apply.)
X Policy Formulation X Education
X Regulation & Enforcement X Research
X Promotion X Other: Statistics &
Curriculum Development
6. Branch of Government Responsible for Agriculture :
Ministry of Agriculture
7. Primary Responsibilities of Government Bremch Responsible for 
Agriculture include: (Check all that apply.)
X Policy Formulation X Input Supply
X Regulation & Enforcement X Education
X Promotion & Marketing X Research
X Financing & Credit ____  Other: _______________
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8. Administrative Organization of Governmental Branches :
Vice-Premiere or Minister with appropriate Vice-Ministers, Vice- 
Directors, and Commissioners
9. Established Method of Government Policy Formation: (Check all that
apply - )
  Independent Administrative Determination
  Representative Determination
X Combination of Administrative & Representative Determination
X Other: Advisory Committees at most Levels
Economie Situation; (ES)
1. Form of National Currency Yuan
2. Current Exchange Rate with US Dollar ($) 8.71Y/$1
3. Per Capita Income in US Dollars ($) $371.82
GNP in US Dollars ($) $444.0 billion
4. Average Annual Percentage Growth in GNP (past 5 years) is.38%
5. Per Capita GDP in US Dollars ($) $457.13
6. Percent Distribution of GDP:
i By Source k Bv Demand
29.2% Agriculture 16.5% Public Consumption
49.4% Industry 16.6% Gross Domestic Investment
21.4% Services 28.3% Private Consumption
23.0% Gross Domestic Saving 
15.6% Exports
7. Current Balance of Payments in U.S. Dollars $4.34 billion
8. External Public Debt in U.S. Dollars ($) $7.96 billion
9. External Public Debt as a Percentage of GNP 2.89%
10. Annual Interest Payments on External
Public Debt in U.S. Dollars {$) $921.5 million
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11. Debt Service on. External Public Debt:
a. as a Percentage of Exports of Goods & Services
b. as a Percentage of GNP 
Agricultural Situationt (AS)
1. Total Cultivated Land Area (hectares)
2. Total Number of Farms
3. Average Farm Size (hectares)
4. Percent Farmland by Ownership :
1 EntiÜC 1 Entity
0.0% Individual Farm Families 100.0% Government
0.0 Absentee / Inves tor Landlord ___ Other : ____
0.0 Corporation   Other:___
10.85%
2.07%
149 million hectares 
20.79 million 
7.17 hectares
5. Percent Farm Families by Farming System:
1 System 1 System
N/A Nomadic 24.4% Confinement Livestock
N/A Slash & Burn 96.6% Communal/Enterprise
63.5% Permanent Cropland/Pasture ____  Other: ______________
12.1% Kampong/Scavenging Livestock ____  Other: ______________
6. Total Production of Primary Agricultural Crops :
Major Crgps Total Production
Rice 189.92 million tons
wheat 103.43 million tons
Com 98.16 million tons
Millet 3.38 million tons
Sorghum 4.74 million tons
Tubers 28.66 million tons
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6. Total Production of Primary Agricultural Crops: (con'd.)
Soybeans 10.42 million tons
Cotton 4.51 million tons
Peêmuts 5.95 million tons
Rapeseed 7.65 million tons
Sesame .52 million tons
Sunflower 1.47 million tons
Sugarcane 73.01 million tons
Sugar beets 15.07 million tons
Tobacco 3.50 million tons
7. Total Number of Head Each of Primary Livestock Species :
Livestock Species loral Head
Oxen 82.50 million









Bee Hives 701.20 thousand
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8. If Fishing or Pish Culture is Important to Rural Life or Economy, 
Identify Total Area and Output of Mêurine Fishing and Freshwater Fish 
Culture :
Marine Fishing Area 499.04 thousand hectares
Marine Fishing Output (Tons) 6.91 million tons
Freshwater Fish Culture Area 3.98 million hectares
Freshwater Fish Culture Output (Tons) 6.24 million tons
9. Government Bramch Responsible for Agricultural Education:
Ministry of Agriculture
10. Percent Agricultural Education by Source:
1 Source
7.17% On-Farm Experience/Training 
48.97% Vocational Agriculture Training in Primary/Secondary Schools 
9.49% Technical School Training 
1.91% College/University Training 
32.46% Extension Programs 
_____ Other: _________________________________________________
11. The Current Goals of Agricultural Education may be Ranked in Order 
of Significance as follows :
2. Increasing Food Production
2. Increasing Farm Incomes
■1 Improving the Efficiency of Production
2 Providing Financial Counseling
£ Providing Farm Inputs
5 Providing Farm Markets
4. Organizing Farm Commodity Groups & Organizations
Other: __ ___________________________ ______________
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12. Government/Organizational Body Responsible for Ag Research:
Ministry of Agriculture with Provincial Research Centers
13. Linkage between Agricultural Research amd Education:
  Dual-Assigned Personnel
X Locally Administered Research Plots and Programs
X Joint Determination of Research Priorities
  Co-Authored Research Publications
Other: ___  __
14. Current National Agricultural Policy may be Characterized as:
(Check all that apply. )
X Supporting Low Consumer Food Prices
  Providing Economic Incentives for Increased Production
  Emphasizing Increased Production for Export to Reduce
Balemce of Trade Deficit
X Emphasizing Increased Production to Increase Farm Incomes
  Supporting Large-Scale Farmers
  Supporting All Farmers
X Supporting Broad-Based Agricultural Development
X Other: Supporting Identified Production Units
15. The Primary Goals for Agricultural Development are: (Check all that 
apply.)
  Increase Agricultural Production for Export to Reduce Balance
of Trade Deficit
X Increase Agricultural Production to Increase Real Income of 
Farmers
X Increase Agricultural Production to Improve or Stabilize Food 
Supplies at Reasonable Prices for Urban Populations
X Improve the Quality of Life for the Entire Rural Population
Enhance the Environment and the Use of Natural Resources
X  Support Communities Toward the Goal of Community Improvement
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(Check all that apply.)
3 0 0
Improve the Availability of Social Programs in Health, 
Nutrition, and Basic Education
Strengthen the Family and Home
Improve Local Leadership and Initiative
Other: _____________________________________________
Other: __
16. Value of Agricultural Output in U.S. Dollars ($) by Sub-Unit:
Sub-unit Sub-Unit Value
Beij ing $ .97 billion Henan $6.59 billion
Tianj in $ .71 billion Hubei $4.99 billion
Hebei $4.82 billion Hunan $5.41 billion
Shanxi $1.51 billion Guangdong $8.46 billion
Inner Mongolia $2.07 billion Guangxi $3.82 billion
Liaoning $3.91 billion Hainin $1.00 billion
Jilin $2.35 billion Sichuan $8.55 billion
Heilongj iang $3.27 billion Guizhou $2.03 billion
Shanghai $ .92 billion Yunnan $2.87 billion
Jinagsu $7.73 billion Tibet $2.58 billion
Zhej iang $4.65 billion Shaanxi $2.36 billion
Anhui $4.48 billion Gcuisu $1.41 billion
Fujian $3.45 billion Qinghai $ .31 billion
Jiangxi $3.43 billion Ningxia $ .33 billion
Shandong $9.65 billion Xinj iang $1.98 billion
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17. Percent of Family Farm
A. Production;
54.50% Consumed at Home 
45.50% Marketed
B. Financing Obtained through;
26.70% Family Income/Savings 
52.10% Government Financing 
14.90% Private Investor
________ % Private Bank
________ % Farm Credit Service
6.30% Other: International Development Assistance
C. Income by Source ;
12.30% Husband & Wife Both Working on Farm Full-time
9.42% Wife Working on Farm Full-time 6 Husband Employed 
Elsewhere Full-time
38.67% Husband Working on Farm Full-time & Wife Employed 
Elsewhere Full-time
1.55% Both Partners Working on Farm with Husband Employed 
Elsewhere Part-time
29.88% Both Partners Working on Farm with Wife Employed 
Elsewhere Part-time
8.18% Both Partners Working on Farm & Working Elsewhere 
Part-time
18. Family Farm Management Decisions Made by;
X Male Head of Household
  Female Head of Household
  Jointly
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19. Ag Marketing System may be Described as: (Check all that apply.)
X Local Family/Roadside Market
X Local Community Market/Bazacur
X Regional Commodity Marketing Organization
  Privately-Owned Commodity Market
X Government Mêurketing Program; Domestic and/or Ea^ort
_____ Privately-Owned Export Con^any
  Other: ________________________________________________
Infrastructure Situation: (IS)
1. Percent Urban Households with the Following Services:
Service <1Û4 10-30% 30-50% 50-70% 70-90% >90%
Telephone X _____ ____ ____ ___  ____
Daily Mail Delivery         X ____
Daily Newspaper       X ___  ____
Electricity           X
Indoor Plumbing           X
Television X
Radio   X
2. Percent Rural Households with the Following Services :
Service sIQt IQ-iQi 30-50% 50-70% 70-90% >90%
Telephone X ____ ____ ____ ___  ____
Daily Mail Delivery ____     X____ ___  ____
Daily Newspaper     X
Electricity          X_
Indoor Plumbing          X_
Television   X ____ ____ ___
Radio X
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3. General Road Conditions may be Described as :
Excellent Good Fair Eggf
Town/City Streets ____ _____
Major Roads/Highways _____ — .
Rural Roads _____  _J£_ ---
General Observations Regarding Roadways :
1,041,300 km of roads and highways of which 17% are paved and the 
remaining 63% are gravel or improved earth.






Animal/Animal Cart .3% 10.6%
Manpowered Transport (Bicycle/Rickshaw) 38.6% 40.9%
Public Transportation (Bus, Tram) 24.4% 6.2%
Taxi/Limo/Jeepny 6.2% .2%
Family-owned Automobile 2.4% 3.3%
Other: Railroad 16.3% 20.6%
6. General Observations Regarding Air & Rail Transportation :
International airport established in Beijing in 1980 with other 
regional/municipal airports in over 90 other cities. 72,000 km of 
improved railroad lines.
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General or Dmmirmd Chmrmctmrimkicm IMpaetlna an Aorleultural Extension 
éducation Syatemt (DCS)
1. Prom Policy Mdkara Parapectiver It la Conaidarad Meat Daairabla for 
Agricultural Ixtanaion. éducation Syatam to bat
A Adminiatarad by:
X The Agricultural Bretnch of the Federal Government
  The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
  Another Branch of the Federal Government:
  An Agricultural College or University
X  Another Public Body: Local Government Units at each Sub-Unit
Level
  An Independent Company or Organization
  An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System
Other: ____
B. Responsible fort (Check all that apply.)
  Regulation & Enforcement X Input Supply
  Administration/Direction X Education
  Policy Formulation X Research
  Promotion & Marketing ____  Other: _____
  Financing & Credit ____  Other: _____
C. Organised with Staff A Offices on at (Check all that apply.)
X National Level X Local Level: Prefecture,
County, & Township
X Sub-Unit Level: Provincial
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I. From Policy Mmkerm' Pcrspoctlvo, It i« Considered Most Deslrsble for 
Agricultural Extension Education System to bet (con'd.)
D. Funded byt
X Federal Government
  Sub-ltoit Governments
X Local Governments 
  Self-Supported/Project
Private Foundation 
Development Assistance Funds 
Combination of Above:
X Profits/User Fees   Other:
B. Staffed byt (Check all that apply.)
  University Graduates at All Levels
X University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels
Technical School Graduates at All Levels 
Nationals at All Levels
A Mixture of Nationals & Non-nationals at All Levels
Nationals at _________  & Non-Nationals at _________  Levels
Men at All Levels
A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels




F Directed in Terms of Program Priorities by*
Clientele Advisory Groups
X Central Federal Administration
  University Administration
  Autonomous Public Sector Body
Donor-Assisted Project 
Organization
Autonomous Economic & 
Social Development Body
Other:
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1. From Policy Mfekora' Pocapoetive, It is Conaidarad Mbat Daairabla for 
Agricultural Sxtanaion Education Syatam to ba* (con'd.)
6. Staffad with/att
Federal Sub-Unit Local 
Level Level Level
Administrators X X _____
Subject Matter Specialists     X
Extension Educators     x
Other: ____________________ _____ ____  _____
Other: ____________________ _____ ____  _____
H. Linked with Research Canters through: (Check all that apply.) 
X Dual-Assigned Personnel
X Locally Administered Research Plots & Programs
  Joint Determination of Research Priorities
  Co-Authored Research Publications
Other :




Farm Supply Organizations    x_
Marketing Organizations    X_
Promotional Groups_________________ ____  ___
Other: _______________________ _ ____  ___
Other: ___ ___
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2. From TXBura'/Cliant*!* Farspactive, It is Conaidarad MOat Daairabla 
for Agricultural Ixtanaion Education Syatam to bat
A Adminiatarad byt
X The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
  The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
  Another Branch of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University
X Another Public Body: Federal Branch in Cooperation with
Local Government Units
An Independent Company or Organization 
An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System 
Other: __
B. Responsible fort (Check all that apply.)
Regulation & Enforcement 
Administration/Direction 
Policy Formulation
X Promotion & Marketing 
_____ Financing & Credit
X Input Supply 
X Education 
X Research
____  Other: _____
Other: ___
C. Organised with Staff A Offices on the following Levels t
X National; X Sub-Unit; X Local; ____ Other:
D. Funded by:
X Federal Government_________
_____ Sub-Unit Governments_____ __
  Local Governments ____
_____ Self-Supported/Project _____
X Prof its/User Fees ____  Other:
Private Foundation 
Development Assistance Funds 
Combination of Above:
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2. Prom traers'/cil«atel« Parspactiva, It is Conaidarad Meat Daairabla 
for Agricultural Ixtanaion Iducation Syatam to bat (con'd.)
I. Staffad byt (Check all that apply.)
  University Graduates at All Levels
X University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Technical
School Graduates at Local Levels
 University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially
Trained Individuals at Local Levels
  Technical School Graduates at All Levels
X Nationals at All Levels
  A Mixture of Nationals & Non-nationals at All Levels
  Nationals at _________  & Non-Nationals at _________  Levels
_____ Men at All Levels
X A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels
  Men at   Levels & Women at __________ Levels
  Other: __________________________________________________
P. Directed in Terms of Program Priorities by:
  Clientele Advisory Groups_______ ____  Donor-Assisted Project
Organization
X Central Federal Administration
  Autonomous Economic &
  University Administration Social Development Body
  Autonomous Public Sector Body X Other: Local Government
G. Associated with/on: (Check all that apply.)
Formal Informal 
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System   X
Farm Supply Organizations   X
Marketing Organizations   X
Promotional Groups ____  _____
Other:
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Other Pertinent Obmmrvmtionm:
1. Extension system should be reorganized to overcome observed problems 
with current system. Identified problems include:
a. system over-staffed at all levels,
b. system administratively top-heavy,
c. system low in reseeurchers and subject-matter specialists,
d. extension personnel lack adequate educational qualifications, 
particularly at the local levels,
e. system does not support adequate new technology research for 
practical application at current production levels, and
f. programming decisions made at federal level are frequently 
divergent with locally identified needs.
2. Extension education system should be cooperatively associated with 
agricultural research units to insure local technology needs are 
being considered and met.
3. Prefectural extension units should be responsible for developing 
technical/educational brochures based on research and local 
language/educational needs.
4. Local extension workers should establish regular schedule of visits 
to production units for dissemination of technology information and 
farmer assistance.
5. Local extension workers should assist farmers with identifying local 
production needs, communicate those needs to researchers, 
disseminate new technology education to local farms, evaluate 
effectiveness of new technology, and assist with production input 
distribution.
6. Extension programming priorities should be cooperatively established 
between local government units and Ministry of Agriculture.
7. Government emphasis should be on increasing output of basic 
commodities of pork, poultry, eggs, smd cereal grains.
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*Môdel Correlation Instrument* 
for
Country: People's Republic of China
Note:
1. This instrument should be used after completion of the
"Country Analysis Instrument* and requires information and 
data derived from its application for completion.
2. When selecting appropriate model components, refer to the 
indicated "Analysis Factors" found in the "Country Analysis 
Instrument* and the associated "Agricultural Extension 
Education Models*.
3. For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used 
when referring to "Analysis Factors* included in the "Country 
Analysis Instrument":
GS Geographic Situation BS Economic Situation
CS Climatic Situation AS Agricultural Situation
DS Demographic Situation IS Infrastructure Situation
PS Political Situation DCS Desired Characteristics
For purposes of cbbreviation, the following initials are used 
to identify the "Agricultural Extension Education Models" from 
which various components are derived:
CABS Conventional Agricultural Extension System
TVS Training and Visit System
DABS University Agricultural Extension System 
CDPS Commodity Development and Production System 
IADS Integrated Agricultural Development System
IKDS Integrated Rural Development System
7SRDS Farming Systems Research and Development System 
ALL All of the Above Listed Systems
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MQPBIl OBJBCTIYKS:
1. ObjectlvM should b« sot byt Analysis Factors - PS 4-7,9; AS 9; DCS
1A,1B,1F,2A,2B,2F
  Clientele Advisory Groups (UAES)
X Central Federal Administration (CABS,TVS)
  University Administration (UAES)
  Autonomous Public Sector Program Body (CDPS)
  Donor-Assisted Project Organization (IADS)
  Autonomous Economic and Social Development Organization (IRDS)
  Other: ___ _______________
2. Objectives should be defined as: Analysis Factors - AS 11,14,15
X Providing &/or Maintaining Low Consumer Food Prices (UAES, CDPS )
  Providing Economic Incentives for increased Agricultural
Production (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
  Increasing Agricultural Production for Export to Reduce Balance
of Trade Deficit (CAES,CDPS)
  Increasing Agricultural Production to Increase Real Income of
Farmers (ALL)
  Improving the Lot of Large-Scale Farmers (IADS)
X Improving the Quality of Life for the Entire Rural Population
(ALL)
X Providing for Broad-Based Agricultural Development 
(CAES,TVS,UAES,F5RD)
  Strengthening the Family êuid Home (UAES)
  Enhancing the Environment and the Use of Natural Resources
(UAES,FSRD)
  Supporting Communities Toward the Goal of Community Improvement
(UAES)
  Improving Local Leadership and Initiative (UAES,IRDS)
  Increasing the Availêüsility of Social Programs in Health,
Nutrition, and Basic Education (IRDS)
  Other:
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MOPBL CLIMTKig*
1. Scope of Clientele should be: Anmlymim Factors - DS 1-4; AS 4-5,
17-19
  Entire Population (UAES)
  Entire Farm Population (TVS)
  Large-Scale Farmers (CAES,IADS)
  Small-Scale Farmers (IRDS.FSRD)
  All Farmers within an Identified Project Area (IADS)
Other Target Groups within the Farm Population: pork, poultry, 
cereal grain, and egg production units (CAES,CDPS)
Other: _________________________________________________
WOPBL ORgANIZATJOWi
1. Should be Adailnistered by: Analysis Factors - PS 1-9; AS 9;
DCS 1A,2A
X Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government (CAES,TVS)
Ministry of Agriculture through the National Agro-Technology 
Extension Center
Educational Branch of the Federal Government 
Another Branch of Federal Government:
Agricultural College or University (UAES) 
Another Public Body: (CDPS)
Independent Company or Organization (IADS,IRDS) 
Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System
Other: ______________________________________
Other: __  __________
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MODEL OKaAMIZATIOWt (COn'd.)
2. Should be Reapcnsible fort Aaelysie factor# - fS 5,7; AS 9,11-13; DCS
1B,2B
  Regulation, and Enforcement (CAES)
  Administration and Direction (CAES)
  Policy Formulation
  Promotion and Marketing (CDPS,IADS)
  Financing and Credit (CDPS,IADS)
X Input Supply (CAES,CDPS, IADS)
X Education (ALL)
X Research (FSRD)
  Other: _____________________________________________  ____
3. Should be Organized with Staff and Offices on at Analyals Factors -
GS 1-11;CS 1-S;DS 1-4;AS 1-8,16;IS 1-6;DCS 1C,2C
 2L_ National Level (CAES,TVS,UAES)
X Sub -Unit Level (CAES, TVS, UAES, CDPS, FSRD ) ; if so,
number of Sub-Unit Facilities should be: 22 Provincial
X Local Level (ALL) ; if so,





4. Should be Funded byt Analysis Factors - DS 3-4; BS 1-11; AS 16-17;
DCS ID,2D
X Federal Government (CAES,TVS,UAES)
  Sub-Unit Governments (CAES,UAES)
  Local Governments (UAES)
X Self-Supported: Project Profits, User Fees (CDPS)
  Private Foundations
  Development Assistance Funds (IADS,ISRD)
  Combination of the Above (FSRD)
  Other: __________________________________________________
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MODKl. OROAMlZATlOy» (con'd.)
5. Should b« Staffed by* Analyeia Peetora - OS 3-4; PS 1-3,8-9; AS 5,
10,17-18; DCS IS,21
  University Graduates at all Levels (UAES,FSRD)
X University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels (CABS,CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
University Graduates at Administrative Levels 6 Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels (TVS)
Technical School Graduates at all Levels 
Nationals at all Levels (CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS)
A Mixture of Nationals and Non-Nationals at all Levels (FSRD)
Nationals at Levels & Non-Nationals at
Levels (IADS,IRDS)
Men at all Levels
A Mixture of Men and Women at all Levels (CAES,UAES)
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MODK. ORSMUZATIOWt (cOB'd.)
7. Should b# Linked with Research Centers through: Analysis Factors - PS
1-8? AS 12-13? DCS IH
X Dual-Assigned Personnel (CAES,tJAES,FSRD)
  Locally Administered Research Plots and Programs (FSRD)
X Joint Determination of Research Priorities (CAES,TVS,UAES,
CDPS,FSRD)
  Co-Authored Research Publications (UAES)
  Other: _________________________________________________
  Other: _________________________________________________
Other : ______________ _______ ________________________
8. Should be Associated with: Analysis Factors - PS 1-8; BS 6-11; AS
1,4-8,16-18,19; IS 1-6; DCS 11,26
Formal Informal
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System ____  ____
(CDPS,IADS,IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES,FSRD)
Farm Supply Organizations ____  X
(CDPS,IADS,IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES,FSRD)
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MODK. APPROACH»
1. Education*! Approach mhould bat Analyaia Factors - S3 1,2,10-11, S3
1-4} A3 4-8,14-18} 13 1-4} 0C3 lC-lI,2C-26
  One-on-One Contact by Local Extension Workers through Irregular
Home & Farm Visits 6 Office Calls (CAES,UAES)
Agricultural Information Units for Production of Bulletins, 
Teaching Aids, Radio Programs, & Mass Media Materials (CAES)
Local Extension Workers Contact Local Farmers on a Fixed 
Schedule (TVS)
Local Extension Workers Receive Training on a Fixed Schedule 
(TVS)
Local Advisory Councils Provide Guidance & Assistance in 
Financial, Operational, Programming, & Evaluation Processes of 
Extension Program (UAE5,IRDS)
Local Extension Personnel Use Research-Based Information to 
Help Local People Identify & Establish Need Priorities & then 
Request Instructional Assistance from Subject-Matter 
Specialists on Selected Topics (UAES)
Local Farmers Contract to Produce an Identified Commodity Using 
Recommended Practices & the Commodity Organization Contracts to 
Provide Commodity Research, Credit, Input Supply, Technical 
Assistance, & Marketing Services (CUPS)
Pilot Project Established in which the Organization Provides 
Previously Limited Inputs Assumes the Responsibility for 
Coordinating All Facets of Agricultural Production, Including 
Credit, Supply, Technical Assistance, & Marketing Services 
(IADS,IRDS)
Establishment of an Interdisciplinary Team which Conducts On- 
Farm Research to Evaluate the Interplay of the Production 
Components under Farmer's Control & the Physical, Biological & 
Socio-Economic Environments; Identifies & Generates New 
Technology; Adapts & Tests Technologies in Project Area 
Possessing Reasonably Uniform Characteristics (FSRD)
Other: ________________________________ _ ____________
Other:
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MODEL ROLE OF MCTmSTOW PERSONNEL:
1. Role of Local Extension Personnel should bet Analysis Factors - PS 4-
7; AS 11-12,15,19; DCS IE,ID,IE,2S,2D
X Consultant; identify farmer problems/needs & production 
constraints (CAES,TVS,GDPS,IADS)
  Advisor; work with local people to identify & prioritize
problems/needs & possible solutions (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
X Communicator ; communicate farmer problems/needs & production
constraints to subject-matter specialists & research workers 
(CAES, TVS, UAES, FSRD)
X Educator; disseminate research-based information about new
technology & demonstrate its practical application to farmers 
(ALL)
  Motivator; encourage application of improved methods or
identified solutions to problems (TVS,UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
X Evaluator; work with local people to evaluate the effectiveness
of new techniques & extension programs (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
X Researcher; conduct on-farm research to determine the
practicality & effectiveness of new technology (FSRD)
  Government Administrator; administer government programs t
policies on the local level (CAES)
X Supplier; provide farmers with required inputs (CDPS,IADS)
  Marketer; coordinate product marketing (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
  Other: _____________________________________________________
Other: _______________________________________________
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iprariFim desisw PAKAiarmst
I. Objectivas to be Kstabliataed by:
Central Federal Government/Ministry of Agriculture through 
National Agro-Technology Extension Center
II. Objectives to be Defined as:
A. providing for broad-based agricultural development ;
B. improving the quality of life for the entire rural population; &
C. increasing food availability while maintaining low food prices.
III. Scope of Clientele to be:
Target groups within the farm population, specifically units of 
production of the primary commodities of pork, poultry and eggs, 
and cereal grains.
IV. Organization to be: (Sub-Unit amd Local Levels should be repeated
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IV. Organisation to bat (con'd.)
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V. Sdueationml Approach to bat
A. agricultural information units for production of bulletins and 
teaching aids; and
B. local extension workers contacting local production unit farmers 
on a fixed schedule.
VI. Rola of Rxtanaion Personnel to bet
A. consultant - identify farmer problems/needs and production 
constraints ;
B. communicator - communicate farmer problems/needs and production 
constraints to subject-matter specialists and researchers;
C. educator - disseminate research-based information atbout new 
technology and demonstrate its practical application to farmers;
D. evaluator - work with local people to evaluate the effectiveness 
of new techniques and extension programs;
E. researcher - conduct on-farm research to determine practicality 
and effectiveness of new technology; and
F. supplier - provide fainners with required inputs.
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APPENDIX W.
Design Parameter Instruments - Cambodia
Agricultural Extension Education 
Design Parameter Instruments
The attached instruments sure intended for use by a project 
analyst or consultant team charged with the task of assisting 
with the design or evaluation of agricultural extension education 
systems in developing countries. The first, the "Country 
Analysis Instrument", is an evaluation tool which serves to 
identify amd quantify the vaurious existing or desired 
characteristics which intact the development of am. agricultural 
extension education system within a developing country. The 
second, the "Model Correlation Instrument", is a key which allows 
those identified impactors to be correlated with particular 
components of existing extension education models. When used in 
order, these instruments afford the opportunity to "custom" 
design an appropriate, effective agricultural extension education 
system for the country in question.
The "Country Analysis Instrument" should be completed in­
country by referencing current available statistical data, 
interviewing educators and policy makers, and conducting focus 
sessions of policy maker and clientele groups. Care should be 
taken to insure accuracy in areas of objective evaluation and to 
reflect priority attitudes, goals, and opinions in those of 
subjective evaluation.
Based upon an analysis of the information gathered through 
implementation of the first instrument, the "Model Correlation 
Instrument" can be employed by project personnel to correlate 
identified impactors with particular components of existing 
extension education models. This task should be completed in 
cooperation with national decision-makers and through careful 
consideration of the existing conditions within the country in 
question; the desired characteristics of an extension education 
system as perceived by educators, policy makers, and clientele; 
and the identified model component alternatives. A summary of 
selected component alternatives provides design parameters for an 
agricultural extension education system in the country.
321
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"Country Analysis Instrument"
Country: State of Cambodia
Analysis Period: From June, 1994 To July, 1994 
Reference Notations:
Anicurasinghe, D. (1994) . Cambodia production report. Phnom Penh: ADB/UNDP 
Project.
Ministry of Agriculture. (1993). Bulletin of agricultural statistics and 
studies. Phnom Penh: Department of Planning Statistics.
Ministry of Commerce. (1994). Annual import and export report. Phnom 
Penh: Department of Exterior Commerce.
National Bank of Cambodia. (1994). Monetary and economic statistics 
review. Phnom Penh: Economic Research Department.
National Bank of Cambodia. (1994) . Trimester report on economic indices. 
Phnom Penh: Economic Research Development.
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization. (1994). Agricultural 
development options review. Phnom Penh: Author.
Interviews in the Ministry of Agriculture with Vice-Minister Ou Heng and 
Department Directors Chea Seamlay, Som Sophol, Sok Leêmg, Vuon Vuthy, 
and Srey Leang Cheang.
Interviews in the Ministry of Education with Department Directors Tam. 
Meng, Ly Hua, Hun Ratanak, Tang Hua, Srey Leang Cheang, and Yu Vayaran.
Geographic Situation: (GS)
1. Size of Country (km') 181,035 sq.km.
2. Number of Sub-Units (districts, provinces,
states, etc.) 19 Provinces with
3 Municipalities, 172 Districts, 1,400 Communes, & 11,700 Villages
3. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by Mountains 26.2%
4. Percentage of Total Lëmd Area Covered by Highlands/Hills 0.00%
5. Percentage of Total Land Area covered by Plains 68.08%
6. Percentage of Total Land Area covered by Lowlands 5.70%
7. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by Desert 0.00%
8. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by Jungle 64.79%
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9. Total Length of Coastline (s) (km) 302 km.
10. List the country sub-units and identify specific characteristics 
of each by filling-in blanks with specific aureas, percentages, or 
simply checking all that apply. Combination situations may be 
























km' Mounts Hills Plains ligga Coast Desert Junale
7839 _s __g





7446 & X X
2879 & X
11173 _ 2_ _ X _  _ x _ -X
10042 X _Jî _ X
13254 2 X
401 X
14612 2 _Ji_ X
4161 % X
12473 % 2 X
14011 X
16417 % X X
1577 _ X _  _J!:_
10118 X
3844 X
4016 . X ... ..
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11. Identify specific geographic barriers (ie. jungle area, mountainous 
region, major river or lake) in sub-units which potentially irapede 
the development and/or success of an agricultural extension system.
Sub.-Vnit Eatgntial JSeograpluc Barrier
Battambang Chuor Phnum Kravanh Mountains & jungle to SW
Pursat Chuor Phnum Kravêmh Mountains & jungle to West
Koh Kong Chuor Phnum Kravanh Mountains & jungle to SW
Siem Reap Chuor Phnum Dangrek Mountains & jungle to North
Preah Vihear Chuor Phnum Dangrek Mountains & jungle
Stung Treng Chuor Phnum Dangrek Mountains & jungle
Ratanakiri Chuor Phnum Dangrek Mountains & jungle
Mondulkiri Chuor Phnum Dangrek Mountains & jungle
Kampong Thom Chuor Phnum Dangrek Mountains & jungle to NE
Kratie Chuor Phnum Dangrek Mountains & jungle to N&5E
Plimj»fcie Situation» (CS)
1. Primary Climate of Coxintry (tropical, 
sub-tropical, arid, temperate)
2. Average Annual Rainfall of Country (cm)
3. Seasonal Variation:
4. If so. Identify Seasons and Associated Months ;
Months
Tropical
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5. List the country sub-units and identify specific characteristics of 
each by filling-in blanks with specific information.
Average Days
Average Annual Temperature in Growing
Sub-Unit Rainfall Ngrmal High Normal Low Seas;
Banteay Meanchey 1153.4mm 21C 35C 365
Battambang 1159.4mm 22C 3 SC 365
Kompong Cham 1536.7mm 22C 36C 365
Kompong Chhnang 2240.4mm 23C 36C 365
Kompong Speu 1068 .7mm 21C 34C 365
Kompong Thom 1304.5mm 21C 34C 365
Kampot 1736.0mm 22C 35C 365
Kandal 1023.9mm 23C 36C 365
Koh Kong 1268.9mm 20C 32C 365
Kratie 1365.7mm 21C 34C 365
Mondulkiri 1791.6mm 20C 32C 365
Phnom Penh 1031.9mm 23C 36C 365
Preah Vihear 1503.9mm 21C 33C 365
Prey Veng 916.1mm 23C 36C 365
Pursat 1096.7mm 21C 34C 365
Ratanakiri 1939.4mm 20C 31C 365
Siem Reap 1137.9mm 21C 34C 365
Sihanouk Ville 3457.7mm 20C 32C 365
Stung Treng 1778.6mm 20C 32C 365
Svay Rieng 1391.6mm 23C 36C 365
Takeo 1087.3mm 23C 36C 365
D«mogrmphic Situationt (DS)
1. Total Population
2. Percent Annual Growth Rate
9,447,000
2.65%
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3. Identify the Percent Population by:
A. Sex:
56.00% Female 44.00% Male
B. Age;
52.40% 0-18 years






D. Employment: By Source
34.28% Unpaid Family Labor







83.96% Farming 5.26% Retail
.94% Fishing 1.37% Service
8.12% Manufacturing .35% Other
. Cultural Heritage by Primary Racial Groups, Tribes, 
Religions, Cultural Minorities, etc.
Heritaae 4 War Created Vulnerable Groups
Chinese 1.27% Returning Refugees 4.07%
Vietnamese 1.44% Internally Displaced 2.01%
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4. Sub-Unit Location of Major Cultural Heritage Groups :
3 2 7
Sub-Unit Maior Cultural Heritaae Groups
Banteay Meanchey Returning Refugees, Thais
Siem Reap Chinese
Preéüi Viheeur Chinese, Cham-Malays, Khmer, Animists
Stung Treng Cham-Malays, Khmer, Animists
Ratanakiri Cham-Malays, Khmer, Animists
Mondulkiri Vietnamese, Khmer
Kratie Vietnamese, Khmer
Battambang Returning Refugees, Thais
Political Situation: fPS)
1. Form of National Government:
X Monarchy Benevolent Dictatorshin
Socialism Military
X Democracy Other:
______  Social Democracy
2. National Administrative Organization:
A. Executive Branch
Pluralistic parliamentary democracy with a limited monarchy in 
which the King is head of state. Two Prime Ministers represent 
the two elected majority political parties, the National Front for 
an Independent Cambodia emd the Cambodia People's Party. Nineteen 
Ministries and four Secretariats of State report directly to the 
Prime Ministers.
B. Representative Branch
120-member elected legislature whose members serve five-year 
terms.
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3. Sub-Unit Administrative Organization:
A. Executive Branch
Provincial administration is headed by an elected Governor 
assisted by two or three Deputy Governors. Central Federal 
Ministries also have staff at the Provincial level who report to 
the Governor and the Ministry in Phnom Penh. Local governments 
are funded by the federal government as they have no authority to 
collect taxes independently.
B. Representative Branch
No local representative branch.
4. Bremch of Government Responsible for Education:
Ministry of Education
5. Primary Responsibilities of Government Branch Responsible for 
Education include: (Check all that apply.)
X Policy Formulation X Education
X Regulation 6 Enforcement   Research
  Promotion ____  Other:
6. Branch of Government Responsible for Agriculture:
Ministry of Agriculture, Forests, and Fisheries
7. Primary Responsibilities of Government Branch Responsible for 
Agriculture include : (Check all that apply.)
X Policy Formulation X Other: Land & Irrigation
Development
X Regulation & Enforcement
X Other: Veterinary Services 
X Promotion & Marketing & Supply
X Financing & Credit X Other: Rural Infrastructure
Development
X Input Supply 
X Education 
X Research
8. Administrative Organization of Governmental Branches:
Minister with Vice-Ministers and Departmental Directors
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9. Established Method of Government Policy Formation: (Check all that
apply.)
Independent Administrative Determination 
Representative Determination
X Combination of Administrative & Representative Determination 
  Other: ______
Bconomie Situation* (XS)
1. Form of National Currency
2. Current Exchange Rate with US Dollar ($)
3. GNP in US Dollars ($)
Per Capita GNP in US Dollars ($)
Per Capita Income in US Dollars ($)
4. Average Annual Percentage Growth in GNP (past 5 years)
5. GDP in US Dollars ($)
Per Capita GDP in OS Dollars ($)













1 By Demand 
8.36* Public Consumption 
14.15% Gross Domestic Investment 
67.06* Private Consumption 
7.63* Gross Domestic Saving 
2.80* Exports
7. Current Balance of Payments in U.S. Dollars
8. External Public Debt in U.S. Dollars ($)
9. External Public Debt as a Percentage of GNP
10. Annual Interest Payments on External 
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11. Debt Service on External Public Debt:
a. as a Percentage of Exports of Goods & Services
b. as a Percentage of ŒfP 
Agricultural Situation: (AS)
1. Total Cultivated Land Area (hectares)
2. Total Number of Feunns
3. Average Farm Size (hectares)
4. Percent Farmland by Ownership:
i Entity 
27.55% Individual Farm Families 









  Other: ___
  Other: ___
5. Percent Farm Families by Farming System:
1 System 
N/A Nomadic 
N/A Slash & Bum 
82.5% Permanent Cropland/Pasture 
16.0% Kampong/Scavenging Livestock
1 System
1.5% Confinement Livestock 
N/A Communal/Enterprise
  Other: ______________
  Other:
6. Total Production of Primary Agricultural Crops :
MaiocjCroBs Eroduction Ma.1.gr- Crops
Rice 2.12 million tons Com 54 thousand tons
Cassava 66 thousand tons Sweet Potatoes1 55 thouséind tons
vegetables 200 thousand tons Groundnuts 4 thousand tons
Soybeans 40 thousand tons Mungbeéms 12 thousand tons
Sesame 5 thousand tons Sugar Cane 140 thousand tons
Tobacco 10 thouscknd tons Jute 1.6 thousand tons
Cotton .1 thousémd tons Black Pepper .37 thousand tons
Rubber 28.4 thousand tons
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Draught Oxen 1.18 million
Draught Buffalo 520 thousand
Poultry 10.69 million
8. If Fishing or Fish Culture is Importcuit to Rural Life or Economy, 
Identify Total Area and Output of Marine Fishing and Freshwater Fish 
Culture :
Marine Pishing Area 7,850 sq.km.
Marine Pishing Output (Tons) 34,000 tons
Freshwater Fish Culture Area 3,600 sq.km.
Freshwater Fish Culture Output (Tons) 113,500 tons
9. Government Branch Responsible for Agricultural Education:
Ministry of Agriculture
10. Percent Agricultural Education by Source :
1 Source 
15.6% On-Farm Experience/Training 
6.4% Vocational Agriculture Training in Primary/Secondary Schools 
21.2% Technical School Training 
43.1% College/University Training 
13.7% Extension Programs
Other: ________________ ____
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11. The Current Goals of Agricultural Education may be Ramked in Order 
of Significance as follows:
1 Increasing Food Production
2 Increasing Farm Incomes
2 Improving the Efficiency of Production
  Providing Financial Counseling
  Providing Fëunn Inputs
  Providing Farm Markets
  Organizing Faurm Commodity Groups & Orgamizations
12. Government/Organizational Body Responsible for Ag Research:
Ministry of Agriculture, Department of Technology amd Exploitation
13. Linkage between Agricultural Research amd Education:
  Dual-Assigned Personnel
  Locally Administered Research Plots amd Programs
  Joint Determination of Research Priorities
  Co-Authored Research Publications
X Other: very little ag research due to scarce financial
amd humam resources
14. Current National Agricultural Policy may be Characterized as :
(Check all that apply.)
X Supporting Low Consumer Food Prices
  Providing Economic Incentives for Increased Production
X Emphasizing Increased Production for Export to Reduce
Balamce of Trade Deficit
X Emphasizing Increased Production to Increase Farm Incomes
  Supporting Large-Scale Farmers
X Supporting All Faurmers
  Supporting Broad-Based Agricultural Development
X Other: to expand rubber production for increased foreign
exchange
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15. The Priméury Goals for Agricultural Development are: (Check all that
apply.)
X Increase Agricultural Production for Export to Reduce Balance 
of Trade Deficit
X Increase Agricultural Production to Increase Real Income of 
Farmers
Increase Agricultural Production to Improve or Stabilize Food 
Supplies at Reasonable Prices for Urban Populations
X Improve the Quality of Life for the Entire Rural Population
  Enhance the Environment and the Use of Natural Resources
  Support Communities Toward the Goal of Community Improvement
Improve the Availability of Social Programs in Health, 
Nutrition, and Basic Education
Strengthen the Family and Home 
Improve Local Leadership and Initiative 
Other:
16. Value of Agricultural Output in U.S. Dollars ($) by Sub-Unit:
Sub-Unit value Sub-Unit Value
Banteay Meanchey $65.3 million Phnom Penh $ 4.4 million
Battambang $86.4 million Preah Vihear $24.0 million
Kompong Cham $64.1 million Prey Veng $49.1 million
Kompong Chhnang $45.6 million Pursat $38.9 million
Kompong Speu $46.2 million Ratanakiri $27.2 million
Kompong Thom $54.7 million Siem Reap $74.8 million
Kampot $29.2 million Sihanouk Ville $15.0 million
Kandal $50.9 million Stung Treng $39.4 million
Koh Kong $20.5 million Svay Rieng $26.6 million
Kratie $39.5 million Takeo $41.5 million
Mondulkiri $12.9 million
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17. Percent of Family Farm
A. Production:
56.80% Consumed at Home 
43.20% Marketed
B. Financing Obtained through:
10.40% Family Income/Savings 
89.60% Government Financing
________ % Private Investor
________ % Private Bank
_% Farm Credit Service 
% Other:
C. Income by Source :
5.50% Husband & Wife Both Working on Farm Full-time
1.20% Wife Working on Farm Full-time & Husband Enç>loyed 
Elsewhere Full-time
2.10% Husband Working on Farm Full-time & Wife Employed 
Elsewhere Full-time
10.60% Both Partners Working on Farm with Husband Employed 
Elsewhere Part-time
4.20% Both Partners Working on Farm with Wife Employed 
Elsewhere Part-time
76.40% Both Partners Working on Farm & Working Elsewhere 
Part-time
18. Family Farm Management Decisions Made by:
% Male Head of Household
Z Female Head of Household (in families with female head of
household due to war loss)
  Jointly
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19. Ag Marketing System may be Described as: (Check all that apply.)
X Local Family/Roadside Market
X Local Community Market/Bazaar
  Regional Commodity Marketing Organization
  Privately-Owned Commodity Maurket
X Government Maurketing Program; Domestic and/or Export
  Privately-Owned Export Compamy
  Other: ________________________________________________
Infrastructure Situation: (IS)
1. Percent Urban Households with the Following Services :
Service <10» 10-30» 30-50» 50-70» 70-90» >90»
Telephone     X _____  __ ___
Daily Mail Delivery _________    X_ __  ___  ____
Daily Newspaper X _____ ____ ___  ___  ____
Electricity       X
Indoor Plumbing       X
Television X
Radio     X____ ___  ____ ____
2. Percent Rural Households with the Following Services :
Service <10» 10-30» 30-50» 50-70» 7Q.-90» >90»
Telephone X ____ ____ ___  ___  ____
Daily Mail Delivery X ____ ____ ___  ___  ____
Daily Newspaper X ___  ____ ___  ____ ____
Electricity   X ____ ___  ____ ____
Indoor Plumbing X ___  ____ ___  ____ ____
Television X ____  ____ ___  ___  ____
Radio   X ____ ___  ___  ____
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3. General Road Conditions may be Described as :
Excellent Good £aix Poor
Town/City Streets   X _____  ___
Major Roads/Highways     X _____
Rural Roads       X
4. General Observations Regarding Roadways:
The road network consists of 3,000 km of national roads, 3,00 km of 
provincial roads, and 28,000 km of terticury roads. At least half of 
the primary roads are in need of repair or improvement. Provincial 
amd local roads are generally in poor condition and many are flooded 
and impassable during the rainy season. Most bridges, steel and 
concrete, were destroyed during the war and have been replaced with 
single-lane wooden bridges. Major investment in road repair and 
restructuring is essential.




Animal/Animal Cart 1.7% 12.7%
Manpowered Transport (Bicycle/Rickshaw) 41.6% 52.2%
Public Trémsportation (Bus, Tram) 24.8% 2.6%
Taxi/Limo/Jeepny 15.1% 0.0%
Family-owned Automobile 2.5% 0.1%
Other: % %
6. General Observations Regarding Air & Rail Transportation:
Railway system connects Phnom Penh to Battambang in the northwest and 
Sihanouk Ville in the southwest. Low ridership due to lack of 
security created by Khmer Rouge attacks.
International airport located in Phnom Penh with three additional 
civil airfields in Siem Reap, Battambang, and Stung Treng. 
Considerable investment required to bring these airports to minimum 
international safety standards.
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General or D##ir#d Chmraet#ri«tic# Imaetina an Aaricultural Kxtmnmion 
Education Svatent (DCS)
1. Prom Policy Makers' Perspective, It is Considered Most Desirable for 
Agricultural Extension Education System to be:
A Administered by:
X The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
  The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
Another Branch of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University 
Another Public Body:
An Independent Company or Organization 
An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System 
Other: ____
B. Responsible for: (Check all that apply.)
  Regulation & Enforcement ____  Input Supply
  Administration/Direction X Education
  Policy Formulation ____  Research
  Promotion t Marketing ____  Other: _____
  Financing & Credit ____  Other: _____
C. Organized with Staff & Offices on a: (Check all that apply.) 
X National Level X Local Level
X Sub-Unit Level: Provincial ____ Other: __________
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1. Prom Policy lUücors' Porapoctlvo, It la Considarad Mbat Daalrable for 
Agricultural Ixtanaion Education Syatam to bat (con'd.)
D. Pundad by:
X Federal Government
  Sub-Unit Governments
  Local Governments
  Self-Supported/Project
  Profits/User Fees
Private Foundation
X Development Assistance Funds
X Combination of Above:
Federal Government & Development 
Assistance Funds
B. Staffed by: (Check all that apply.)
  University Graduates at All Levels
X University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels
  Technical School Graduates at All Levels
X__ Nationals at All Levels
  A Mixture of Nationals & Non-nationals at All Levels
Nationals at & Non-Nationals at Levels
  Men at All Levels
X  A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels
  Men at _________  Levels & Women at __ Levels
X Other: controllers should be employed at Provincial &
District levels emd Specialist Extension Officers and 
Farmer Technicians at the Village level
Other:
P Directed in Terns of Program Priorities by:
X Clientele Advisory Groups __
X Central Federal Administration
  University Administration
  Autonomous Public Sector Body ____  Other:
Donor-Assisted Project 
Organization
Autonomous Economic & 
Social Development Body
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1. From Policy Mklcers' Porapective, It is Considered Most Desirable for 
Agricultural Extension Education System to bet (con'd.)
6. Staffed with/att
Federal Sub-Unit Local 
Level Level Level
Administrators X X ____
Subject Matter Specialists X X X
Extension Educators     x
Other: ____________________  _____ _____ ____
Other: ____________________ _____ _____ ____
H. Linked with Research Centers through: (Check all that apply.)
  Dual-Assigned Personnel
X Locally Administered Research Plots & Programs
  Joint Determination of Research Priorities
  Co-Authored Research Publications
Other:
I. Associated with/on: (Check all that apply.)
Formal informal
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System 





No Other Association X X
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2. Prom asars'/Cllant*!* Parapeetlv*, it is Considsred Mbat Daalrable 
for Agricultural Sxtanalon Education Syatam to bat
A Adminiatarad by:
K The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
  The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
Another Branch of the Federal Government :
An Agricultural College or University 
Another Public Body:
An Independent Company or Orgemization 
An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System 
Other: ___
B. Responsible fort (Check all that apply.)
  Regulation & Enforcement ___
  Administration/Direction
  Policy Formulation
  Promotion & Marketing




  Other: __
  Other:
C. Organised with Staff ft Offices on the following Levels:
X National; X Sub-Unit; X Local; ____ Other:
D. Funded by:
X Federal Government
  Sub-Unit Governments
  Local Governments
  Self-Supported/Project
  Profits/User Fees
  Private Foundation
X Development Assistamce Funds
X Combination of Above :
Federal Government ft Development 
Assistance Funds
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2. Prom TTsors'/Cllontal* Porspoetlvo, It la Considarad Moat Daairabla 
for Agricultural Ixtanaion Education Syatam to ba: (con'd.)
B. Staff ad by: (Check all that apply.)
  University Graduates at All Levels
X University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Technical
School Graduates at Local Levels
 University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially
Trained Individuals at Local Levels
  Technical School Graduates at All Levels
X Nationals at All Levels
  A Mixture of Nationals t Non-nationals at All Levels
  Nationals at _________  & Non-Nationals at _________  Levels
  Men at All Levels
X A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels
  Men at _________  Levels & Women at _________  Levels
  Other:______________________________________________ ____
P. Directed in Terms of Program Priorities by:
X Clientele Advisory Groups_______ _____ Donor-Assisted Project
Organization
X Central Federal Administration
  Autonomous Economic 6
  University Administration Social Development Body
  Autonomous Public Sector Body ____  Other: ________________
G. Associated with/on: (Check all that apply.)
Formal Informal
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System X
Farm Supply Orgéunizations ____
Marketing Organizations X
Promotional Groups _____
Other: ___________________________  _____
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Other Partlnut Ob«#rvmkionm:
1. Current extension system lacks a well-defined policy and direction.
2. Agricultural research, although assigned to a separate, distinct 
Department of Technology and Exploitation, is essentially non­
existent .
3. Current system over-staffed with under-trained individuals.
4. Need to distinctly separate the enforcement and regulation function 
from the educational function in the extension system.
5. Need to achieve a complete change in attitude among extension workers 
since primary management technique under controlled economy was 
control and discipline. In a maurket economy, emphasis should be on 
initiative and mamagement and the interrelation of demaind, supply, 
and price.
6. Extension programming priorities should be cooperatively estaiblished 
between local advisory groups amd local representatives of Central 
Federal Administration.
7. Local extension workers should assist farmers with identifying farmer 
needs/problems and production constraints, communicate those needs to 
researchers, disseminate new technology education to local farms, 
evaluate effectiveness of new technology, and encourage application 
of improved methods or identified production solutions.
8. Due to government concern for national security, 28% of all 
government domestic expenditure is going to the Ministry of Defense.
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"Model Correlation Instrument" 
for
Country: State of Cambodia
Note:
1. This instrument should be used after completion of the
"Country Analysis Instrument" and requires information and 
data derived from its application for completion.
2. When selecting appropriate model components, refer to the 
indicated "Analysis Factors" found in the "Country Analysis 
Instrument" and the associated "Agricultural Extension 
Education Models".
For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used 
when referring to "Analysis Factors" included in the "Country 
Analysis Instrument" :
6S Geographic Situation BS Economic Situation
CS Climatic Situation AS Agricultural Situation
DS Demographic Situation IS Infrastructure Situation
PS Political Situation DCS Desired Characteristics
4. For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used 
to identify the "Agricultural Extension Education Models" from 
which various components are derived:
CABS Conventional Agricultural Extension System
TVS Training éuad Visit System
DABS University Agricultural Extension System 
CDPS Commodity Development and Production System 
IADS Integrated Agricultural Development System
IRDS Integrated Rural Development System
PSRDS Farming Systems Research and Development System 
ALL All of the Above Listed Systems
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MODKL OBJECTIVES:
1. Obj«etlv«s should b# s«t by* Analysis Factors - PS 4-7,9; AS 9; DCS
1A,1B,1P,2A,2B,2F
X Clientele Advisory Groups (UAES)
X Central Federal Administration (CAES,TVS)
  University Administration (UAES)
  Autonomous Public Sector Program Body (CDPS)
  Donor-Assisted Project Organization (IADS)
  Autonomous Economic and Social Development Organization (IRDS)
  Other: _____________________________________________________
2. Objectives should be defined as* Analysis Factors - AS 11,14,15
  Providing &/or Maintaining Low Consumer Food Prices (UAES,CDPS)
  Providing Economic Incentives for Increased Agricultural
Production (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
X Increasing Agricultural Production for Export to Reduce Balance
of Trade Deficit (CAES,CDPS)
X Increasing Agricultural Production to Increase Real Income of
Farmers (ALL)
  Improving the Lot of Large-Scale Farmers (IADS)
Improving the Quality of Life for the Entire Rural Population 
(ALL)
Providing for Broad-Based Agricultural Development 
(CAES, TVS, UAES, FSRD)
Strengthening the Family and Home (UAES)
Enhancing the Environment «md the Use of Natural Resources 
(UAES, FSRD)
Supporting Communities Toward the Goal of Community Improvement 
(UAES)
Improving Local Leadership amd Initiative (UAES, IRDS )
Increasing the Availaüsility of Social Programs in Health, 
Nutrition, and Basic Education (IRDS)
Other: _____________________________________________________
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MODBL CLinrriL»»
1. Scope of Clientele should be: Analysis Factors - DS 1-4; AS 4-5,
17-19
  Entire Population (UAES)
X Entire Farm Population (TVS)
  Large-Scale Farmers (CAES,IADS)
  Small-Scale Farmers (IRDS,FSRD)
  All Farmers within an Identified Project Area (IADS)
Other Target Groups within the Feurm Population, ie. producers 
of specific commodities, women, etc. (CAES,CDPS)
Other:
MODEL ORGANIZATION:
1. Should be Administered by: Analysis Factors - PS 1-9; AS 9;
DCS 1A,2A
X Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government (CAES,TVS) 
Ministry of Agriculture, Department of Technical Extension
  Educational Branch of the Federal Government
  Another Branch of Federal Government:
Agricultural College or University (UAES) 
Another Public Body: (CDPS)
Independent Company or Organization (IADS,IRDS) 
Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System
Other:  _____________________________________
Other: ______________________________________
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MODEL ORGANIZATION: (con'd.)
2. Should b* Roaponaibl* fort Analyaia Factora - P8 5,7/ AS 9,11-13; DCS
1B,2B
  Regulation and Enforcement (CAES)
  Administration «md Direction (CAES)
  Policy Formulation
  Promotion and Marketing (CDPS,IADS)
  Financing and Credit (CDPS,IADS)
  Input Supply (CAES,CDPS,IADS)
X Education (ALL)
  Research (FSRD)
  Other: ________ _________________
3. Should be Organized with Staff and Offices on at Analyaia Factors -
GS 1-11;CS 1-5;DS 1-4;AS 1-8,16;IS 1-6;DCS 1C,2C
 National Level (CAES,TVS,UAES)
 Sub-Unit Level (CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS,FSRD) ; if so,
number of Sub-Unit Facilities should be: 19 Provinces
X Local Level (ALL); if so,
number of Local Facilities should be: 172 Districts
1,400 Communes 
11,700 Villages
4. Should be Funded byt Analyaia Factors - DS 3-4; BS 1-11; AS 16-17;
DCS ID,2D
X Federal Government (CAES,TVS,UAES)
  Sub-Unit Governments (CAES,UAES)
  Local Governments (UAES)
  Self-Supported: Project Profits, User Fees (CDPS)
  Private Foundations
X Development Assistance Funds (IADS,ISRD)
X Combination of the Above (FSRD)
  Other: _______________________ ___________________________
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MOD«L ORGANIZATION* (con'd.)
5. Should b« Staffed by* Analyaia Paetora - DS 3-4; PS 1-3,8-9; AS 5,
10,17-18; DCS IS,21
  University Graduates at all Levels (UAES,FSRD)
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels (CAES,CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels (TVS)
Technical School Graduates at all Levels
Nationals at all Levels (CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS)
A Mixture of Nationals and Non-Nationals at all Levels (FSRD)
Nationals at Levels & Non-Nationals at
Levels (IADS,IRDS)
Men at all Levels
A Mixture of Men and Women at all Levels (CAES,UAES)
Men at Levels and Women at Levels
(TVS, CDPS, IADS, IRDS, FSRD )
Other: controllers should be employed at Provincial & District 
levels and Specialist Extension Officers and Farmer 
Technicians at the Village level
Other:
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MODEL ORGAHlZATlOWi (con'd.)
7. Should b# Linked with Research Centers through t Analysis Factors - PS
1-8; AS 12-13; DCS IE
Dual-Assigned Personnel (CAES,UAES,FSRD)
X Locally Administered Research Plots and Programs (FSRD)
  Joint Determination of Research Priorities (CAES,TVS,UAES,
CDPS,FSRD)
  Co-Authored Research Publications (UAES)
  Other: ________________________________________________
  Other: _________________________________________________
Other: _____  _________________________ ____
8. Should be Associated with: Analysis Factors - PS 1-8; BS 6-11; AS
1,4-8,16-18,19; IS 1-6; DCS 11,26
Formal Informal
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System ____  ____
(CDPS,IADS,IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES,FSRD)
Farm Supply Organizations ____  ____
(CDPS,IADS,IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES,FSRD)
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MODEL APPROACH*
1. Educational Approach should ha: Analysis factors - QS 1,2,10-11, DS
1-4; AS 4-8,16-18; IS 1-6; DCS 1C-1X,2C-2G
  One-on-One Contact by Local Extension Workers through Irregular
Home & Farm Visits & Office Calls (CAES,UAES)
Agricultural Information Units for Production of Bulletins, 
Teaching Aids, Radio Programs, & Mass Media Materials (CAES)
Local Extension Workers Contact Local Farmers on a Fixed 
Schedule (TVS)
Local Extension Workers Receive Training on a Fixed Schedule 
(TVS)
Local Advisory Councils Provide Guidance & Assistance in 
Financial, Operational, Programming, & Evaluation Processes of 
Extension Program (UAES,IRDS)
Local Extension Personnel Use Research-Based Information to 
Help Local People Identify & Establish Need Priorities & then 
Request Instructional Assistance from Subject-Matter 
Specialists on Selected Topics (UAES)
Local Farmers Contract to Produce am Identified Commodity Using 
Recommended Practices & the Commodity Organization Contracts to 
Provide Commodity Research, Credit, Input Supply, Technical 
Assistance, & Marketing Services (CDPS)
Pilot Project Established in which the Organization Provides 
Previously Limited Inputs Assumes the Responsibility for 
Coordinating All Facets of Agricultural Production, Including 
Credit, Supply, Technical Assistance, & Marketing Services 
(IADS,IRDS)
Establishment of an Interdisciplinary Team which Conducts On- 
Farm Research to Evaluate the Interplay of the Production 
Components under Farmer's Control & the Physical, Biological & 
Socio-Economic Environments ; Identifies & Generates New 
Technology; Adapts & Tests Technologies in Project Area 
Possessing Reasoneibly Uniform Characteristics (FSRD)
Other: National and Provincial support of NGO Extension 
Development Project Funded through Donor-Assisted 
Development Funds
Other:
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M0D8L ROLK OF m m S I O K  PERSONNEI.*
1. Role of Local Ixtanaion Paraonnal should bat Analysis Factors - PS 4-
7/ AS 11-12,15,19; DCS IB,10,IE,2B,2D
X Consultant; identify farmer problems/needs & production 
constraints (CAES,TVS,CDPS,IADS}
  Advisor; work with local people to identify & prioritize
problems/needs & possible solutions (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
X Communicator; communicate farmer problems/needs & production
constraints to subj ect-matter specialists & research workers 
(CAES, TVS, UAES, FSRD)
X Educator; disseminate research-based information about new
technology & demonstrate its practical application to farmers 
(ALL)
X Motivator; encourage application of improved methods or
identified solutions to problems (TVS,UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
X Evaluator; work with local people to evaluate the effectiveness
of new techniques & extension programs (UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
  Researcher; conduct on-farm research to determine the
practicality & effectiveness of new technology (FSRD)
  Government Administrator; administer government programs &
policies on the local level (CAES)
  Supplier; provide farmers with required inputs (CDPS,IADS)
  Marketer; coordinate product marketing (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
  Other; ___________________________________________
Other:
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IPgNTiyiro DKSKW PARAMETERS :
I. Objectivas to be ■atabliahed by*
Central Federal Government/Ministry of Agriculture through Department 
of Technology and Exploitation
II. Objeetlvea to be Defined aa*
A. increasing agricultural production for export to reduce balance 
of trade deficit;
B. increasing agricultural production to increase real income of 
farmers; and
C. improving the quality of life for the entire rural population.
III. Scope of Clientele to be*
The entire farm population.
IV. Organisation to be* (Sub-Unit emd Local Levels should be repeated







  Education _____
  Other: ___________________  _____
  Other: ___________







  Other: ___________________  _____
Other: ____________
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V. Educational Approach to bet
A. local extension personnel using research-based information to 
help local people identify êmd establish need priorities and then 
request instructional assistance from subject-matter specilaists 
on selected topics; and
B. national êmd provincial support of extension development project 
sponsored by non-govemmental organization through donor-assisted 
development funds.
VI. Role of Extension Personnel to bet
A. consultant - identify farmer problems/needs amd production 
constraints ;
B. communicator - communicate farmer problems/needs and production 
constraints to subject-matter specialists and researchers;
C. educator - disseminate research-based information aibout new 
technology amd demonstrate its practical application to farmers;
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D- evaluator - work with local people to evaluate the effectiveness 
of new techniques and extension programs; and
E. motivator - encourage application of improved methods or 
identified solutions to problems.
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APPBMPIX Q.
Design Parameter Instruments - Turkmenistan
Agricultural Extension Education 
Design Parameter Instruments
The attached instruments are intended for use by a project 
analyst or consultant team charged with the task of assisting 
with the design or evaluation of agricultural extension education 
systems in developing countries. The first, the "Country 
Analysis Instrument", is an evaluation tool which serves to 
identify and quantify the various existing or desired 
characteristics which inç>act the development of an agricultural 
extension education system within a developing country. The 
second, the "Model Correlation Instrument", is a key which allows 
those identified irapactors to be correlated with particular 
components of existing extension education models. When used in 
order, these instruments afford the opportunity to "custom" 
design an appropriate, effective agricultural extension education 
system for the countnry in question.
The "Country Analysis Instrument" should be completed in­
country by referencing current available statistical data, 
interviewing educators and policy makers, and conducting focus 
sessions of policy maker cuid clientele groups. Care should be 
taken to insure accuracy in areas of objective evaluation and to 
reflect priority attitudes, goals, and opinions in those of 
subjective evaluation.
Based upon an analysis of the information gathered through 
implementation of the first instrument, the "Model Correlation 
Instrument" can be employed by project personnel to correlate 
identified impactors with particular conqponents of existing 
extension education models. This task should be completed in 
cooperation with national decision-makers and through careful 
consideration of the existing conditions within the country in 
question; the desired characteristics of an extension education 
system as perceived by educators, policy makers, and clientele; 
and the identified model component alternatives. A summary of 
selected component alternatives provides design parameters for an 
agricultural extension education system in the country.
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Analysis Period: From May, 1995 To June, 1995
Reference dotations :
Ministry of Agriculture. (1995). Annual production report. Ashgabat: 
Author.
State Agricultural University, Chardjow. (1993). EnrolIment/oraduation 
report. Chardzhou: Author.
United States Bureau of the Census. (1993). Central Asia: Statistical 
profile. Washington D.C.: Center for International Research.
United States Department of State. (1995). Fact sheet: Turkmenistan. 
Washington D.C.: Bureau of Public Affairs.
United States Department of State. (1995). Project scone of work: 
Turkmenistan. Washington D.C.: USAID.
United States Embassy, TurJonenistan. (1995). Update report: 
Turkmenistan. Ashgabat: Author.
World Turkmen Humanitarian Association. (1995). Turkmen sesi. Ashgabat : 
Author.
Interviews with Directors and Vice-Directors of the Ministry of 
Agriculture including Yagmur Oovezov, Lilia Popovitch, and Matkarim 
Raj apov.
Interviews with faculty of the State Agricultural University in 
Chardzhou including Boris Shi)chmuradov, Shamurat Jumaev, and Vadim 
Kourban.
Interviews with representatives of the Chardzhou Oblast and Danow 
District including the Governor of Chardzhou, Orazgeldi Aydogdyev, the 
Governor of Danow, Jourakuli Naizayev, and the President of the Danow 
Business Association, Charie Aldashov.
Interview with United States Ambassador-designate, Joseph Rulings III. 
Interviews with farmers of the Danow District and Ashgabat area. 
Geographic Situation: (GS)
1. Size of Country ()an*) 488,100 sq.km.
2. Number of Sub-Units (districts, provinces, 4 Oblastey &
states, etc.) 1 Republic Jurisdiction
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3. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by
Mountains 1.80%
4. Percentage of Total Lamd Area Covered by
Highlands or Hills 0.00%
5. Percentage of Total Land Area covered by
Plains 97.15%
6. Percentage of Total Land Area covered by
Lowlands 1.05%
7. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by
Desert 92.50%
8. Percentage of Total Land Area Covered by
Jungle 0.00%
9. Total Length of Coastline (s) (km) 1,768 km
10. List the country sub-units and identify specific characteristics 
of each by filling-in blamks with specific areas, percentages, or 
simply checking all that apply. Combination situations may be 
accommodated by completing more than one blank per sub-unit as 
applicable.
SubrUnit km̂ Mounts Hills Plains Lows coast Desert Junale
Ashgabat 85,520 2 X X
Balkan 118,990 X X X X
Chardzhou 113,465 X X X
Mary 87,250 X X
Tashauz 82,875 ... _.X X
11. Identify specific geographic barriers (ie. jungle area, mountainous 
region, major river or lake) in sub-units which potentially impede 
the development and/or success of an agricultural extension system.
Sub-.tfnit Potential Geographic Barrier
All Oblastey Kara Kum Desert
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eiiiMtele Situation* (CS)
1. Primary Climate of Country (tropical,
sub-tropical, arid, temperate) Subtropical Desert
2. Average Annual Rainfall of Country (mm) 162mm
3. Seasonal Variation: X Yes  No





5. List the country sub-units amd identify specific characteristics of 
each by filling-in blanks with specific information.
Average Days
Average Annual Temperature in Growing 
Sub-Unit Rainfall Normal High Normal Low Season
Ashgabat 196mm 4C 31C 198
Balkan 312mm OC 28C 198
Chardzhou 88mm -2C 32C 198
Mary 183mm SC 31C 198
Tashauz 117mm -1C 30C 198
Demooraohic Situation: (DS)
1. Total Population 3,971,000
2. Percent Annual Growth Rate 2.70%





55.70% 15-64 years 
3.70% 65+ years
51.50% Male
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3. Identify the Percent Population by: (con'd.)
C. Education:
88.40% Primary 2.30% Trade/Technical
17.50% Secondary 1.25% University
4.50% Post Secondary .70% Professional
Employment : fiy-Ssurce
38.20% Unpaid Family Laüsor
61.80% Employed Labor: 26.95% Private Business 
70.55% Government 
2.50% Other: Joint-Ventures
Cultural Heritage by Primary Racial Groups, Tribes, 
Religions, Cultural Minorities, etc.
Héritage i Heritage 1
Turkmen 72.6% Sunni Muslim 85.3%
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4. Sub-Unit Location of Major Cultural Heritage Groups :
Sub-Unit Malor cultural Heritage Groups
Ashgabat Russians, Eastern Orthodox




1. Form of National Government:
______  Monarchy   Benevolent Dictatorship
______  Socialism _______ Military
______  Democracy X Other: Republic
______  Social Democracy
2. National Administrative Organization:
A. Executive Branch
Elected President who serves as the head of state, bead of 
government, and supreme commander of the armed forces with the 
advice of the Council of Ministers. The current President, 
Saparmurad Niyazov, was elected in 1992 with 99.5% of the vote 
and, through a 1994 referendum which endorsed his presidency with 
a 99.9% vote, allowed him to extend his term until 2002. The 
Saparmurad Turkmenbassy (head of the Turkmen Tribe) has appointed 
himself Chairperson of the Council of Ministers and for all 
practical purposes, has absolute power with authority to disband 
the Majlis, the legislative body, and appoint emd dismiss all 
judges. Due to his near deification, his breadth of authority, 
and his intense desire to improve the social and economic 
standards of Turkmenistan, the political situation in Turkmenistan 
is frequently considered a benevolent dictatorship.
B. Representative Branch
50 member Majlis elected by majority vote for five-year terms and 
serving at the will of the President.
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3. Sub-Unit Administrative Organization:
A. Executive Bramch
Governors appointed by the Turkmenbassy with extensive 
discretionary authority within the Oblast.
B. Representative Br«mch
No representative branch within the Oblasts.
4. Bremch of Government Responsible for Education:
Ministry of Education
5. Primary Responsibilities of Government Branch Responsible for 
Education include: (Check all that apply.)
X Policy Formulation X Education
X Regulation & Enforcement   Research
  Promotion Other:
6. Branch of Goveimment Responsible for Agriculture:
Ministry of Agriculture
7. Primary Responsibilities of Government Branch Responsible for 
Agriculture include: (Check all that apply.)
X Policy Formulation x Input Supply
X Regulation & Enforcement _____ Education
X Promotion & Marketing _____ Research
X Financing & Credit _____ Other: _______________
8. Administrative Organization of Governmental Br«mches :
Ministers, Vice-Ministers and Directors appointed by the 
Turkmenbassy.
9. Established Method of Government Policy Formation: (Check all that 
apply.)
X Independent Administrative Determination 
  Representative Determination
  Combination of Administrative & Representative Determination
Other: _____
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■eQnamie Situation: (KS)
1. Form of National Currency
2. Current Exchange Rate with US Dollar {$)
3. Net Material Product (NMP) in US Dollars ($)
4. Average Annual Percentage Growth in GNP (past 2 years)
5. Per Capita NMP in US Dollars ($)










i Bv Demand 
Î. Public Consumption
* Gross Domestic Investment 
f. Private Consumption
* Gross Domestic Saving
1.45% Exports
7. Current Balance of Payments in U.S. Dollars
8. External Public Debt in U.S. Dollars ($)
9. External Public Debt as a Percentage of NMP
10. Annual Interest Payments on External 
Public Debt in U.S. Dollars ($)
11. Debt Service on External Public Debt:
a. as a Percentage of Exports of Goods & Services









1. Total Cultivated Lêuad Area (hectares)
2. Total Number of Farms
3. Average Farm Size (hectares)
2.9 million hectares 
630.4 thousand 
4.60 hectares
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4. Percent Farmland by Ownership: 
i Entity 
10.0% Individual Farm Families 




  Other: ___
Other:
5. Percent Farm Families by Farming System:
1 System 1 System
2.0% Nomadic 15.0% Confinement Livestock
N/A Slash & Bum 54.5% Communal/Enterprise
29.5% Permanent Cropland/Pasture* ____  Other :
23.0% Kampong/Scavenging Livestock ____  Other : _____________
* a portion of which is enterprise 
e. Total Production of Primary Agricultural Crops :
Mai<2E_CZSP& lesai.Production Maiac_a:aps l2Sal_Production
Barley 160.0 thousand tons Com 160.0 thousand tons
Oats 1.25 millions tons Potatoes 32.0 thousand tons
Rice 60.0 thousand tons Vegetables 360.0 thousand tons
Wheat 400.0 thousand tons Cotton 395.0 thousand tons
Tobacco 2.0 thousand tons
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8. If Pishing or Fish Culture is Important to Rural Life or Economy, 
Identify Total Area and Output of Marine Fishing and Freshwater Fish 
Culture:
Marine Fishing Area___________________  M/A___________
Mourine Fishing Output (Tons)  N/A___________
Freshwater Fish Culture Area 3,536 sq.km.
Freshwater Fish Culture Output (Tons) 98,400 tons
9. Government Branch Responsible for Agricultural Education:
Ministry of Agriculture
10. Percent Agricultural Education by Source :
1 Source
40.0% On-Farm Experience/Training 
0.0% Vocational Agriculture Training in Primary/Secondary Schools 
15.0% Technical School Training 
45.0% College/University Training 
0.0% Extension Programs 
  Other: __________________________________________________
11. The Current Goals of Agricultural Education may be Ranked in Order 
of Significance as follows:
3. Increasing Food Production
2 Increasing Farm Incomes
1 Improving the Efficiency of Production
  Providing Financial Counseling
  Providing Farm Inputs
  Providing Farm Markets
4. Organizing Farm Commodity Groups & Organizations 
Other: ____________________________  ____
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12. Government/Organizational Body Responsible for Ag Research:
Ministry of Agriculture
13. Linkage between Agricultural Research and Education :
  Dual-Assigned Personnel
  Locally Administered Research Plots amd Programs
  Joint Determination of Research Priorities
  Co-Authored Research Publications
X Other: Mo Formal Linkage
14. Current National Agricultural Policy may be Characterized as :
(Check all that apply.)
X Supporting Low Consumer Food Prices
  Providing Economic Incentives for Increased Production
  Emphasizing Increased Production for Export to Reduce
Balance of Trade Deficit
X Emphasizing Increased Production to Increase Farm Incomes
  Supporting Large-Scale Farmers
  Supporting All Farmers
X Supporting Broad-Based Agricultural Development
  Other: ___________________________________ ___________
15. The Primary Goals for Agricultural Development are: (Check all that 
apply.)
  Increase Agricultural Production for Export to Reduce Balance
of Trade Deficit
X Increase Agricultural Production to Increase Real Income of
Farmers
X Increase Agricultural Production to Improve or Stabilize Food
Supplies at Reasonéüsle Prices for Urbcui Populations
X Improve the Quality of Life for the Entire Rural Population
  Enhêmce the Environment and the Use of Natural Resources
X Support Communities Toward the Goal of Community Improvement
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15. The Primary Goals for Agricultural Development are: (con'd.)
(Check all that apply.)
Improve the Availability of Social Programs in Health, 
Nutrition, and Basic Education
  Strengthen the Family and Home
  Improve Local Leadership and Initiative
X Other: Support Small Business Development 
  Other:
16. Value of Agricultural Output in U.S. Dollars ($) by Sub-Unit :
Sab.Pnit value
(data unavailable)
17. Percent of Family Farm
A. Production:
58.20% Consumed at Home 
41.80% Marketed
B. Financing Obtained through:
55.30% Family Income/Savings 
30.50% Government Financing 
0.00% Private Investor 
0.00% Private Bank
0.00% Farm Credit Service 
14.20% Other: National Credit Bank
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17. Percent of Family Farm (con'd.)
C. Income by Source:
38.10% Husband & Wife Both Working on Farm Full-time
25.80% Wife Working on Farm Full-time & Husband Employed 
Elsewhere Full-time
21.20% Husband working on Farm Full-time & Wife Employed 
Elsewhere Full-time
12.90% Both Partners working on Farm with Husband Employed 
Elsewhere Part-time
1.50% Both Partners Working on Farm with Wife Employed 
Elsewhere Part-time
0.50% Both Partners Working on Fcurm & Working Elsewhere 
Part-time
18. Family Farm Management Decisions Made by:
% Male Head of Household
X Female Head of Household (if female granted farm rights) 
  Jointly
19. Ag Marketing System may be Described as : (Check all that apply.)
X Local Family/Roadside Market
X Local Community Market/Bazaar
X Regional Commodity Marketing Organization
  Privately-Owned Commodity Market
X Government Marketing Program; Domestic and/or Export
  Privately-Owned Export Compemy
Other:
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Infrastructure Situation» (IS)
1. Percent Urban Households with the Following Services:
2£Q0££ <10% 10-30% 30-50% 50-70% 70-90% >90%
Telephone   X ____ ___  ____ ___
Daily Mail Delivery ___    X ___  ____ ___
Daily Newspaper X ___  ___ ___ ___ ___
Electricity         x ____
Indoor Plumbing   X ____ ___  ____ ___
Television     X ___ ___ ___
Radio         X
2. Percent Rural Households with the Following Services :
Service <io_% 10-30% 30-50% 50-70% 70-90% >90%
Telephone X ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Daily Mail Delivery X ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Daily Newspaper X ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Electricity       X _____  __
Indoor Plumbing X ___  ___ ___ ___ ___
Television X
Radio         X
3. General Road Conditions may be Described as :
Excellent Good Fair Poor
Town/City Streets   X _____  __
Major Roads/Highways   X _____  __
Rural Roads     X___ ____
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4. General Observations Regarding Roadways :
Road system consists of 23,000 km of roadways, 18,300 km hard 
surfaced and 4,700 km of hard packed roads.




Animal/Animal Cart 10.00% 25.00%
Manpowered Transport (Bicycle/Rickshaw) 20.00% 19.00%
Public Tremsportation (Bus, Tram) 30.00% 15.00%
Taxi/Limo/Jeepny 5.00% 1.00%
Family-owned Automobile 15.00% 5.00%
6. General Observations Regarding Air & Rail Transportation:
2,120 km of railroads and seven airports. Four airports have 
permanent surfaced runways, including the international airport at 
Ashgabat.
General or Desired Characteristics an Agricultural Extension
Education System* (DCS)
1. From Policy Makers' Perspective, It Is Considered Host Desirable for 
Agricultural Extension Education System to be:
A Administered by:
% The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
  The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
  Another Branch of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University 
Another Public Body:
An Independent Company or Organization 
An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System 
Other: __
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B. RaaponaibI* fort (Check all that apply.)
  Regulation & Enforcement ___
_____ Administration/Direction
  Policy Formulation
  Promotion & Marketing




  Other: __
  Other:
C. Organised with Staff & Offices on at (Check all that apply.)




  Sub-Unit Governments
  Local Governments
__X_ Self-Supported/Project 
  Profits/User Fees
X Local Level 
  Other:
Private Foundation
X Development Assistance Funds 
 Combination of Above :
Other:
E. Staffed by: (Check all that apply.)
  University Graduates at All Levels
University Graduates at Administrative Levels and Technical 
School Graduates at Local Levels
X University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels
  Technical School Graduates at All Levels
X Nationals at All Levels
  A Mixture of Nationals & Non-nationals at All Levels
  Nationals at _________  & Non-Nationals a t ________ _ Levels
  Men at All Levels
_ X _  A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels 
  Wen at   Levels & Women a t __________ Levels
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1. From Policy ICakora' Porspectlvo, It is Conaidsred Moat Oaairabla for 
Agricultural Extanaion Education Syatam to bat (con'd.)
F Directed in Taxaia of Program Priorities by*
X Clientele Advisory Groups_______ ____  Donor-Assisted Project
Organization
X Central Federal Administration
Autonomous Economic &
University Administration Social Development Body
Autonomous Public Sector Body ___  Other: _________________
6. Staffed with/at:
Federal Sub-Unit Local 
Level Level Level
Administrators X X ____
Subject Matter Specialists   X ____
Extension Educators     X
Other:
H. Linked with Research Centers through: (Check all that apply.) 
  Dual-Assigned Personnel
X Locally Administered Research Plots & Programs
X Joint Determination of Research Priorities
  Co-Authored Research Publications
X Other: Research to be administered by State Agricultural
University êmd development assistance organizations.
I. Associated with/on: (Check all that apply.)
Formal Informal
Basis Basis
Farm Credit System X ____
Farm Supply Organizations X ____
Marketing Organizations X ____
Promotional Groups ____  ____
Other: _____________
No Other Association
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2. From ITsars '/Cliantal* Parspactlva, It im Conaidarad Mbat Daalrable 
for Agricultural Ixtanalon Sducatlon Syatam to bat
A Adminlatarad byt
X The Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government
  The Educational Branch of the Federal Government
  Another Branch of the Federal Government:
An Agricultural College or University 
Another Public Body:
An Independent Company or Organization 
An Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System 
Other: ____  __
B. Reaponaible fort (Check all that apply.)
  Regulation & Enforcement ___
  Administration/Direction
  Policy Formulation
  Promotion & Marketing




  Other: __
  Other: __
C. Organised with Staff A Offices on the following Levels :
X National; X Sub-Unit; X Local; ___  Other: _
D. Funded by*
X Federal Government
  Sub-Unit Governments
  Local Governments
X Self-Supported/Project
  Profits/User Fees
  Private Foundation
X Development Assistance Funds
  Combination of Above:
Other:
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2. From XTaars '/Cllant*!* Perspeetiv*, It is Considered Most Desirsble 
for Agricultural Extension Education System to bet (con'd.)
B. Staffed byt (Check all that apply.)
 University Graduates at All Levels
  University Graduates at Administrative Levels euid Technical
School Graduates at Local Levels
X University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially
Trained individuals at Local Levels
  Technical School Graduates at All Levels
X Nationals at All Levels
 A Mixture of Nationals 6 Non-nationals at All Levels
  Nationals at _________  & Non-Nationals at _________  Levels
  Men at All Levels
X A Mixture of Men & Women at All Levels
  Men at _________  Levels & Women at _________  Levels
  Other: __________________________________________________
P Directed in Terns of Program Priorities by:
X Clientele Advisory Groups_______ ____  Donor-Assisted Project
Organization
X Central Federal Administration
  Autonomous Economic &
  University Administration Social Development Body
  Autonomous Public Sector Body ____  Other: ________________
6. Associated with/on: (Check all that apply.)
Formal Informal
Ba&ia Basis
Farm Credit System  X_
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athcr .Eartinut, QbitgYat?ioni »
1. There currently exists a distinct void of agricultural research. The 
State Agricultural University has attençted to assume leadership with 
limited authority from the federal government for this activity. 
Specific agreements, priorities, and organization must be 
accommodated, it is hoped that development assistance organizations 
can assist with both funding and orgemization of research priorities 
and linkages.
2. As the other IS former Soviet republics, Turkmenistan faces enormous 
problems with economic adjustment created by the challenge of moving 
away from Moscow-based central planning to a system of privatized 
decision-making. The country must do so in the face of limited 
financial, technical, and trained personnel resources. Additionally, 
the Turkmen culture is rather fatalistic «md this attitude in the 
face of challenging times makes decision-making and proactive 
plêuming difficult. Much needs to be done in planning and management 
education.
3. Major advances in agricultural production should be seen with the 
completion of the Kara Kum Canal over the next few years as 
government funds allow.
4. Although rather autocratic in approach, the current policy of slowly 
and methodically working toward a free market enterprise system seems 
to be well-received by the population of Turkmenistan. The motto of 
"ten years of stability through Hulk-Watan-Turkmenbassy" (ten years 
of stability through the cooperation and commitment of People-State- 
President) established by the Turkmenbassy has been widely-adopted 
and applauded.
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1. This instrument should be used after completion of the
"Country Analysis Instrument" and requires information and 
data derived from its application for completion.
When selecting appropriate model components, refer to the 
indicated "Analysis Factors" found in the "Country Analysis 
Instrument" and the associated "Agricultural Extension 
Education Models".
3. For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used 
when referring to "Analysis Factors" included in the "Country 
Analysis Instrument":
6S Geographic Situation BS Economic Situation
CS Climatic Situation AS Agricultural Situation
DS Demographic Situation IS Infrastructure Situation
PS Political Situation DCS Desired Characteristics
4. For purposes of abbreviation, the following initials are used 
to identify the "Agricultural Extension Education Models" from 
which various components are derived;
CAES Conventional Agricultural Extension System
TVS Training and Visit System
DABS University Agricultural Extension System 
CDFS Commodity Development amd Production System 
IADS Integrated Agricultural Development System
IRDS Integrated Rural Development System
PSRDS Farming Systems Resesurch and Development System 
ALL All of the Above Listed Systems
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M0D8L OBJECTIVES:
1. Objectives should be set by: Aaelysis Factors - PS 4-7,9; AS 9; DCS
1A,1B,1F,2A,2B,2F
X Clientele Advisory Groups (UAES)
X Central Federal Administration (CAES,TVS)
  University Administration (UAES)
  Autonomous Public Sector Program Body (CDPS)
  Donor-Assisted Project Organization (IADS)
  Autonomous Economic and Social Development Organization (IRDS)
  Other: ____________________________________________________
2. Objectives should be defined as: Analysis Factors - AS 11,14,15
X Providing &/or Maintaining Low Consumer Food Prices (UAES,CDPS)
  Providing Economic Incentives for Increased Agricultural
Production (CDPS, IADS, IRDS)
  Increasing Agricultural Production for Export to Reduce Balance
of Trade Deficit (CAES,CDPS)
X Increasing Agricultural Production to Increase Real Income of
Farmers (ALL)
  Improving the Lot of Large-Scale Farmers (IADS)
X Improving the Quality of Life for the Entire Rural Population
(ALL)
X Providing for Broad-Based Agricultural Development 
(CAES, TVS, UAES, FSRD)
  Strengthening the Family amd Home (UAES)
  Enhancing the Environment amd the Use of Natural Resources
(UAES,FSRD)
X Supporting Communities Toward the Goal of Community Improvement
(UAES)
  Improving Local Leadership amd Initiative (UAES, IRDS)
  Increasing the Availaibility of Social Programs in Health,
Nutrition, amd Basic Education (IRDS)
Other:
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MOPK^i CltHH'KH *
1. Scope of Clientele should bet Analysis factors - DS 1-4; AS 4-5,
17-19
  Entire Population (UAES)
X Entire Farm Population (TVS)
  Large-Scale Fsunners (CAES,IADS)
  Small-Scale Farmers (IRDS,FSRD)
  All Farmers within an identified Project Area (IADS)
Other Target Groups within the Farm Population, ie. producers 
of specific commodities, women, etc. (CAES,CDPS)
Other:
MODEL ORGANIZATION:
1. Should be Administered byt Analysis Factors - PS 1-9; AS 9;
DCS 1A,2A
X Agricultural Branch of the Federal Government (CAES,TVS)
  Educational Bremch of the Federal Government
  Another Branch of Federal Government:
Agricultural College or University (UAES) 
Another Public Body: (CDPS)
Independent Company or Organization (IADS,IRDS) 
Autonomous, Self-Directed Extension System
Other: ______________________________________
Other: ______________________________________
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MODEL ORGANIZATION: (con'd.)
2. Should bo Kosponsiblo fort Anolysis Vacboro - PS 5,7; AS 9,11-13; DCS
1B,2B
  Regulation and Enforcement (CABS)
X Administration and Direction (CAES)
  Policy Formulation
  Promotion and Marketing (CDPS,IADS)
  Financing and Credit (CDPS,IADS)
  Input Supply (CAES,CDPS,IADS)
X Education (ALL)
X Research. (FSRD)
X Other: Small Business Development
3. Should be Organised with Staff and Offices on at Analysis Factors -
6S 1-11;CS 1-S;DS 1-4;AS 1-8,16;IS 1-6;DCS 1C.2C
 National Level (CAES,TVS,UAES)
 2L_ Sub-Unit Level (CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS,FSRD); if so,
number of Sub-Unit Facilities should be: 4 Oblastey
X Local Level (ALL); if so,
number of Local Facilities should be: 25 Districts
  Other: ___________________________________________________
4. Should be Funded by: Analysis Factors - DS 3-4; BS 1-11; AS 16-17;
DCS ID,2D
X Federal Government (CAES,TVS,UAES)
  Sub-Unit Governments (CAES,UAES)
  Local Governments (UAES)
X Self-Supported: Project Profits, User Fees (CDPS)
  Private Foundations
X Development Assistemce Funds (IADS,ISRD)
  Combination of the Above (FSRD)
  Other : ___________________________________________________
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MODEL ORgMIIZATIOWt (con'd.)
5. Should b« Staffed byt Analyaie factor# - DS 3-4; PS 1-3,8-9; AS 5,
10,17-18; DCS IS,28
  University Graduates at all Levels (UAES,FSRD)
  University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Technical
School Graduates at Local Levels (CAES,CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
X University Graduates at Administrative Levels & Specially 
Trained Individuals at Local Levels (TVS)
  Technical School Graduates at all Levels
X Nationals at all Levels (CAES,TVS,UAES,CDPS)
  A Mixture of Nationals and Non-Nationals at all Levels (FSRD)
Nationals at __________ Levels & Non-Nationals at ______
Levels (IADS,IRDS)
Men at all Levels
A Mixture of Men and Women at all Levels (CAES,UAES)
Men at _________  Levels and Women at __________  Levels








Administrators X X ____
(CAES,TVS,UAES) (ALL) (CAES,TVS,FSRD)
Subject Specialists   X ____
(CAES,TVS,UAES) (ALL)
Extension Educators     X
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MOPBL ORGAHlZATlOWt (con'd.)
7. Should be Linked with Reaeerch Centers through* Anelyals Rectors - PS
1-8; AS 13-13; DCS IH
Dual-Assigned Personnel (CAES,UAES,FSRD)
X Locally Administered Research Plots and Programs (FSRD)
J5_ Joint Determination of Research Priorities (CAES, TVS, UAES, 
CDPS,FSRD)
  Co-Authored Research Publications (UAES)
X other: Research should be administered by the State
Agricultural University and development assistance 
organizations.
Other:
8. Should be Associated with: Analysis Factors - PS 1-8; BS 6-11; AS
1,4-8,16-18,19; IS 1-6; DCS 11,26
Formal Informal
Baaia Ba&ia
Farm Credit System X____________________
(CDPS, IADS, IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES, FSRD)
Farm Supply Organizations X
(CDPS, IADS, IRDS) (CAES, TVS, UAES, FSRD)
Marketing Organizations X _____
(CDPS, IADS, IRDS) (CAES,TVS,UAES)
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MQOKt APPBQACB»
1. Bducatlonal Approach should bat Analysis Factors - 08 1,2,10-11, DS
1-4; AS 4-8,16-18; IS 1-6; DCS lC-lX,2C-26
  One-on-One Contact by Local Extension Workers through Irregular
Home & Fétrm Visits & Office Calls (CAES,UAES)
Agricultural Information Units for Production of Bulletins, 
Teaching Aids, Radio Programs, & Mass Media Materials (CAES)
Local Extension Workers Contact Local Farmers on a Fixed 
Schedule (TVS)
Local Extension Workers Receive Training on a Fixed Schedule 
(TVS)
Local Advisory Councils Provide Guidance & Assistance in 
Financial, Operational, Programming, & Evaluation Processes of 
Extension Program (UAES,IRDS)
Local Extension Personnel Use Research-Based Information to 
Help Local People Identify & Establish Need Priorities & then 
Request Instructional Assistance from Subject-Matter 
Specialists on Selected Topics (UAES)
Local Farmers Contract to Produce an Identified Commodity Using 
Recommended Practices & the Commodity Organization Contracts to 
Provide Commodity Research, Credit, Input Supply, Technical 
Assistance, & Marketing Services (CDPS)
Pilot Project Established in which the Organization Provides 
Previously Limited Inputs Assumes the Responsibility for 
Coordinating All Facets of Agricultural Production, Including 
Credit, Supply, Technical Assistance, & Marketing Services 
(IADS,IRDS)
Establishment of an Interdisciplinary Team which Conducts On- 
Farm Research to Evaluate the Interplay of the Production 
Components under Farmer's Control & the Physical, Biological & 
Socio-Economic Environments; Identifies & Generates New 
Technology; Adapts & Tests Technologies in Project Area 
Possessing Reasonably Uniform Characteristics (FSRD)
Other:
Other:
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MOPn. ROLE OF m K W S P »  PERSONNEL,
1. Role of Local Ixtension Paraonnel ahould bet Analyaie Factora - PS 4-
7; AS 11-12,15,19; DCS 1B,10,1H,2B,2D
X Consultant; identify farmer problems/needs & production 
constraints (CAES,TVS,CDPS,IADS)
X Advisor; work with local people to identify & prioritize 
problems/needs & possible solutions (UAES, IRDS, FSRD]
X Communicator; communicate farmer problems/needs & production 
constraints to subject-matter specialists & research workers 
(CAES,TVS,UAES,FSRD)
X Educator; disseminate research-based information «üsout new 
technology & demonstrate its practical application to farmers 
(ALL)
X Motivator; encourage application of improved methods or 
identified solutions to problems (TVS,UAES,IRDS,FSRD)
X Evaluator; work with local people to evaluate the effectiveness 
of new techniques & extension programs (UAES, IRDS, FSRD)
X Researcher; conduct on-farm research to determine the 
practicality & effectiveness of new technology (FSRD)
X Government Administrator; administer government programs & 
policies on the local level (CAES)
X Supplier; provide farmers with required inputs (CDPS,IADS)
X Marketer; coordinate product marketing (CDPS,IADS,IRDS)
  Other: ___ __
Other:
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IPgMTIglKD _p»3rqw.PARAMETERSt
I. Objectiva* to be Istabllahed by*
Central Federal Government/Ministry of Agriculture and Development 
Assistêmce Organizations
II. Objectives to be Defined as*
A. providing and /or maintaining low consumer food prices ;
B. increasing agricultural production to increase real income of 
farmers;
C. improving the quality of life for the rural population;
D. providing for broad-based agricultural development; and
E. supporting communities toward the goal of community development.
III. Scope of Clientele to be*
The entire farm population.
IV. Organization to be: (Sub-Unit and Local Levels should be repeated
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V. Educational ^preach to bat
A. agricultural information units for production of bulletins and 
teaching aids;
B. local extension workers contact local farmers on a fixed 
schedule;
C. local extension workers receive training on a fixed schedule;
D. local extension personnel using research-based information to 
help local people identify and establish need priorities and then 
request instructional assistance from subject-matter specialists 
on selected topics ; and
E. development project established in which the organization 
provides previously limited inputs and assumes the responsibility 
for coordinating all facets of agricultural production, including 
credit, supply, technical assistance, «md marketing services.
VI. Role of Extension Personnel to bet
A. consultetnt - identify farmer problems/needs and production 
constraints;
B. advisor - work with local people to identify and prioritize 
problems/needs «md possible solutions ;
C. communicator - communicate farmer problems/needs and production 
constraints to subject-matter specialists and researchers;
D. educator - disseminate research-based information ad)out new 
technology and demonstrate its practical application to farmers ;
E. motivator - encourage application of improved methods or 
identified solutions to problems;
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P. evaluator - work with local people to evaluate the effectiveness 
of new techniques and extension programs;
G. researcher - conduct on-farm reseaurch to determine the 
practicality and effectiveness of new technology;
H. government administrator - administer government programs and 
policies on the local level;
I- supplier - provide faurmers with required inputs ; amd
J. marketer - coordinate product marketing.
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Brian Sager received a bachelor of science degree from the 
University of Illinois in Agricultural Sciences in 1975,
majoring in Agricultural Economics and minoring in Zoology. In
1978, he received a master of science degree in Agricultural 
Economics from the University of Illinois, with an emphasis in
International Economic Development.
While working on his masters' degree, he was employed for 
two years by the University of Illinois Cooperative Extension 
Service as the Assistant Agricultural Extension Adviser in 
Vermilion County, Illinois. He subsequently accepted an 
appointment as Far East Trade Representative for the Illinois 
Department of Agriculture in Hong Kong from 1977 through 1979 
under Director of Agriculture, John Block, and Governor James R. 
Thompson. In this capacity, he conducted market research and 
promotional activities for Illinois agricultural products in the 
Orient, South Pacific, and Gulf States of the Middle East.
Upon returning to the United States, Mr. Sager accepted 
employment with the University of Illinois Cooperative Extension 
Service as the Agricultural Extension Adviser in McHenry County, 
Illinois. During the 1985-86 academic year, he was granted a 
study leave to pursue doctoral studies in Vocational Education 
with an emphasis in International Development at Louisiana State 
University, Baton Rouge.
385
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He served as the McHenry County Agricultural Adviser from 
April, 1981 through. August, 1990 at which time he accepted his 
present position of Instructor and Coordinator of Animal and 
Plant Sciences and Coordinator of the Horticulture Department at 
McHenry County College in Crystal Lake, Illinois.
Due to his interest and expertise in international 
development, Mr. Sager has had numerous opportunities to travel 
and work throughout the world. To date he has been in 78 
countries and is continually in demand for overseas development 
projects as he speaücs fluent Spanish and has studied and had 
practical work experience in French, German, Cantonese, and 
Mandarin.
As a continuation of his dissertation research project,
Mr. Sager was awarded a 1994 Fulbright Grant to field test 
instruments designed as a part of his study in the Peoples' 
Republic of China and Cambodia. Additionally, he conducted a 
similar study in Turkmenistan under a 1995 USAID Project.
Mr. Sager maintains memberships in the American 
Agricultural Economics Association, Association for 
International Agricultural and Extension Education, National 
Association of Vocational Agriculture Teachers, Illinois 
Association of Vocational Agriculture Teachers, American 
Vocational Association, Illinois Vocational Association, and the 
Illinois Auctioneers' Association. He is also a member of the 
University of Illinois Chapter of Gamma Sigma Delta auid a past
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member of Epsilon Sigma Phi of the Cooperative Extension 
Service.
Mr. Sager'^s additional interests include local politics 
and theatre. He is currently in his second term as a member of 
the Woodstock City Council, for which he serves as Mayor Pro- 
Tem, and has served as the President and Executive Producer of 
the Woodstock Musical Theatre Company, a resident company of the 
historic Woodstock Opera House, for the past eleven years. A 30 
year stage veteran, he is an accomplished performer and performs 
professional luncheon and dinner musical theatre in the 
Chicagoland area.
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